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ABSTRACT
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This cross-cultural research study, on 82 randomly
sampled male urban Spanish speaking immigrants in the District of
Columbia, analyzes the relationship of the immigrants' native
educational attainment to occupation and to income, to assess their
manpower utilization, and to make recommendations for manpower
training prosgrams. Data on economic and social characteristics found
the immigrants to be more similar to the black population rather than
to the Spanish speaking and white populations in the District of
Columbia. A positive relation is said to exist between native
education and economic success, as measured by occupation and
earnings, with the first job in the native country mediating between
education and economic success. Immigrants are found to be
underutilized in their U.S. occupa;_ions as compared with those held
in their native countries, and those immigrants having completed a
secondary education were found to be under represented in white
collar positions when compared with nonimmigrants. The development of
policies leading to facilitation of the tendency of immigrants to
shift from the service occupations to blue collar occupations which
conform to their previous experience is recommended. ChaRlers include
background and related research, sampling procedures, chgTacteristics
of the samples, education and economic success, manpower utilization,
and conclusions and recommendations. Instruments utilized are
included in the appendixes. (Author/AM)
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ABSTRACT
EDUCATION AND ECONOMIC SICCESS 01'

(MAN SPANISH-SPEAKING IMMIGRANTS

PAUL M. ZISMN
The purpose of this research was to analyze the relationship between educational attainment and the eccnomic

success or adult male Spanish-speakifi immigrants in the
District of Columbia.
randomly sampled.

Census tracts were stratified and

Eighty-two immigrants were interviewed.

By comparing means and frequency distributions on
economic and social characteristics, the immigrants here
found to be more similar to the black population thar to

1

the Spanish language and white population in the District
of Columbia.
Their educational attainment in grades com=

pleted shows significant product-moment correlation coefficients with their occupational status (Duncan's scale)
and weekly earnings.

When fist job in the native country
is partialled out correlationA cease to be significant. Thus
first job is a mediator between education and economic suc-

cess.

Spanish - speaking immigrants are underutilized in

r

_..

,

their U.S. occupations compared to their previous occupations in their native countries. Immigrants who have
completed their secondary education are less represented
in white collar occupations in comparison with non-immigrants. A manpower development policy should facilitate
the tendency of immigrants to shift from the service occuations to the blue collar occupations which conform to
heir previous experience.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
In the past decade or so,' the attention that educa-

7tion has received as.an independent or determinant variable
has been steadily increasing. This attention is in addition

to the ml'e customary emphasis in educational research on
education as a dependent or determined variable, as in
studies which seek to determine what affects educat4onal
The broadening of focus is probably th\ re,:,achievement.
.

soff of two \concurrent developments: the strength of the
civil rights movement and increased interest .of social

scientist" in contemporary social problems.
Minbrity groups have exposed 'the subtle use of the

educational system as a potential means of suppression.
The inferior education. of minority group members excused

employers from hiring them. In-additionl-the educational
.

system is the moot accessible instrument for social reform:
,-The function of educgtion in society, therefore, has in-

creasingly become the focus of systematic study, especially
the relationship of education to occupation and to income.
the conception of education as a determinant, however,
is not entirely new, although the context -is different. Edu,

cation has 'leen traditionally valued as necessary for a

-

democratic society and, hence, Tor the general well-being
In short', the likelihood of education as a
of the society.
cause or an.independent factor having effeCts on dworthy
outcome has been recognized but has not been the subject of
much systematic study until fairly recently.

StudieS treating education as an independent or determinant variable are usually concerned with social mobility
or with the economic value of education. Thpre is lacking in
these studies the extension of the argument to inaividuals
who have been edUcated in one cultural context and are working

L,

FI

in another.

This would be the case or immigrants uho ,have

completed their formal education in their native countries.

Cross-cultural studies of this type would shed light on the
effects of the cultural dimension in the relationship between
Such research would further
education, and economic success.
define the nature of education.

Cross-cultural studies would also produce findings
potentially important.for the understanding of the role of
education in the process of economic absorption of immigrants.

The ability of the immigrant to find and hold a job in the
host country is probably the most essential prerequisite for
his eventual full integration into the society of the host
country.

The importance of education as an indicator of this

ability or capacity has often been postulated ,but it has not

been a major objective of any study to come to the investi-'

gator's attention (although it has been confirmed in studies
concerned with the process of economic absorption in general).

The study of education and occupation of immigrants, in
addition, would allow for comparisons of the immigrant population and the host country population.

Such comparisons

would accomplish three things simultaneously: (1) determine
the status of the immigrant's economic .absorption, (2) deter-,

mine whether or not immigrants are being underutilized in the
labor force, and (3) further define the cross-cultural value
of education.

InAhe course of carrying out the cross - cultural study,

the data on the immigrants, once having been collected, will
provide a contribution,to the knowledge of immigration in the
United States.

Apparently, little is known about the modern

immigrants after they arrive in the United States. The Im-

migration and Naturalization Service publishes data, but except for the annual Alien Address Report which requests little
information, this data pertains only to immigrants at the time
of their arrival.

The Bureau of the Census publishes census
data on the foreign born and a very limited amount on aliens,

14
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but these populations, although related, are not equi\alent
to the immigrant population.

The study which is presented in the following pages is
an attempt to contribute to the body of knowledge on education as a determinant.
cross-cultural study.

In addition, it attempts to be a

The aims of the study are to deter-

mine-the relationship of the immigrant's native education
with occupation and w. h income, to assess the manpower
ke recommendations for
utilization of immigants, arid to
manpower training programs.

The immigrants selected for the research are the Spanish-speaking immigrants in the District of Columbia. These
immigrants are from'Central and South America, Spanish West
Indies, and Mexico. The spread of Mexican immigrants northward, away from their traditional southwestern destination,
The presence 'of Central and
represents a new phenomenon.
South Americanoimmigrants (Mexico is considered to be a part
of North America, geographically) in the United States.is a
new state of affairs in itself.

In the 1910's, the decade

of the heaviest influx of all immigrants, Central and South.

American and Spanish West Indian

,,ants comprised only

one third of one per cent of all immigrants. In the decade
just ending, these immigrants (not including Cuban refugees)
Including the Mexican
comprised 12 per cent of the inflow.
newcomers, Spanish-speaking immigrants from the* Western

Hemisphere comprise 25 per cent of the total inflow in this
decade.

1

Thus, one quarter of all modern immigrants are from
Spanish-speaking countries of the Western Hemisphere. In some
urban areas, the District of Columbia, for instance, this
inflow represents quite a change in the ethnic composition
1

These calculations are from Tables 13 and 14 of the
Immigration and Naturalization Service,, Annual Report, 1971
(Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office). The figures
for the decade just endirig refer to the fiscal years from
Brazil is excluded from South America and only
1962-197b.
the Dominican Republic is included of the West Indian countries.
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and places unfamiliar demands on the city's institutions and
services.-- If the United States continues to maintain its

economic dominance in the hemisphere (assuming that this is
what attracts most immigrants), it can be assumed that Latin
American immigration will continue.
Hence, this is not h
passing event but one which will be present for some time to
come and therefore merits study.
Scope and Limitations

This study is concerned with voluntary immigrants who
are considered by the Immigration and Naturalization Service
to be "permanent residents," i.e., immigrants who after at
least five years of continuous residence in the United States
will be eligible to apply for naturalization.
These'immigrants come to the United States voluntarily, not with refugee status, and have the status of permanent immigrant, not
the status of temporary alien worker or visitor.
For Spanish-speaking immigrants, this means tbat Cubans as refugees
and Puerto Ricans as citizens are excluded, as are temporary
workers, foreign workers with international visas (working
for international organizations), tourists, students and illegal entrees.
It*isjurther specified that the members of
the survey population reside, in the District of ColuMbia

and be male from the Spanish-speaking countries of the
Western HeMisphere.
This study has two major methodological limitations.

Measuring educational attainment by grades completed neglects
the quality of education and may not include on-the-job
training or other types of training not included in nonformal education. Also, all the information is based on the
informants' responses which are naturally subject to unintentional as well as intentional omissions and distortions.
Definition of Terms

Definitions are stated below for the most recurring

These terms and others referring
to the obaracteristicsof immigrants and to the survey population definitions can be better understood in .terms or the
methodology. The survey-population is delimited in Chapter

terms uS\ed in the study.

____-----III and'its characteristics are described in Chapter :iv.
1.

Spanish-speaking immigrants: voluntary permanent resident immigrants from Western Hemisphere countries in
which Spanish is .11e national language. Since they are
voluntary immigrants, political refugees, such as those

2.

from Cuba, and Puerto Ricans, Whoare citizens, are
excluded. This definition also excludes Spaniards.
Spanish language population: As the Census Bureau defines it, "Persons of Spanish language comprise persons
of Spanish mother tongue and all other persons in families in which the head or wife reported Spanish as his
or her mother tongue. n2 In this study, this designation

3.

refers to the Census Bureau's data.
Alien: A foreign-born person' who has not yet become a

This category includes diplomats, student:"
refugees, immigrants as defined above, etc:
Occupational status: The occupational titles mr categorized according to Duncan's socioeconomic index for
citizen.

4.

occupations (also referred to as Duncan's scale).

3

This classification is based on the Bureau of the
Census' classification scheme.
5.

Earnings: Wages and/or salaries.

U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Population: 1970,
Detailed Characteristics, Final Report PC(1)-D10, District
of Columbia (Washington,, D. C.: U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1972), Appendix B, p. App-7.
3

Appendix B, "Table B-1: Socioeconomic Index for Occupations in the Detailed Classifications of the Bureau of
the Census: 19501." in Albert J. Reiss et al., Occupations
and Social Status (New York: Free Press of Glencoe, 1961),
pp. 263-275.

6

6.

iconomic success: The degree to which an immigrant participates in the host country's economy, primarily as
a worker.`}

In this study economic success will be

measured by occupational status as defined above and
by earnings.'
7.

Economic absorption: See Economic success.

8.

Economic integration: See Economic success.

9.

English language proficiency: The immigrant's ability
_to _communicate and understand the English language es-

pecially in regard to his employment.

The emphasis

ig more on communicating than on the correctness of
language usage.
See belowlp.108
for measurement tech,

nique.
10.

11.

Educational attainment: The number of grades of schooling completed in, forma.1 educational institutions.
Formal or regular education: The age-graded hierarchy
of elementary, secondary, and higher education; school:

ing which advances a person to%;/ard a certificate or dip -

loma at one of the three levels.5
12.

Non-formal education: "EdUcation that does not advance
to a higher level of the hierarchical formal school
system. "6

Purpose and Design of Study

The purpose of this study is to analyze the relationship between educational attainment and economic success for
4W.1 D. Borrie, The Cultural Integration of Immigrants
(Paris: Unesco, 1959), p. 101. Also see.p.32

5Rolland G. Paulston, Non-Formal Education: An Annotatated International Bibliography (New Ybrk: Praeger Pubfishers, 1972), p. ix; and U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census
of Population, 1970, District of Columbia, op. cit., ApperTx
B, pp. App
App -9:
,

6Paulston, op. cit., p. ix.

O
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a group or urban male Spanish-speakitg immigrants in the
'United States who previously heir e be n neglected in the research.
The specific research prob1ms are to determine:
1.

The characteristics of the male Spanish-speaking immigrants in the District of Columbia and how they compare
to other populations.
1

.

2.

3.

The relationship of Spanish-speking immigrants to their
U.S. occupations and to their earnings.
Whether or not
Spanish - speaking immigrants are under,
utilized in the economy of the United States in terms
of their previous occupations and education.
1

4.

The implications the first three problems have for
further research and for setting policy for manpower
training programs which include Spanish-speaking immigrants.

Three research objectives are sought in order to attain
this purpose. The first objective is to describe and determine
the following selected chdracteristics for this group of immigrants:
1.

Educational attainment in native country.

2.

Non-formal education in native country and im,the United
States.

3.'

First and last occupation in native country and in the
United States, and father's occupation.

4.

Earnings in last occupation in native country, and first
and present U.S. occupations.

5.

Demographic characteristics - age, number of dependents,
lengthof time in the United States, years in the labor

6.

force, order of birth, color and country of origin.
Cultural integration characteristics - English language
proficiency, degree of community integration, North
American friends, motive to migrate, intentions, to re-

.

main, and problems, as an- immigrant.

The second objective is to test the hypothesis that educational attainment is an indicator of the degree of economic

8

success for individuals in this group of immigrants. This is
done by finding the statistical relationship between educational attainment and economic success, as measured by the
status of the immigrant in the occupational hierarchy of the
United States and by his earnings. Besides relating education to economic success. directly, the relation between education and two other factors found in the literature to be
important for absoilotion will also be determined.
---fa-c-tors arena

These

tic-cupati-on-a nd-English- -pro-ficiency-.

The third objective is to test the hypothesis that this
group of immigrants is underutilized in the labor force. The
usual way to determine underutilization has been by showing
a lack of agreement betweeh education and occupation. Since
in this study it is not assumed that education reflects-occupational worth a priori (the aim of the second objective
is to test this assumption for this group of immigrants),
anothercriterion- in addition to the educational criterion
will be used: a significant difference in the immigrant's
former occupation in the native country and his present (or
last) occupation in the United States. lh additioni the ,educational attainment of immigrants and the educational attainment of non-immigrants who occupy the same occupational clas_

sification will be compared.'
The data gathering. procedure involves 'an interview
survey of a sample of eighty-two Spanish-speaking male adult

immigrants in the District of'Columbia-see,Chapter III).
The following hypotheses are tested for null relationships
on urban male, Spanish-speaking immigrants:
Educational attainment correlates positively with U.S.
1.
2:

occupational status.
Educational attainment correlates positively with UAS.

3.

earnings.
Educational attainment correlates positively with native

4.

occupational status.
Educational attainment correlates" positively with Eng-

5.

lish expression proficiericy.
Immigrants' native occupational status is significantly

20
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different from their occupational status in the United
6.

States.
Immigrants and non-immigrants in the same occupational

category will show significant differences in their

levels of-educational -attainment
The statistical analysis procedure aims at reducing
the data to statistics in order to attain the research objectives and test the research hypotheses. The following
methods are used to describe the characteristics of Spanishspeaking immigrants and to compare them to other populations:
frequency distributions, percentages, measures of central
t'endency, z-tests, t-tests, chi-square tests and correlations.

To test the first four hypotheses, correlations are calculated
In addition, the
and examined for statistical significance.
partial correlation technique forms the basis for isolating
the direct net effects of the independent variables.

This

technique will allow analogies,to Blau and Duncan's findings
(see Chapter II) since the partial correlations, are concep-

tually similar to path analysis.

This present study is

limited to analyzing the role of schooling only and not all
determinants of economic success.

The fifth and sixth hy-

potheses are tested respectively by the chi-square method and
by the z-test as applied to the differences betWeen the means.
All tests for statistical significance are taken'at the .05
level of probability.
The principal source of the statistics for the test's

are the tabulated results in Table 4.1, containing the means,
medians and standard deviations of most of the variables,
and Table 1.2, the correlational matrix.

At other places

throughout,t e study, the sources of the data are presented
in tables of reQuency distributions.
These results were
generated primaril

by computer programs.

7

7

The following stat-istical package and library program
were used: Suziedelis, Antanas, SIFT II: A Manual for Statistics by Interaction with Files from Terminal (Washington,
D. C.: Catholic University of Allirical Computer Center,
November, 1972); Multiple Linear 'Regression - Up to 20 Variables (Silver Spring, Md.: Dial'com, Inc.).
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Overview of Report

There are six remaining chapters in the report. In
Chapter 11, the theoretica4, background for the study is developed from the related research. Chapter 111 describes in
detail the sampling procedure. The problems of dealing with
"rare sampling elements" and how these problems were faced
The question of degree of representativeness
is also considered. Chapters IV, V, and V3 present and discuss the findings. Chapter IV deals with the characteristics
of Spanish-speaking immigrants, the relationship of education

are described.

to these characteristics, and comparisons with other populations in the District of Columbia. This chapter provides
answers for the first research problem and objective (see
Chapter V analyzes the relationship of education to
occupation and to earnings. This chapter directs itself to
the second researclt.problem and objective. Chapter VI as-

above).

sesses the utilization of Spanish-speaking immigrant manpower
in the District of ColuMbia. This assessment also sheds some
light on the degree of economic absorption of Spanish-,speaking
immigrants. This chapter addresses the third research problem and objective. The last chapter, "Chapter VII, briefly
summarizes the study and formulates conclusions and implications.

In that chapter, the fou "th research problem is

Included there are also the limitations of the
dealt with.
results which serve 'bos a guide in accepting and generalizing
from the conclusions)

CHAPTER II

BACkGROUND AND -RELATED RESEARCH

Theoretical Orientation
The educational system, among other things, sets out
to prepare youth for life in the adult society) In this
study it is proposed that the education received in ore

society is indicative of the degree of preparedness tc live
in another society. The theoretical support/for such a contention is derived from two distinct research areas Wlich
are generally not considered in the same framework. (Inc
area is concerned with how individuals arrive at their position in society in relation to other individuals: Alis is
The other area deals
a problem of social stratification.
with the problems of the integration of immigrants into the
host societylespecially into the economic sector.

The model of stratification influencing this study
actually attempts to explain occupational stratification.
It was presented in Blau and Duncan and expanded in Duncan,
9
There is no corresponding model
Featherman and Duncet.
.which has been empirically verified in the arda of immigrant
integration. However, Patterson3 has described how occupa-

1For example, see Emile Durkheim, "Moral Educat:on"
(excerpts from,Moral Education, Free Press, 1961), in Edued. by B. R. Cosin (Baitication: Structure and Societ
more: Penguin oo s, Inc., 1 72), pt 204.
1

2Peter'Blau and Otis D. Duncan, The American Occupational Structure (New York: John WileyMTons, inc., 1967);
and Otis D. Duncan, David L. Featherman and Beverly Duncan,
Socioeconomic Background an(' Achievement (New York: SeMinar
Press, 1972).
35heila Patterson, Immigrants. in Industry (Nei, 'ork:
Oxford Upiversity Press, for the Institute of Race Re ations, 19

2
11

.

12

immigrants in England takes place in
Aional absorption
Croydon, an industrIal center in the London metropolitan
area. The major' theoretical approach of this present study

is to conceive of Blau and Duncan's model as a model of the
general case and to use Patterson's work along with related
research to show that it has' applicability to the specific
case of immigrant integration. The role of education in
contributing to occupational status in the general case is
considerable. The primary aim of this study is to demonstrafe that education is equally important in the specific
case of immigrants who were educated in their native countries. In the sections to follow the general case is discussed
'

and then results of related studies are presented to support
the thesis that education is important for the economic success of immigrants and related populations.
Education, Occupational Attainment
and Earnings

The attempt to understand'society in its totality has
led to increased attention to certain social institutions of
the society. For instance, an important aspect of scciety
is how members are distributed in the positions required for
Positions in the
the survival or cohesion of the society.

society, exist indendently'"of the individkils who occupy
them.

These positions are accorded power and prestige in

relatiomto their functional importance in the society and
the scarcity of available qualified personnel.

4

In modern societies the positions are primarily

(no

4 Kingsley.Davis and Wilbert Moore, "Some Principles

of Stratification," American Sociological Review, Vol. 10,
(1945), pp. 242-249.

totally) incorporated in the occupational structure. Thus,
social stratification and social nobility are reflected by

occupational stratification and occupational mobility which
are eucowassed in the process or occupational status at5

ilistorically, as the process or bureaucratization
of functions occurred, a corresponding examination and
coma system developed to certify those who would qualify for
tainment,

6
The preparation for certhe positions in the bureaucracy.
tification is a function of the educational system.

There are two contending, theoretical perspectives which
explain how indiViduals are allocated in occupational posi

The functional theory holds. that the needs of society

tions.

are the determining factors in social behavior. Thus, tO demand for skills determineg.who will be selected for a specifThe conflict theory suggests that grdups of high
ic job.'
social status exert their influence on the process of occupational selection. In this way, these groups are able to
perpetuate themselves by limiting the entrance into the more
prestigious occupations to 'the members of their own group.
Since education functions in society to provide skills'and

allocate individuals into occupations, the edicational system
has a fundamental role in any theory of stratification:9
5

Archiba1 d 'taller and Alejandro Pontes,"Status Attainment Process," Sociology of Education, Vol. 46 (Winter, 1973),
p. 54.
6

Max Weber, "The 'Rationalization' of Education and
Training," (excerpt from Max Weber: Essays in Sociology.
Structure and
.ftoutledge
Society, op. cit., p. f26.
7

Davis and Moore, op. cit. See also Richard Hall, Oc(Englewood Cliffs:
cupations and the Social Structure
Prentice-Hall, 1969), p; 298ff.

N. Collins, "Functional and Conflict Theories of Educational Stratification," in Education: Structure and society,
ed. by B. R. Cosin (Baltimore: Penguin Books, Inc., 1971)PP. 175-199.
9

Olive Banks, The Sociology of Education (Neu York:
Schocken 1 Books, 1968), 1). 35.
t
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Methodological Considerations
II

a

-o

The'sc nceptual frame,vork guiding this study is lzrgely

influenced by Duncan, Featherman and DiIcan's procedur for
analyzing the pi cess of occupational attainment in th United
States.10 They posit a four variable model of the Ottlinment,
in
see Figure
process in the socioeconomic. life Cycle,
1

this basic model, father's occupatioh and eduCation ar the
background (independent) variables; respondent's educational
attainment is the intervening variable; and respondent's oc-

cupational status is the outcome (dependqnt)/Ariable.

Occu-

pational attainment is explained by the =temporal

a

.variables which are logically associated Vvith occtpaeion.

Within this closed system of variables., it is possible to make
causal statements about the properties of the model since the
model is nothing more .than a 'representation of reality." Such

statements are distinguish ad from statements about the validity
of the model to the real.world.' Nev.erthelesS-1 such a proce-

dure makes pbssible the thorough examination of a limited
number of variables which lead to a better understanding of
the problem at'hand.

Adding variables to this basic model creates e\tensions
of the bagic mode). Extending the basic model is done by
scorching Tor the "mechanisms," or intervening'variables,

which explain the influence of the antecedent variables on
Gatcome variables.I2 Thus, education is an intervening variable expl4ining how family background influences occupational
Much of the research on occupational attainment is
status.
10 Duncan.
11

Ibid., p. J.

12Tbid.,
p. 54.

Featherman and Duncan, 22. cit.

Se

bit.3o- Haller and fortes, 22. cit.,

. .

26

a

Pik.

1.

.The Basic Model of Occupational
AchieveMent

o'y

Respondent's Occupation.
-, Respondent's Education

.

X , Father's Occupation
V = Father!s Edmpation,

Dunc'an, Featherman, and Duncan, op. ct., p. 8.

27

16

directed toward uncovering tfhese intersening variabljs since

the basic relationship between famil background,edncational
and occupational status has been serified in dirat
,.

ferent studies of the American population.

15

In tie cross-cultural application of this framewor.k,

undertaken in this present study, the relationshipscatrong
family bac ground, eddcational attainment and occupational'
status hav not been verified. Therefore, this study sets

1

odt to de4rmine the feasibility of including educational
attainment in such a model for an immigrant populatior who

were educated,in their native countries.
The preS:ent study will utilize the product-momert correlation technique to- find significant two-variable relation-

ships and the partial correlation technique to statistically
"control" third and fourth variables. Such a procedure contrasts with the method of path analysis employed in most of
thecurrent research on occupational attainment in the United
States.

Path analysis is particularly suited for the veri-

fication of models because it assigns path' coefficients,

which are standardized partial regression coefficients (beta
14
Path coefficients
weights), to the paths of determination.
s

"indicate how much change in the dependent variable is produted by a standardized change in one of the independent

variables when the others are controlled" (italics in original).

15

Partial correlations differ from path coefficients

in'that a partial correlation is "a measure of the amcunt

of variation explained by one independent variable after the
16
others have explained all they could" (italics in original).
.

13

Haller and Por1es, op. cit.,

14

The product-moment correlation coefficient, r, is also
used in path analysis. For a full exposition of path analysis,
see Otis Dudley Duncan, "Path. Analysis," American journal of
Sociology, Vol. 72 (1966), pp. 1-,16.
15

Hubert M, Blalock, Jr., Social Statistic's (Neu York;

McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1972, Second Editio1 p. 17.
16Ibid.

17

,

The two measures are conceptually the same and tley
are both in the regression analysis family or statistical
Partial correlatiohs are as useful as path cotechniques.
efficients in identifying direct and indirect effects in
17.
Since the primary aim of this study is to estabmodels.
lish that certain two-variable relationships do in fact exist
'in the data, the exploration for intervening variables-is
considered a secondary purpose. In view of the exploratory
nature of the search for interveiling variables, partial cor-,
relatilons seem preferable to otger measures since partial
correlations are fairly familiar statistics and since they

evaluate the importance of the independent variable by indicating the amount of variation it explains in the dependent
variable.

The validity of the statistical measures depend in part
on the limitations imposed by,the basic assumptions under18
for the regreslying the measures. Two basic assumptions
sion analysis technj.ques are that the relationship be linear
and that the variables be additive, i.e., have no interaction
In-studies- using different data, the rela-Aenships
are only slightly better described if linearity is not assumed
19
In assessing
between education and occupational status.
the additive condition Blau and Duncan report a study by Hill
effects.

which s,hows slight nonadditVe effects between occupation and
20 Similarly, Jencks found only a slight interaction
income.
17 Blalock demonstrates hoW partial correlations can be

applied to test for spurious relationships in causal models,
Ibid., p. 442ff. See also, H. M. Blalock, "Four-variable
causal models and partial correlations," The American Journal
of Sociology, Vol. 68 (1962), pp. 182-194.
18 A third basic assumption, the condition of hetero-

estadicity, was mentioned in the literature but was either
If this asignored or not believed to be a major problem.
sumption is relaxed, the accuracy of, the prediction (end description) will vary along the distribution of the dependent variable.
19 These calculations are discuss,A in Blau and luncan,

op. cit., p. 145; 'Jailer and Fortes, op. cit., p. 74; and

e

.Jencks, op. cit., p., 336.

20 Blau and Duncan, op. cit., p. 159.

29
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18

effect for the re lat ionship _between (`ducat ion an.,1 inolite for
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far outweighing the s I ight distort ion: that
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-

nay

arise by relaxing the assumptions.

A final consideration is the procedure used to measure
occupational status. Reiss et al, carried out a study which
asked a nationwide sample in 1947 to rank occupations in order
99

Of their prestige.

The prestige ratings of occupations seem
93

04

and among developed countries.- The
L947 study, however, secured prestige ratings for only forty.
Duncan developed a scale derived from the
five occupations.
prestige .ratings which estimates prestige scores for 416 deto be stable over time-

-05

tailed occupaton t itles.
tailed

This was done by predicting the

21

Christopher Jencks, et al., InequaLity) :1 Reas:essment
of the Effect of Family and Schooling in America (New York:
Baiic Books, 1972), p. 337.
99

--Albert J. Reiss, et al., Occupations and Social. Status
(New York: Free Press of Glencoe, 1961).
2 Robert W. lodge, Paul M. Siegel, and Peter II, Rossi,
"Occupational Prestige in the United States, 1925-1963," The
American Journal o1 Sociology, Vol. 70, No. 3 (November, 1964),
pp. 286-302.
9

4Alex Inkles and Peter H. Rossi, "National Compar1A-lons.
of Occupational Pre'stige," in Contemporary Society, ed. by
Toby Jackson (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1964), pp. 234243.

95

Otis Dudley Duncan, "A Socioeconomic Index for :111
Occupations," in Reiss, op. cit., pp. 109-138.

'19

pres.tige scores using a regression analysis equation
26
a iables.
education and income were the indep endent xr

which
This

scale aCtually denotes socioeconomic status scores rather
than prestige, although the two are closely relAted. -he
innovation or Duncan's Socioeconomic Status Index Of ogcupations operatiOnalizes the s,tatus hierarchy which all,)ws
for empirical testing of theories of status attainment .-1

Models-of Occupational Status Attainment
Blau and Duncan's model of occupational status attainment employs five variables. Their hypothesis is that two
'family background variables (father's occupation and elucatiQn) determine in part the respondent's education, fi-st occupation and present (196.2) occupation. The net effects of

education, independent of family background, determine in
part first occupation and present occupation. The effects
of first occupation dndependent of the othen variables par-4
tially determine present occupation. Blau and Duncan tested
this model on a 1962 cross-sectional sample of 20,,700 respondents which is representative of the nation's whit. non26 Duncan is senstive to the implied circularity

f cor-

relating educational attainment with an occupational status
index which also contains education as one of its two components. In the Detroit Area Study, data was coded both in
occupational prestige scores (secu'red from a recent study
of occupational prestige of a large number of occupations)
and in Duncan's socioeconomic index. The correlations with
education were .53 and .55, respectively. Apparently, the
index as an estimate of prestige is not limited in use by
having education as one of its predictors (Duncan, Featherman,
and Duncan, op. cit., p. 49): See also, Blau and Duncan, op.
pp. 125-126.
cit.,
27.

aaller and Portes, op. cit.

20

farm aOult males 20 to 64 years

age.

The model c\plained

42 per cent or the variance at the time Of present (1962)
,occupation but, more importantly, the paths or causation as
posited in their model were generated and their coafigaration
08

was confirmed.
Other research has extended tilt:4 model by inclidifig

additional variables as background variables and intervening
variables. The principarresults of this research fellow.
Background Variables
Duncan, Featherman, and Duncan examined extended models'

using primarily cross-sectional samples. The models included
background variables in addition to father's education and
occupation (hereafter referred to as "social origin"). National origin is not a disadvantage for second generatior. European
Americans except for: ,those with fathers born in Ita13. Ameri-

cans with fathers born in Latin Americajmainly Mexico) were
29
These findings
disadvantaged in the Occupational structure.
represent the direct effects of national origins when, social
origins and educational, attainment are controlled.

Pace

.(black or white) produces differences in both occupational

and educational achievement even when social origins and
number of siblings are controlled.3° The number of siblings

in the respondent's family depresses educational attainment
but showed no important influence on occupational status. Additionally, the sex of siblings had no effects whatsoever.

51

28 Blau and Duncan are not very disturbed at, what may

seem to be, the low amount of explanation; see Blau and
Duncan, Ibid.l_p. 174.
29 Duncan, Featherman, and Duncan, oo. cit., p. 52.

Also see below in the text:
to
31

Ibid., Table 4.3.
Ibid., p. 62.

32

Family stability makes about one year

difference in school-

ing and somewhat less difference when the number of siblings
and social origins: are taken into account.

32

Jencks and associates provide a model which interrelates variables to produce hypothetical background faCtors.
A family environment factor and childhood intelligence have
-direct paths to educational attainment.'3
Intervening Variables

Additional variables which can be experientially located between the' background variables and educational attainment and occupational status help to explain the dynamics of the status attainment process. The Wisconsin model
attempts to define the transmission of social origins by including psychological variables commonly associated with
34 The Wisconsin model extends the basic model
this process.
by adding the five following variables: mental ability, sig-

nificant others' influence, academic performance, educational
The addition Of
aspirations and occupational aspirations.
these variables enables this model to explain seven per cent
more of the variance in first occupation and more than twice
the variance in educational attainment than the five-vari55
able model of Blau and Duncan.
52 Ibid., pp. 63-64.
33Jencks, op. 'cit., Figure B-7:
34 Haller and Portes, op. cit.,

William Sewell,
Educational and
Replication and
Vol. 55.(1970),

pp. 51-91; See also
Archibald Haller and George Ohlendorf,' "The.
Early Occupational Status Attainment Process;
Revision," American Sociological Review,
1014-1027.

35 The comparison is limited by differences in samples

(national versus regional) and slight differences in measureHaller and Portes note, howeve, that in spite of very
ment.
different research designs relationships among status variables in the two studies, are associated at similar levels.
Thus, the empirical results are fully substantiated', Haller
pp. 61-65.
and !'ortes. op._ cit.,

In the'Wisconsin model educational attainment is determined by significant others' influence (parental encourage-

ment toward college, teacher's encouragement and best friend's
college plans), academic performance (the only variable which
mental ability affects directly), and level of educational
aspirations. Social origin (in this case an index based on
father's education and. occupation, mother's education, and
family income) has direct effects only on significant others'
The roinfluence and has no indirect effects whatsoever.

spondent's first occupational statuscis determined by educational attainment and to a lesser degree by the level of ocIn this model, these are the only
cupational aspirations.
two variables that have direct paths to first occupational
56
4
status.
The findings generated b:v the Wisconsin model "seem to

emphasize the importance of psychological formations and their
,consistent support from those the youth considers important.
The social background of the family "sets limits on the pool
of potential significant others and the nature of their ori-

Hence, youths tend to receive qinforcement
for aspirations which were first generated by their family

entations.38
.

'

background by associating with like-minded individuals.
The importance of aspirations or occupational plans
and their fundamental role in the decision- making process led
GinAberg to formulate the.concept of "'irreversibility" or occupational choice.

59

During the time or adolescence indi-

,

56Tbid., Diagram ,21 p. 59.
7371bid.,

p. 62.

58ibid.

59Clinzberg, The Development of Human Resources (Neu
York: McGraw-Hill, 1966), p. 54.
.

Ldnals are obligated to make certain choices about their education which will ultimately set the direction or their occu-

These choices in effect influence lqter
pational career.
options thus putting into motion a process which rather
thoroughly entrenches the individual into a career pattern.
This concept or "irreversibility" also operates once the
individual has embarked upon his occupational career- That
is, preceding occupations have more impact than education and
other variables upon the present occupation (see below) indicating that the act of entering an occupation Limits later:
'options for entering other types of'occupations.

The importance of ti. intervening variables used in the
WiscGasin model,were generally supported by the comprehensive
research on extended models by Duncan, Featherman, and Dun40 However; some psychological measures of achiexement
can.

orientation were not found to be important.

These measures

consisted of subjective achievement, commitment to work and
the importance of getting ahead. The model was tested on
cross - sectional data.41

However, using data from part of a

national probability sample, Duncan, Feathermanl.and Curican

concluded tentatively that achievement motivation"(n Ach, need
for achievement) derived from Thematic Apperception Test re,

sults has an effect on occupational status but not on educational status.

49

4

.

°Their research is by far the most exhaustive attempt
test extended models and uncover the "mechanisms" of status
For detailed analysis of selected variables, intransmission.
cluding many of those included in the Wisconsin model, see
Duncan, Featherman, and Duncan, op. cit., Chapters 5, 6, and 7.
41

Ibid., p. 154. See also, David L. Featherman, "Achievemeni Orientations and Socioeconomic Attainment," American
Sociological Review, Vol. 37 (1972), 131-143.
49 The authors consider their findings suggestive since
they were not able to locate all, the data. Their findings,

however, do support in some ways the original study. ibid.,
p. 128.

35
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hhereas

i nl Cr % en i ng varia tes hair been found

l

I

i h

completely mediate the influence qf background xariables on
educational attainment, comparable success in identifing the
mechanism of status transmission from education to occupation
has not been achieved. 1, measure of adult mental ability subsequent to education uas 'found to have a direct path ro-4(7.Furthermore; part or the effects Cr educupational status.

cational attainment on occupational status are transmitted
through this measure of adult mental ability.

43

Featherman's cross-sectional metropolitan data covers
four points in time during, occupational careers which are
about twenty years long. He finds that father's occupation
The effects of
has "lagged effects" during this time period.

father's occupAtiOn dip during the second and third points
in time but at the fourth and final check (occupation at

mid-career) they rise to almost the equivalent'strength of
14
Thus
the first occupational check, occupation at marriage.
the background variable deems to have an independent ,cffect

since the relationship between education and occupaticn loses
strength during the career life of the individual while
father's occupation does not. Blau and Duncan similarly
,found a declining strength in the ak:sociation between educa-

tion and occupation.
13

45

Nevertheless, in Featherman's analysis

Ibid., Figure 5.9.
Figure B7.77--

See also, .Jencks, op. cit.,

44

David Featherman, -A Research Note: 1 Social Structural Model for the Socioeconomic Careerl" American Journal'
Vol. 77 (1971), p. 302.
of Sociology,
45 13lau and Duncan, op. cit., p. 304. 'For their- results

front using synthetic cohorts to determine five points in the
occupational career, see Ibid., p. 184.

education is second in strength on!
ables as

to the occupation xari-

determinant of each occupation and actually has

it

more effect thon oceupation-at-marriage on occupation-at-

Mmid-career, the last occupation VOL, which there was data.

46

The respondent's/family characteristics contribitte to

describing how the effects of educational attainment influMarital stability, i.e:, intact
ence occupational status.
or broken marriages, was found to influence occupational
47

status and also to be related to educational attainment.
The number of children and the timing of children were both
disadvantages in the attainment process and negatively cor48
The socioeconomic characrelated with educational levels.
teristics

.
1

intelligence, and achievement orientation (based
,

on responseS to questions in a questionnaire) of wive: contributed virtually nothing in explaining the \aviation in
occupational status after the socioeconomic variables of the
respondents were taken intb account.

49

To summarize briefly, research on the occupational
attainment process using mathematical models has prog-essed

considerably from the basic four-variable model. Backvound
Variables yielding more detailed descriptions of the attainment process have consisted of race, number of siblings, family stability, mental ability, total family environmelt influence on education and an index combining father's' )ccupa-

Lion, father's education, mother's education and family income. The effects of social origin and mental ability appear
to determine education through significant others' influence
and academic performaneje,.
46

Not' all the psychological -..ariables

Featherman, op. cit., p.. 302.

47 Duncan, Featherman and Duncan, op. cit., p. 239,

48 Ibid., Table 8.16 and p. 249.

49Ibid., p. 1.78.
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tested in the literature resulted in a better model. F.duca.

tion.a fects present occupational status directlY and in-

/

direct ly through such xariables as adult mental ability, tbe

interxening occupations, marriage ,tability, nuMber and timing
or chi4dren.

Socioeconomic aid certain psychological charac-

teristics or the respmdent's hire had no inflbenee'on ocyu-,
pational status when the socioeconomic characteristics of the
respondent were controlled.

As of.yet, there is not as de-

tailed a description of the status transmission from educational attainment to occupational status as there is from
background variables to educational attainment.
The.lounctional and Conflict
Theories' of Stratification

Ti

light of the two competing theories of occupational

stratification (see above), the results of the model-btilding
research ar4 far from definitive.

11'14and Duncan estimate

that their five-variableHmodell consisting of father's education and occupation, respondent's education, first occupation,
an'd 1962 occupation, account for forty-two per cent or the

variation in occupatiOnal status. 5 0 Educational attainment
accounted for twenty-four per cent of the variation in occu7

pational status when the effects of the backgroun&variables),
were controlled and thirty-five per cent when no xariables here
controlled.

The authors conclude, "far from serving,in the,

main as a factor perpetuating initial status, education operates primarily to induce variation in occupational sta us that
is independent of initial status" (italics in original).

5013Lau and Duncan, op. cit., p. 202.
/51Ibid., p. 201.

Ire

38

51

he

!

finding of relatively large independent effects of education
!ends to support the functional perspective since allocation
into occqpational positions-seeM to occur on the basis of the
skill or the employee' as ,measured by educational attainment.

Nevertheless, eighteen per cent or the variation in occupational status is determined by the b:ickground Variables,
eleTen per cent of which is mediated by educational attcrinextent to which education operates to perpetuate
ment,.
status provides some support for the conflict theory of stratification which contends that employm ent is based on the status

5The

origins of the*appricant primarily and only secondarily on

his4echnical ability;

53

Re ated literature and research using methods other
building contribute to-the knohledge or how educathan mod
tional ,tjainment is translated into occupational status. This
.(
.additiglal research, however, dobs not completely substantiate
1

either theory but rather seems to indicate that both theories
*I
Killingswerth concluded from an examoperat concurrently.
-.4

.

inatio of unemployment data of 1950, i957, and 1962 that
automa ion is causing a "thist" in the demand for labor. Whili,
`the de and of non - skilled workers is creating a seriou crisis

'in un mployment, the demand for skilled workers is almost at
of "over.full" employment in which Were is a serithe p
ous

ck of skilled persons to fill the many newly created

I

iint

ii

positionA.54 l'errucci has also noted this change in the occupational structure caused by :ethnical advances, calling it
59

Ibid.. p. 202.

53

p. 184.
Collins,
-C.
54
killingsworth, The Effects of lutothatioq on
C.
Jobs, Q in Education: Structure and Society, ed. by B. R.
Cosin (Baltimore: Penguin'Books, Inc., 197'4), pp. 681 95-94.

See also, August Bolino, Manpower and the CityCambridge,
Mass.: Schenkman Publishing Company, 1969), p. 50.

39

28

,

IStructural "pusa.

" 55

preceling
On the other haul, studies of the decades
in educational oethe 1960's sttou that much of the rise
girements was a result of supply rather than demand.. Folge
1940's and
and Ndm have estimated. that in the decade of the
attain'nent
1950's,, 85 per cent of the rise in educational
was accompanied by the `raising of educational requirenents
cent was asin the occupations while,the, remaining 15 per
:jobs resociiited with.the structural "twist,", i.e., new
56 Berg attempted to deterquiring more technical training.
for occuqnine if the raising of educational requirements
for
pation-; in the 1960's was a result oC.the real demand
t:,-

more ,technical and difficult skills or simply a response
Ile found the latter
to an oversupply of,educated workers.
middle
to be generally true and particularly true of. the
57
level jobs.

r

In a study of approximately one7third of the larger
Colfirms in the San Francisco, Oakland and San Jose areas,
the
lins found that educational requirements were highest, in
58

Tpcliorganizations emphasizing respectability and loyalty.
the smalnical change afected educational requirements in
ler Tim: in the sample that were more loc:ally oriented and
public
emphasized profit-making rather than professional or

-Education, Stratification tnd
Mobility," in On Education - Sociological Persyectivcs,,ed.
by Donald A. Hansen and Joel E. Gerst1 (New York: Join
Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1967), pp. 115-116.
55 Robert Perucci,

56 J. P. Foiger and C. D. Nam, -Trends in Education

Sociolog of
in Relation to the Occupational Structure,"
Education, Vol. 58, No. 1 (1964), pp. "2;8-29.
57 Tver Berg,. Education and Jobs: The Great TraJning

Robbery (New York: Praeger Publishers, 1970), p. 59.
58 Collins, op. cit., p.

184.
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services. Tests'of association indicated that higher educational requirements are related more strongIN uith those firms
emphasizyg respectAbility than' profits.
60
11181 employers rely-on educnThere issome evidence
..
tional levels to help them screen employees on, the l)0-,is or

employee's 'affiliation to social class values.

pllege

degrees, for"instance, serve as an indication of motivation
'(a possible concomitant of social class) for many employers
-1-ather than an assurance of technical skill. Educational
levels also indicate to employers the attitude and demeanor

of the applicant. High school' diplomas and college degrees
61
usually indicate adherence to middle class values.
Also, employers may turrnto educational credentials as
a means of rationalizing -entrance into oCcupations.with
34ted numbers of positions. ,In such,cases, this tends .to lie
an arb- itrary decision and not based on any consensus that
6
Further, employers
education increases worker productivity.
')

may eeel that'better edUcated workers raise the prest:ge of
the organization or are more amenable to the work situation

I

andare.eagier to work with.63
In summary, educational attainment is licked to initial
occupational status mainly through the mechanisms of the labor
59

Ibid.-, p. 192.

°Collins has compiled research findings that support
the conflict perspective, Ibid., pp. 188 -1.95.
61

p. 189.

62Jencks, o). cit., p. 183.
Ibid.
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market

including hiring practices.

There is the effect or

supply and demand hhich creates changes in the occupational

structure by responding to technical adxances and to the supAdditionally, educational rttainply or ...ducated manpower.
ment is a source of information to the employer about the

applicant's technivl skilland, perhaps more importantly,
'his social class identification and the associated attitudes
and motivations. Hall describes how the functional and con-

flict theories interplay in the process of occupationl attainment: "That is, once a pergon has gained entrance to an

.

.occupation, either by inheritance of the occupational level
or further education than might have been expected according
to his background, his movement or Lack of movemc. within
the system is based upon his performance, his contribttion
64 4
to the system, and the scarcity of his skills.
Education and Earnings
This study is also concerned with the relation of education to earnings. Significant correlAtions between education
and earnings have been observed in diverse samples many
65
Since the "birth" of economics of education as a
times.
64

Hal1 ,

op. cit,, p. 395.

65 or eximple, see Jencks, op. cit., p. 557; Durcan,
flan Sorkin, "OcFeatherman, and Duncan, op. cit., p. 9;
cupational Earnings and Education," Monthly Labor Review,
Vol. 91, No. 2 (1968), p. 7; Herman P. Miller, income Distribution in the United States (Washington, D. C.: Goxernment
Printing Office, 1966), pp. 124-125; and James Morgan and
David Martin, "Education and Income," in Education anc the
Economics of Human Capital, ed. by Ronald Wykstra (New \ork:
The Free Press, 1971), pp. 177-195.
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specialized field in 1960, in the form or a paper read by
Theodore Schultz 66 the study or education as manifested in
human capital and economic growth has receixed considerable
67 Obviously the basis for the association or eduattention.
cation and income relies on the mediating factors of cccu68 encks estimates that the effect of
pation and ability.
education on income is totally mediated by occupation. and
69
Thus much of what has been said
adult mental ability.

about the determination of occupational status attainment
would essentially apply in explaining the relationshir
between education and earnings.

Featherman finds in his analysis or longitudinal data
that the independent effects of educational attainment become
more strongly associated with earnings during the occtpational
career (up until about mid -career).° lie believes that early
.occupational experimenting and possibly the conscious choice
of entering occupations with greater long-range earnirg Potentials than short-range ones may explain this phenomenon.
66

Blaug, Economics of Education:, Selected Rey dings #1.
1.
ed. by M. Blaug (Baltimore: Penguin Books, Inc., 1968:.
67

For review of activities in this area, see h. G. Bowan,
"Assessing the Economic Contribution of Education," it Economics of Education #1, op. cit., pp. 101-134.
68

For example, see Reiss,' op. cit., p. 84: and (nary
Becker, Numan Ca ital: 1 Theoretical and Em irical 1nalvsis,
with Special 'Reference to Education New for-: National Bureau
of Economic Research, 1964), p. 126.
69

70

Jencks, op. cit., p. 338.

Featherman, "A Research Note," op. cit., p. 3(2.
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The over-all conclusion is that educational attainment
plays acentral role in the general case of the occupational
attainment process and subsequently it affects earnings for

This conclusion is an induceme42to expect
that the manic should be true in a specific case. In the
following section, evidence for expecting an association
between'education and occupatiOn among immigrants will be
the individual.

-

provided from related studies.

Education and Economic Absorption
The goal of this section is.to furnish support for the
thesis that Duncan,-Featherman, and Duncan's basic model of
occupational status attainment, as far as the role of education is concerned, is applicable to the spec'i'fic case of im-,

Tliere are some commonalities in the process of
migrants.
status attainment for both immigrants and non-immigrants. In
regard to these commonalities, education should be as important

for immigrants as for non-immigrants.

On the other hand, tlere

are basic differences in the attainment process of immigrants
and non-immigrants. Many of these differences are obstacles
in the attainment process only to the extent that the immigrants cannot adjust (disregarding "artificial" obstacles,
such as discrimination, for a moment).

The ability,to adjust
71

Therefore,
is a possible function of educational attainment.
education for the immigrant is an important force in the normal occupational status attainment process and in indicating

the ability to overcome these obstacles to individual adjust-

\
Economic absorption has been cited as a first step to70
It entails
ward the CUltural integration of immigrants.
71

Fullan and Loubser, op. cit.

-Joseph Spengler quoted in W. D. Dorriel The Cultural
Integration of Immigrants (Paris: Unesco, 1959)1p.
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"either: the mere adoption of the occupational pattern of the

country or immigration, or the enrichment of this pattern

through the introduction of new economic actixities.71

plied in this statement is "the immigrant's capacity not only
to secure employment but also to sustain his employment."74
!'atterson studied in depth the economic absorption of
immicr

nts in an industrial center on the outskirts of London.
__-

She found working capacity, or technical skill, as probably
-the most important of the "internal" factors.`' ssoiated
with this capacity to work are characteristics of immigrants
These
which are indicative of the "suitability" to work.
characteristics can be grouped into three divisions: social

and cultural background, attitudinal factors, and luantitative criteria. -Patterson's description of the characteristics of immigrants ,which affect the absorption process' t'
contains all the important one which have been referred to

in the review of literature. This description aiding with the
relqted literature will be examined in order to establish the

rationality of expecting significant associations between
these factors and education.
Working Capacity
working capacity can be defined] as the ability tg per.-Joseph -penglerl-quoted in ibid.
74.
!Iorrie, op.. cit., p. 101.
75

That is, factors associated with the immigrants themselves as opposed to "external"factors in the host country's
sticiety. Patterson believes that the external factor of labor
shortage in the host society is probably the most significant
Patterson, on.
element in the economic absorption process.
cit., p. 250.
.

76

ibid., pp. 250-261.
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form the task or carry out the responsibilities required or
()tie or the functions or education is labor force
w-job.

i

preparation7' and so it is e\pected that the level or education should signal some degree of working capacity. Of course,
except for vocational education programs and professional

training, most formal education does not prepare its students
Training for a particular job is

for any speCific job.

Firms undertake on-the-job
78
and this
of both a specific and a general nature

usually provided by the firm.
training

enhances even more the employee's working capacity. Nevertheless, there is some indication that employ_ers_sl-i-1-1--value
_
_

general fo,rmaled6cationhecause it indicates the capacity
of the employee to learn in on-the-job training and the
flexibility to adjust to the changing situations accompanying
technical innovations.

79

Social and Cultural Background
This category-includes such characteristics as values,
customs, social class origins, educa'tional background, religion, and language.

These characteristics manifest them-

selves in the immigrant's familiarity with urban life and industry.

ThiS familiarity seems to be more important than even

"conspicuous differences in everyday behavior and cultural

patterng" even though these differences may create friction
in the short run.

80

This emphasis on being urbanized is

77

D. F. Swift, The Sociology of Education: Introductory
Analystical Perspectives (London: Routledge &Kegan Paul,

1969), p. 102.
78

Becker, op. cit., p. 8.

79

William Taylor, "Mass Secondary Education in an Industial Society." in Basic Readings in the Sociology of Education, edited by D. R. Swift (London: Routledge r< Kegan
Paul, 1970), p. 266.
80

Patterson, op. cit., p. 56.
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echoed in a study by ankles of "modern" men in developing
His index of modernity correlates ith education
countries.
more strongly than with any other variable measured, even
fact oily experience.

81

In general, it would seem that educational level *would
be a good indicator of those elements of social and cultural
background which would. be compatible with the industrialized

Part of this association is probably based on
host country.
the observation by Pedro Rosello who suggested, after comparing nalionaY edncationai systems:. "The political differences notwithstanding, educational systems all over the

world are tending to converge under the impact of common
.8
As school systems becoMe more
social and economic forces.'
()

similar, it is likely that they will impart the same norms,
a function Of the school that is little recognized.8
A cultural element which is the most obvious marlz of
a foreigner is the inability to speak the language or dia84 Some obstacles are so great that
lect of the host country.

they override the advantage of knowing the language of the
host country upon arrival. In an unreceptive society, for
example: immigrants to Canada +dm here monolingual French

speakers apparently adjusted as successfully or better than
85
Nevertheless,
immigrants who spoke both French and English.
81

Inkles,

p. 212.

82

Pedro Rosello paraphrased in Harold J. Nash and Max
A.'Eckstein, Toward a Science of Comparative Education (New
York: The MacMillan Company, 1969), p. 38.
83

Robert Dreeben, "The Contribution of Schooling to
the Learning of Norms," The School in Society: Studies in the
Sociology of Education, edited by Sam D. Sieber and David E.
Wilder New York: Free Press, 1973), pp. 62-77.
84

Pattersonl.op. cit., p. 254.

85Naomi

Moldofskyl."Language - A Passport to Successful Adjustment? The )uebec Experience (Or Some Implications
of Language to the Process of Immigrant kdjustment)". International Migration, Vol. 10, No. 5 (1972), pp. 152-155.
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(:ttban rerugee lah3,ers named the language barrier as cny of

their greatest obstacles to working in 'heir profession in
86
Purthermore, there has an association
the United Stales.
lr Fl
between those who Mentioned this koblem and age.
7
study of Mexican-American migrants, age was also fourd to

be associated with the use of English in the home, as was
87 Thirty-five years of age seemed to
educational level.
be the cut-off point for the exposure to English to effect
The educational level
the home language of the individual.
of immigrants in Canada and their English language fluency
88 a further indicatior that
were significantly associated,
education should be an indicator of language ability.* A
study of Hungarian refugees in Canada yielded a significant
correlation-between .educational level and language iftprovement.

89

Age was'also revealed as a correlate of language

improvement in that study. Thus, except where obstacles to
adjustment are great, the ability to learn (or prior know-

ledge of) the language of the host country is important for
Furthermore, education seems to be
economic absorptison.
,associated with this ability.

Attitudinal Factors
Expectations, motivations and -those qualities uhich
86

MonCarz, "Cuban Lawyers: Ten Years,Later,"
Ra
International Migration, Vol. 10, No. 3 (1972), p. 110.
1

Thomas J. Scheff, "Changes in Public and Private
Language among Spanish-Speaking Migrants to an Industrial
International Migration, Vol. 3 (1965), pp. 82-83:
City,
\ 88

Anthony H- Richmond, Post-War Immigrants in Canada
of Toronto Press, 1967), pp. 141-143.
(Toronto: Univer,!8Klaus Weiejmair, "Economic Adjustment of Refugees
in Cariada: A Case Study," International Migration, Vol.
9, No. 1/2 (1971), Table 9.,
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shape the predisposition of the immigrant to adjust to his
new environment will affeCt the degree of his economic ab-

It is generally believed that the'predispostion
sorption.
40r the immigrant- toTchang-e-is as necessary as is "the pre-,
disposition of thb receiving society to recognize differ_
ence. ,90 Educational background often induces "a flexible

approach and an adaptability that helps the immigrant to ad1194
Little is known
just and be accepted in-his new job.
about the causal relationship between education and adaptive
functioning in human beings but it would seem that there are
a lot of features in the educational process which would
9
In many.cases, the monupromote adaptive functioning.
mental effort required from .students in adapting to the
,

classroOm situation itself is a compelling reason to believe'
that the school experience indticeS flexibility.

Educational background, of course, can raise expectaPortes found
tions beyond what is realistically tenable.
that Cuban refugees experienced less cultural, assimilation
c)

in the United States if they were in the highest educational
93
A study of Puerto
and socioeconomic echelons in Cuba.
Rican migrants tends to support the idea that immigrants

self-select thdinselves and that their eduational level is
Islanders in 1960 had a mean
associated with this process.
education of 4.8 years, while migrants who stayed in the U.S.
90

Borrie, op. cit.', p. 94.

91

Patterson, op. cit., p. 254.

92

Fullan and Loubser, 22. cit., p. 279.

93 Alejandro Portes, "Dilemmas of a Golden Exile: Inte-

gration of Cuban Refugee Families in Milwaukee," American
Sociological. Review, Vol. 34, No. 4 (1969), p. 514.
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had a mean of 7.9 and those returnitinad_8...G...

M61-ivation of immigrants, kh the form of striAing to
achieve greate mobility, and its relation -hip to education

can only be deduced from the data'since there are apparently
no studies of the achievement motivation of migrants and immigrants. In a cross-sectional sample, the white foreign
born and their sons (white ethnics) have a lower ratio of
;.

those finishing over those entering at the high school level
than men of native white parentage in northern'United States.
Conversely, this ratio is greater for white ethnic groups.
95
Blau and
than the sons of natives at the college level.
Duncan conclude: "Once white ethnics overcome their foreign
origin handicaps, they are more likely than comparable men
of native parentage to continue their education to advanced
levels. "96 The higher proportion of white ethnic dropouts
at the high school leyel reflectr,,the "prescribed" norm for
But for the highly motivated, education is the
that groitp.
Hence, the ethnic group's
most'accessible means of mobility.

greater educational achievementis possibly a manifestation
of its higher motivation than that of comparable men of
native parentage.

97

Migrants and the white ethnic minority also express
their high achievement motivation in occupational attainment.
Migrants who are native white, second generation native whites
94 Eva E. Saudis, "Characteristics of Puerto Rican Mi-

grants to, and from, the United States." international MiVol. IV, No.4(1970), pp. 54-55.
gration Review,
95Blau and Duncan, op. cit., Table 6.9,
ti

96

Ibid., p. 235.

97

Men whose fathers were born in Latin America
Ibid.
(mostly Mexico) have lower educational and occupational
achievement than comparable natives and ethnics but greater
than blacks. Beverly Duncan and Otis Dudley Duncan, "Minorities and the*Process of Stratification," AmericanSociologital Review, Vol. 33 (1968), pp. 356-34.
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and foreign born achieve greater occupational attainment than
non-migrant native whites when their educational attainment,
first joh, and father's occupation are held constant .98
Blau and Duncan hypothesize that either migrants have
more achievement motivation or initiative than non- migrants
before migrating or their contact with diverse envonments
promotes these qualities.

9 9

Attitudes'of Mexican-American migrants have been measured in terms of world view, i.e., optimistic or fuilisic.

Thi "s measure is significantly associated with their economic
100
FurthermoiT , atabsorption and with their education.
titudes and propensities to at in ways defined td be "modern"

are associated with education in a sample drawn from six,
101 In a theoretical m del explaining
developing couqtries.
the international mobility of highly trained immigrants), it
is reasoned that at the university level the study of languages
and the greater contact with foreign culture through course
work would tend' to form a cosmopolitan attitude in stuients
and thereby lower the "psychic costs",;of immigration.

I fly

Theimmigrant's attitudes, motivations and expectations
tend to promote his economic absorption. A flexible disposition, attitudes, values that are consonant with urban life
98 Blau and Duncanl\op. cit., p. 235.
99

Ibid., pp. 238, 256.

10 °Shannon and Morgan, "The Prediction of Economic Absorption and Cultural Integration among Mexican Americans,
Negroes and Angloes in a Northern Industrial Community,"
Human Organization, Vol. 25, NO. 2 (Summer, 1966), p. 158.
101

Inkles, op. cit., p. 212.

102

-H. G. Grubel and A. D. Scott, "Determinants of Migration: The Highly Skilled," International Migration, Vol.
5, No. 2 (1967), p. 135.
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and achievement motivation are characteristics mentioned in
She literature as being associated with economic absorption.
Education is linked with all,these characteristics and,
therefore, is a likely predictor of attitudinal predisposition
toward economic absorption.

Quantitative and Demographic Factbrs
Age tends to lessen the ability to be fleible, nt least,
in terms of learning English.103 Length of stay, sex, immigrants' number and their proportion tonatives are factors
which will affect the immigrants' economic absorptidh. Length
of stay and .English proficiency for ethnic groups were almost
perfectly associated in an economic historical study of im104
In most studies, the effects of these variables
migrants.
have been controlled since. they distort the relationship
between education and occupation, although they may be important, in explpining the over-all process.
Ec:ucation and Ecdnomic Absorption:
Related Studies

Economic absorption, as indicated_by occupation and income, depends on the immigrant's technical skill, social and
cultural background, attitudinal factors and quantitative
There is sufficient evidence to
and demographic factors.
believe that educational attainment is either an indicator or
direct determinant of many'of these factors, as has been discussed above. The present study will attempt to verify the
relationship of education to occupation and to income for
103 Moncarz, op. cit., pp. 113-114;

Scheff, op. cit.,
1

pp. 82-83.
104
-

Higgs,

p.,427.
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of
Spanish-speaking immigrants. There are se!teral studies
immigrants and related populations which helve already veri-

fied this association.

Immigrants, refugees, and Mexican-Americans have earnings associated with their educational levels but Mexican..
American migrants do not. Historical data .,of 1909 shows that
both literacy and. the, ability to speak English explains 78
105
Immigrants
per cent of income of ethnic group aggregates.

in Canada in a nationwide sample have incomes associated with
106 Educational attainment ii astheir educational levels.

sociated with income for Hungarian refugees migrating to
Canada. between 1956-1958.

107

Using the chi - square metiod

Mexican-American mirevealed that in Racine, Wisconsin,
.
grants' family income is not significantly related to the

males' education, even when "length of time in the community"
108 The family income of Mexican-Americ.ins in
is controlled.
a California county increases as does the educational level
of the family head (and only worker). However, economically,
the rate of return to investing in a high school diplo.ma, is
half as great as the return to dropping out at tenth or
eleventh grade and entering into the labor force.1°9
105 Ibid., p. 425.
106 Ri hmond, op. .cit., pp. 76-77.

107 Weiermair, op. cit., Tables 9 and J.O.
108 Lyle Shannon and Elaine Krass,

.

"The Urban Adjustment
Relationship
of
Education
to Occupation
of In-migrants: The
Sdciological
Review, Vol.
and Total Family Income," Pacific
6, No. 1 (Spring, 1963), p. 41.
109Pliilip M. Blair, "Rates of Return 'to Education of

Mexican-Americans and European-Americans in Santa Clara
County, California," Comparative Education Review,' Vol: 17,
No. 1 (February, 1973), p. 40.

There is some indication that\immigrants and related
populations have occupations associated with their educational-.
levels.

Migrants who are Mevican-Americans, Black. and Anglos

110
The
have occupations' related to their educational levels.
educational level of post-war immigrants in Canada is sig-

nificantly associated with occupational status.

111

Polish immigrants having elementary and university education work in occupations commensurate. to theirseducatiorial
levels while the high school educated group worked ,in oceupations not unlik,e those of the elementary\level group.

112

Another way to relate education to occupation is to
compare the education Levels and occupations among various
migrant groups. -The assumption is that differences revealed
by such comparisons denote the degree of economic absorption.
Anglo migrants were found to have signifidant differences at

C

thi'ee levels df dducation as compared to Mexican-merican
migrants. Controlling for time produced similar` differences
except for the group having attended high school and having
been in the cpmmunity for nine years or less.115
There is some indication that the foreign born in America are in occupations appropriate for their educational level.
iAlthough the mean educational attainment of the foreign born
110 Shannon and Krass, op. Cit., p. 39.
ill Richmond, op. cit., !fable B.5, and A. H. Richmond,
.

"Sociology of Migration in Industrial and Post-Industrial Societies," in Migration. ed. by J. A. Jackson (Londoh: Cambridge
UniVersity Press, 1969), Note 2, p. 268.
112 R. Johnston, "The Occupational Distribution End the

Level of Education of Polish Immigrants in Western Au.,,tralial",
International Immigration, Vol, 3 (1965), pp. 217-222.
113 Shannon and Kress, op. cit., p. 42.
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is lower than that of the total population, their mean Occupational status is slightly higher.

ll4

Purthelmore

ir

unemployment rates are Any indication, the unemplpvlent rate
ge

for the foreign born is no higher than that for native
workers.

115

In summary, there are few studies dealing with presentday immigrants to'the United States. Related studies on,im-

.

migrants iniother countries, the foreign born (a population
subsuming Ilimmigrants but not equivalent), ethnic groups and

Migrants provide findings which can be brought to bear on

the pAblomof this present study.

These findings indicate,

that the educational attainment of diverse populations is
associated with occupational(achievement or with variables
important for achievement.

It is therefore reasonable to

expdct that the.educational achievement of Spanish-speaking
immigrants will be associated with their occupational a'.:hieve,-

ment:

Contributions of'the Present Research
I

The study presented in the following pages contrasts
with the research reviewed in several ways.

The review of

the literatOre does not bring to light any studies of presentday immigrants, fthere were studies of foreign'born and
refugees), after\they have arrived in the United States.

Studies of immigrants after°their arrival have been done in
other countries, e.g., Canada, England and Atlstralia. This

study has denned "immigrant" strictly and undertakes the task
,

F

114B1au

and Duncan, op. cit., Table 6.8.

115

,

Frank L. Mott., "Manpower and'Immiiration," Manpower
Report Yo. 4.
(Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office,
Revised 1965, for the Manpower Administration, U.S. Department 'f Labor),
5.

4
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of 1'e.i)orting the characteristics of Spanish-speaking immi-

grants in the United States after their arrival.
This study takes as its -central question the role or
education in the economic absorption or immigrants in the
United States.
Johns,ton staudied education and underutiliAat ion of Polish immigrants in Australia..

In the study of

economic absorption in general Richmond and Weiermair found
education to be related to this process for immigrants and
refugees, respectively, in Canada. Shannon and Krass in-

'vestigated the effects of education.on economic absorption
of migrants, including Mexican-American migrants,-in a city
in the United States. No study was uncovered, however, which
addresses itself specifically to the question of education
and economic absorption of immigrants in the United States.
another important contrast with other research on the
economic absorption of immigrantsis methodological. None of
the studies which found a relatiOnship between education and
occupation ifor immigrants and migrants used the productmoment correlation (or regression analysis) method. 116
'IIthough Higgs did use :the regression -analysis technique in
Ills historical study, he investigated the variables of literacy, Engli,h fluency and ilicome on aggregates but not on
individuals; 'the ethnic group was the unit of analysis.

This present study attempts to draw from the exiting
theory and methods of r6earch on the occupational status attainment processes developed with U.S. populations. The review
116

For a discussion on the limitations of classificatory
statistical methods vis-a; vis the pr.aduct-moffient methods, see
Hubert M. Blalock, Jr., Causal Inferences in Nonex erimental
Research (Chapel Hill: niversity of North Carolina Pess,
1964) S pp: 114-119. 184.
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,15

of the literature argued that there is sufficient justification, based on the findings nlim related research,

f,-)

ex--

peed, that the role of education in the economic absorption
of immigrants will be similar to the general case of 6:7cupational status attainOent. This. study, as in the occupational
attainment research,: employs the method of correlational

The Duncan socioeconomic index of occupations has
analysis.
made this method appropriate for the study of occupational
stratification. The present study, however, does not 1pply
the method of path analysis which is a primary means for investigating the status attainment processes. This is )ecause

this study limits itself only to the role of education in the
process and because this study is considered to be a pre.

liminary step toward such an analysis by seeking eridence on
the manner in which formal education functions in this process
when applied to immigrants.
In addition, by being based on the model of occupational status attainment, this research serves to expand the
general theory by testing it in a cross-cultural context. fly
applying the general theoi'y to a cross-cultural situation, the

study tests certain assumptions about the nature of education.
The review of related studies has garnered evidence tending
to support the contention that education received in one

country will inflUence the occupational status attainment in
another.

This emphasizes the cross-cultural aspects of edu-

Research emphasizing these cross-cultural aspects of
cation.
education renders implications which are relevant to t'te
theories of functionalism and the conflict of status groups
(these implications are spelled out in the concluding :hapter).

Hence, the study of education of SpanishTeakin4 imIt provides inf)rmamigrants mates several contributions.
tion about the characteristics of present-day L.S. immigrants
The questio) of
after their arrival in the United States.

57
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110

the influence of education in determining economic ab:,orpt ion for immigrants in the United States
central to the
research. This study applies the rationale and
influenced
by the methodol6gy of the current research on occupational
status attainment processes as it applies to the function of
education. And, Xinally, it enhances the general `study of

occupational status attainment by making use of a crosscultural context and thus haS implications for the relitionship of education to society:

E
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CllAll'ER 111
PROCEDURES

The survey population consists of male immigrants from
Spanish- speaking Latin American countries residing in the
District of Columbia. They have"completed their formal edu-

cation in their native countries and are of working age.
"ImMigrant" is taken to mean that they were awarded tie status
of."permanent resident," an indication that they are eligibld
to naturalize, if they desire to do so, after a specified
waiting period.
Furthermore, they are immigrants in the

sense that they have voluntarily immigrated and did not arrive in the United States with the legal status of "refugees,"
as is the case for so many of the Cuban refugees of te
1960's.

From the survey population a total pf eighty-twc respondents were interviewed. The generalizability of the
findings, naturally, depends on the procedure of selection of
these eighty-two respondents. This chapter presents a description of the method of selection and data gathering. In
the four sections set forth below, the preliminary consider-

ations which are peculiar to the research problem are outlined first. These considerations are: (1) the difficplty
of enumerating^ the survey population from which to draw the
sample, and,(?) counteracting the likelihood of certain possible biases given the nature of the population. The next
section-describes the procedure developed to cope with these
difficulties and to enhance the representativeness of the
sample.

The third section explains the interview procedure.
The final section draws some conclusions about the degree
of representativeness of the sample.
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Preliminary Considerations

,

Washington, D. C. is a city of 756,492 people, accordine:
The survey (or 'target) popeto the 1970 population census.
lation of 'the .study is less than one per cent of the total
population.

The Spanish language population (see abovo,
Av

Definition of Terms) in D. C. has been= estimated at from
,

15,000 by the Census Bureau to 50,000 by those directly inmolved with the Spanish-speaking community.: The slime:- popu-

lation is a subgroup of this larger Spanish language p)pulaThus, double identification of the perspective etion.
spondents is necessary. Taking into account these con,iderations, there are two problems to be faced: (1) locatilg the
geographical areas of residence of Spanish-speaking people
and enumerating the samplin- frame: and (2) stratifyin; the

sample and contending with "blank" elements and non-reponses.
Boundaries,of the Spanish - speaking
Community and Enumeration

Conventional wisdom in the District of Columbia locates
the Spanish-speaking community in the Mount Pleasant area,
defined by ColuMbia Road 'on the soutk, 16th Street on the

east, Park Road on the north, and Rock Creek Park on tie uest.
The investigator's first intention was to take this area as
the principal geographical area and randomly sample it, including all the housing units.

A closer look at :the area,

however, muddied the picture.
The Mount Pleasant area is clearly the heart, of the

Spanish-speaking community.

Some blocks seem to be alnost

totally Spanish-speaking. But even on the blocks with the
heaviest concentrations of Spanish-speaking people, there are
non-Spanish-speaking families. The area in general is a pot-

pourri of people of different ethnic, racial, and national
It cannot be characterized as uniform in any
backgrounds.
way, as can the all-black ghettoes or all-white communities.

-
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In addition, many Spanish-speakim; pehple ,pure 'hiarea or the city and choose sections which cannot be ciaric-

terized as Spanish-speaking neighborhoods.

hence there are
identifiable 'pockets of the population scattered throughout

the city as well as many individual families living in ethnic
isolation.

The task of the investigator was to locate the Spanish speaking people within the city in such a way as not to.ex7
cluae some because they-did not live in an area known As the.
"Spanish-speaking community." Since there is actually no
all-inclusive "community" and there are many respondents who
do not reside in any identifiable concentration, this task

approaches the insurmountable within the time and re:.,ource
limitations Of this study. Nevertheless, a strategy was
developed to avoid the necessity of enumerating all the
members of the survey population and still retain representativeness in the sample.
Representativeness of the Sample,
Blanks.and ITOri-Responses

With the realization that the Mount Pleasant area is
by no means the area of residence of .all Spanish-speaking
people, it is conceivable that those not living in the Mount
Pleasant area could have different characteristics from those
who do. By extension, Spanish-speaking people living in areas
of differing Spanish-speaking density and areas of differing
socioeconomic status could have differences in the characteristics being measured. To avoid this bias in represent-

ation a means of stratifying the sample was developed that
attempted td include members of the survey population from
different strata and residing in different levels of Spanishspeaking concentrations (see the following section).
Another possible source of bias lies in the additional
problem of separating members of the survey population from
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the more general Spanish language population.

It

is esti-

mated that-- the survey population is anywhere frOm 7 per

cent to 25 per cent of the Spanish language population,

I

Locating 1 Spanish-speaking person Mould not automaticaslly

mean that a member or the Airvey population had been locoted.

Therefore, it is very evident that the sampling frame

will be riddled with listings of persons who are not a part
or the survey population. These listings of addresses in
the sampling frame which do rIpt contain qualified respomdents are considered to be "foreign" elements or btprk:-."

In this type of study, given the current climate or
the immigration situation in which illegal aliens abcund,-

a High incidence of non-response is'also a likely possibilWhereas the problem of blanks is annoying, the harm
of non-=responses as a bias gives cause for concern. This
ity.

concern is alleviated somewhat by the real likelihood that

not all non-responses are actually part of the sample since
the rate of blank listings will be high (see page 61).
The Sampling Procedure
In order to deal with the problems described above,

a procedure was carried out that made use of the available
statistical data and-various directories. This procedure
also included the services of enumerators wild worked in many

of the selected census tracts and of interviewers hho sometimes doubled as enumerators._ The .1trategies worked out

actually did not solve the problems in the sensethat their
effects can now be ignored. The procedure attempted to cope
1See p. 48 for estimates of the Spanish language population and p. 52 for estimates of the survey population.

`In the terminology of Leslie Kish, Survey Sampling
"(New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1965), p. 57.

t
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with the problems and to minimizes their effects.

This pro-

cedum is briefly described in the f6llouing paragraphs and
then presented in detail in the following-sections.

Since the original intention of sampling exclusively
the Mount Pleasant area was discarded, an alternative plan
was devised. Other areas` oT the city with Spanish-speaking'
population were outlined by a tong-time activist in the
Spanish-speaking community and by census data. The census

tract was selected as the geographical segment and the activist's information was used to support thecfindings of the
Census Bureau in locatin

the presence of t14e Spanish language

alien p9pulation.

From the census data, it was determined that 91 ;ensus
tracts of the total 98 census tracts in the District of
CgluMbia surveyed in the 1970 census. contained persons who

belonged to a housing unit in which Spanish was spoken. it
was further discovered' that there were thirty-six census
tracts which contained Spanish language aliens aged ei,;hteen
or more.
4,645.

The number of adult aliens in these tracts slims to

This number includes males and females and Spanish-

speaking aliens who are hot immigrants (not members of the
survey population), i.e., students, diplomats, temporary
workers, holders of international visas, employees of dipIt is apparent that there was no way to arrive
lomats, etc.
at the exact number of the survey population in each census
tract but an estimation is offered below.

The thirty-six census tracts were cross classified by
density (percentage of Spanish language population to total
population) and the mean rent of the census tract (an :ndication of income). Certain census tracts were selected (see
below) and samples were drawn from these tracts at random.

The use of the census tract to construct the strata al ows
for stratification of the sample without having to enumerate
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the entire survey population. This method circumvents the
pro4eet of bias caused by limiting the enumeration to the

geographical arebs With the heaviest concentrations et* the
Spanish language population,
in brief, the sampling procedure consists of a twoThe first stage is the systematic selection
stage design.
of census tracts believed to represent different lev(Is of

income (as determined by mean monthIx-rent) and different
levels of density. The second stage entails the random selection of respondents from each of the census tracts. This
stage conforms with the usual prattice of enumerating all

the possible members of the survey population and, randomly
selecting a certain number. The number in the random selection is set in accordance witt h the proportion of the survey
population likely to be found (based on the ceiiii.us data) in
the stratum which the tract represents.
Sut'vey Population Size

The appropriate size of the survey population can be
estimated from two sources. By law, aliens.are required to
report their addresses to the Immigration and Naturalization
Service every January. These address reports-,are tallied
according to nationality and state of residence (including
the District of Columbia). The Immigration and Naturalization

Service also categorizes the aliens by "permanent resident"
status and "other" status. There is no further breakdown such
as by age or sex. In 1972 a total of 17,100 aliens from all
countries were reported in the District of Columbia, of which
12,463 were permanent residents."3 From Spanish-speaking
5

1972 Address Report Cards (Form I-55) Received112y
State of Residence, Nationality and Status: District FT
Immigration and Naturalization Service, National
Columbia.
Office in the District of Columbia, Xerox copy.

11:

-__
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Latin American countries, a total of 2,861 were reported as
permanent residents, which is 75 per cent of the total number
-o-f-a ,liens reporting from these countries.

The surer popu-

lation for this study is equivalent to the portion of per-

manent resident population which is male and has been educated in the Latin American countries.

The estimate of the survey population in the District
of Columbia was made by computing the proportion of all male
immigrants with twenty years of age or more from each Spanish
American country.

This inform& ion was gathered from the

1.971 Immigration and Naturalization Report. 4

This proportion,

,which was calculated for the number of permanent residents
entering the U.S. in 1971 (the proportion of 'Mexican immi-

grants was weighted according to its proportio46in the District rather than nationwide), yielded an estimate of 761 male
immigrants likely to be members of the survey population. This
total
can be considered the lowest point on the range of possible estimates since it neglects working youths between
teen And twenty who 0are family heads (although this error.
is probably very slight) and more importantly does not estimate the number of aliens who neglected to report their address.

Another method used to arrive at an estimate of the
survey population utilized Census Bureau data.`'

This data

4This proportion is 26.6 per cent-; calculated from
Table 9. To get an idea of,its accuracy, a proportion was
derived from males 20 years and over in the Spanish language
foreign born population in the District. This proportion is
28.0 per cent, calculated from Table 179 of the Census Bureau's
Census of Population, 1970, Detailed Characteristics District
of Columbia.
5

From a Census Bureau computer tape of the Fourth Count
(Spanish Language Population) provided by the Center for
Urban Ethnic Affairs.
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reported a total or 4,645 aliens or eighteen years ot more
lr the proportion or pe residing in the District in 1970.
manent residents to total aliens derived from the Alien Re-

pot

reliable, there were 3,48.1 permanent residents (75

per cent

4.645).

Using .45 as the ratio or males to total

6
it is e-tinated
population aged eighteen years or moe,
that there are 1:568 male immigrants eighteen years,cr over

in the District of, Columbia.

This is not to. be considered

conclusiAre because the Census Bureau Fourth Count Survey of

the Spanish language population used a fie per'cent sample
Thus, each sample unit uas magto obt,din its alien totals.
-nified twenty times, easily overstating or underestimating
the actual total., On the basis of these two estimates, the

survey population is anywhere from 761 to 1568. /
Stratification of the Sample

The Fourth Count Survey of the Spanish language population -was made available to the investigator in the form-of,

a computer print-out by the Center for Urban Ethnic Affairs.
Only five items were printed brit they did include a freak,-

down, of each census tract in the District by citizenship and

Thus thirty-six tracts were identified a having Spanish
language aliens. For thesetracts, the number of Spanish

age.

language population eighteen years and over and the number
of aliens within that population were caLcUlated.

Again, :it)

should be emphasized that the "alien" population includes
immigrants but yet it is .not equivalent -to the urve population.

The census tracts to be sampled were not selected at
random; they were chosen in a purposeful way. Two criteria
6

Calculated from Table 9, Immigration and Naturalization
Service's Annual Report, 1971.
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influeneed.this choice: First, the 'absolute number 01

span

.

ish-speaking aliens eighteen and mer as report .ed by the
Census Bureau, and second, the CCHSlls tract's represcntatkefloss of a certain stratum of the census 'tracts with )espect
to the density of Spanish language population in the total

population and the average rent for the.tract. The tirst
criterion was imposed as a matter of efficiency; iP several.
census tracts were equal on the second criterion, then the
one with the highest absolute number of aliens was selected.
This was done wherever possible so that of the elever (and
phrt of a twelfth) Census tracts sUrveyed only one (and the
partial tract) had less than fifty male aliens as estimated
from the census data.
The second criterion was., imposed in an attempt to

stratify the sample by the characteristics of income (as incticated by average census tract rent)` and by densitv.\The
density stratification was difficult to ae)ieve and the
sample falls short of expectations in this area because
tracts with less, density also have low numbers or aliens,
making these individuals'llaud to locate. Al.,1',the time lag
between the Census Bureau's survey and this survey created
some problems due to'the geographic mobility of the popula"Density" is determined by finding the percentage of
Spanish language population in the total population of each
tion.

tract.

8

The'thirty-six'census tracts having,Spanish?languagq
aliens .were grouped by-tbe stratification criteria of Jensity
and average rent. This:was accomplished by ordering the
tracts from the lowest to the highest tract on Tent and

7Table 2 in U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of
ing: 1970, Black Statistics, Washington, D. C.-Md.-Va.
Urbanized Area (Final Report,HC(3)-44).
s The total population in each tract is

RIOUS-

found in I/ id.
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Then the list was divided into three groups or
Table 5:1 presents the restrata: high, 'medium and low.
sulting ranges of density and rent. The twel\e lowest tracts
density.

in Aensity'range from one per Cent to three per cent, the
twelve, medium tracts range from four to six per cent, and
F

the top twelve range from six to eleven per, Cent. ',The second
column shows the range of percentages of alien population in
Of the thirty-siX ti acts, the lowest tract by
each Levele
density has only 0.4 per cent of the Spanish-speaking aliens
while the densest tract has 16.6 per cent. The- last column
indicates the mean monthly rent for each of the threc le\zels;.
The next step in the procedure was to .decide uron a

sample,size that was obtainable within the time limitations
and %Mich would allow for a viable statistical analysis. One
hundred was selected as the target sample'size since it seemed
This number represents from
to meet these two condition's.

six per cent to 15 percent.of the estimates of the survey,
population. The actual number obtained is 82 eases renve-

sentingjrom five to ten per cent of the target population
estimates.Having .;established a desired sample size, it was necessay to determine how mane cases 'should be drawn from the

tracts in each of the three levels of, density and rent. The
three strata of densi.ty and of rent were cross - classified re-

sulting in nine new strata oflthe original thirty-siX census.
Table 5,.2 presents
tracts reporting Spanish language aliens.
the number of census tracts in each of the nine new strata.

Columns four and five of Table 3.2 .display the percentages o,

Spanish language population and 'Spanish language alien popuIn the'case c)f the
lation in each of the nine new strata.
Spanish language population ail., percentage represent, the
/,

prOportion in each stratum to the total in the thirty-six
tracts and not the' total District Spanish language po)ulation.
the Spanish language alien population, since all the
tracts in the District having; Spanish -language aliens:are
For\
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Highb
Medium
Low

2.5 to 16.6
1.2ato 2.3
.4 to 1.1

Ranges of Percentages
of Aliens in Tract
Groupings

High
Medium

Rent

Mean

8,5,t0= 121

121" to 160

$167 to 221

Ranges of Mean
Monthly Rent within
Tract Groupings

4

thigh,- medium and low categories are obtained by ordering the tracts with alien
popuWion by the density of each tract. "High" refers to the top third of the
tracts, medium to the'middle third, and low to the lowest third. 'Since there are
thirty-six tracts with alien population', each grobping has twelve tracts.:
Rent. was also used to order the'tractS.

For, example, in the low,g'fouping, the tract
District of Columbia population.
with the lowest density has one per dent chile the highest has three percent
of the total in the District of Columbia.

aDensity is defined as the per cent of Spanish lanmake speakethe total

6 to 11
4 to 6
I to 3

Densitya

By'

Ranges of Densitya
within Tract Groupings
(in Percentages)

TABLE 3.1
RANGES IN CATEGORIES USED TO CLASSIFY THIRTY-SIX CENSUS TRACTS WI1H SPANISH LANGUAGE ALIENS
\\
BY DENSITY AND BY RENT

CP.

4

I

CD

I

High
Meddum
Low
High
Medium
Low

tow

36

1
6
2
4
2
3
7

99.8%

9.4

12.1
2.6
2.8

19.1
3.8

,

19941.

--

11

1

1

1

1
2

2.3
21.5
5.6
4.0
8.6

0.0'

100.0%

i

1.2
0.0

29.3

2.4

13.4

.1
1

-3*.-1

2

1.1.1

3.4

v

,

SAMPLE,'

'15.9

14-7
2-82

16-7
29.0
4.3

.1_

(7)

(5)

(4)

_

0

(6)

ALIENSd

SPEAKERSd

PERCENT

NUMBER
OP TRACTS
SAMPLED

PERCENT.

PERCENT
,SPANISH

ears and over.

eSee text for explanation of these categories.

dMales, 18

cRent refers to the Mean rent Eor each census tract'.

_bDensity refers to the proportion of Spanish language speakers to the total
populatien in a.census tract.

___ICe-tcdiatedfrom: Center for Urban Ethnic Affairs, "Slected Items for Spanish
P-Opillation," Analysis of Fourth Count 1970 Census Data (Dis\trict of Columbia,
sus Bureau data tape print out).

Total

Low
Low
Low

Medium
Medium
Medium

----- --High

High

-7

Htgh-

Ilighe

_____Medium

(3)

(1)

RENTc
(2)

DENSITYb

NUMBER
OF CENSUS
TRACTS

TABLE 3.2
SAMPLE DATACOMPARED TO CENSUS BUREAU DATAa IN ALL CENSUS TRACTS IN THE DISTRICT OrCOLUMBIA REPORTING-SPANISQ-SPEAKING ALIENS
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included, the

t

for the total

tal ro the thity-si\ tracts is the same
n

t

ent II

District

The percentages in columns

l

.

and 5 indicate the pro-

portion or the target poptaation likely to be found in

ec1t Qt _the

nine stratification categories.

There are

good reasons for using either the Spanish language percentages or the alien percentages .as the basis for stratifying
the sample.

This is not obvious in the first analysis be-

cause the survey population forms a larger part of the alien
population than the entire Spanish language population.

However. the alien population also includes diplomats and
international visa holders working in international organizations.
This group of elites very likely lives in areas

whicn differ significantly in average rent and density from
the residential areas of immigrants.

To countervail this

possibility. it was decided to use the midpoint between the
two columns whenever they differ.

They only differ by more

than two percentage points in two of the tract groupings
and by using the midpoint even these two groupings-ape still
within four percentage points of either population proportion.
This slight adjustment probably does not affect the results
to a significant extent in contrast to alternate approaches.
Once the number of projected cases for each of the
nine strata had been determined, it was possible to select

For twoof the strata, this number
was large enough tq_warrant the selection of two tracts.
the tracts to be sampled.

Column 6 of Table 3.2 presents
strata selected for sampling.

number of tracts in each
This can be compared to the

total nrlber of tracts in each grooping provided in column
3.

The tracts with the largest absolute number of aliens

were then chosen as the tracts to be sampled. Table 3.5- contain-; the census tract number of the tracts selected (in
column 3) and the .projected number of interview

required to

reach a total, of one hund-cd (in column 6). The figures in
column 6 were derived by the procedure just 'described as taking
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,

1

ZO

ski

'

Ir.

Total
Per cent

Low
Low

Medium

896
100%

0
0
0

43
95
100
59

215

57
38

'

.

9.2%

82

100

8.0%

12

0
0
0
9

2

3

0
0
0

4

2'

18
1

16

3

12

3

7

2
1

4

15

5

18
5
4

4

3

11

6

465

3

25

68.0%

609

0
0
0

4.0

76

185
33
40

bThe number of interviews anticipated in each census tract estimated from Census
Bureau data.

dSampling elements which are not valid members of the study's population.

cNo contact was made with'an occupant at the designated address.

'

1

randomly selected

14.8%

133

0
0

-0

21
11
16

7

.25

93
31
12

19
18

16

13
25

78

(9)

(6)

(5)

Blanksd

(8)

Non-Responsec

(7)

Interviews
Projectedb Refusals

a"Number of listings" refers to the number of addresses (listings)
at which potential respondents may reside.

Low
Low
Low
Low

Low
Low
High

Medium

Low
High

42.2
27.2
28.0
9.0
95.3
95.2
73.7

High

tigh
figh
Nigh
ligh

tedium
Medium
Medium
Medium

5.0
39.0
55.0
38.0
7.0

(2)

(1)

'133

156

(3)

Rent

Density

Medium
Medium

(4)

Census
Tract

of

Interviews
Listingsa Obtained

Number

,..

TABLE 3.3
NUMBER OF LISTINGS, INTERVIEWS OBTAINED, INTERVIEWS PROJECTED, REFUSALS, AND NON-RESPONSE
FOR EACH CENSUS TRACT SURVEYED IN NUMBER OF CASES
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the midpoint between the 'percentage of Spanish languaoze and
In the two groupalien population in each of the groupings.
ings having two tracts. this number was then further divided
in such a way that each tract was assigned a number or projected interviews in accordance with the proportion or aliens
in brat tract.

Having arrived at a number of respondents for ea.h
census tract still leaves the question of the number or
9
listings for each census tract pending. The number of
listings for each tract is a function of not simply the
number of desired respondents but also of the number of
blanks, non-responses and refusals anticipated in that tract.
Naturally, the number of listings for the tract would have
to be considerably larger than the number of respondentS
desired. At the beginning of the ,data gathering process, the
investigator would estimate the number of ligtifigs to be
lie would arbitrarily double or triple the
randomly drawn.
imber of respondents actually desired with the hope that the

acceptable respondents would comprise a half or one third of
the number while the rest would be blanks, non-response, and
If more respondents were needed, another drawing
refusals.
would be made. The number drawn in the second section would
be based on the proportion of acceptable respondents of the
total number of listings in the first drawing. This second
drawing was usually more accurate than the first. Column 4
of =Table 3.3 shows the number of listings for each tract and
column 9 indicates the number of blanks. :1s the table indicates. blanks accounted for 68 per cent of the total number
of listings drawn for all tract combined.
It was believed that these estimates would later become
in
more accurate. This was not always the case, however,

"Listing" refers to the address of a potential respondent. In this study, "number of listings" is used instead of sample size to differentiate between the "invited"
sample and the resulting sample of acceptable sampling
elements.
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some tracts, the camassing (discus'sed below) had been more
efrecti\e (probably due to a lower number of apartment
houses), leaving the number of non-Spanish-speaking blank's
In some cases, the number of Spanish- speaking
much lower.
blanks were proportionately much greater, resulting in many
SpaWigh-speaking blanks (diplomats, students, citizens, etc.).
Thus, in almost every tract more than one drawing was required.

This procedure led to several complications. Once a
number of listings had been randomly drawn'for a tract,
every 'listing had to be investigated even if the number-of

respondents exceeded the desired number for that tract. it
also meant that if some tracts did not produce near the desired number of respondents, the stratification design would
be set askew. Both of these circumstances occurred in this
study and the effects that they have on the findings are discussed below in the section on representativeness.
The Sampling Frame

10

The sampling frame was determined on a census tract
basis. All addresses which could possibly have Spanish surname occupants in a target census tract were listed and a
number of housing units were selected using a table of random
numbers. Which census tracts-were selected and how this number
was arrived at was taken up above in the discussiori on stratiThe sampling frame of addresses (or listings) was
fication.

developed from the telephone company's address directory
and the city directory in the following way: (1) once a census tract had been selected, the streets included in the census tract were identified.

This was clone by using the

10The "sampling frame" is the complete list of addres-

ses of all the members of the survey population. The sample
is "drawn" from the sampling frame.
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Directory of Street, Addresses by Census Tract (published in
September, 1970), by the District of Columbia Government).

(2) The next step involved listing (actually \'eroxing), each
residential address on the blocks specified 'in the Directory
of Street Addresses. These addresses were taken from the 1970

City Directory of the District or Columbia (published by the
Polk Company). (3) The third step undertaken was to eliminate
addresses from the list with non Spanish surnames (except
for apartment houses) as found in the telephone, company's address telephone book, which is distributed anew every six
months.

The resulting sampling frame ultimately contained addresses of persons with Spanish surnames; persons wit i unlisted telephone numbers" and those in identifiable romfng
houses and apartment houses (left on the list because their
rate of turn -over could easily lead to the omission of valid
respondents). It is obvious that this type of listing would
yield q sampling frame with a high proportion of blanks. Con-

sequently, the sample drawn from the frame will also be filled
with blanks, an unavoidable occurrence when one is working
with rare sampling elements. A high proportion of banks' is
merely an inconvenience, however, and-does not produce a bias
if one is careful not to substitute for the blank elements.
Furthermore, the frame construction procedure used here has
the advantage of increasing the likelihood of including all
'valid sampling elements, i.e., acceptable respondents.-despite
the disadvantage of containing a lot of blank element:-.
Canvassing
It was found that working with samples which cortain a
proportion of blanks ,z,o much igher than that of valid elements
consumes a lot of time at the interviewing stage. Mutt' time

at the beginning was spent simply identifying whether or not
sampling elements were Spanish-speaking. Sexeral part-time
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enumerators who were not qualified,to intervLew were hired
and at times the interviewers also functioned as enumerators
to help pare down the original sampling frame.
The principal objectives of the Canvassing were to
eliminate non-Spanish speakers froth the sampling frame and

to inspect the mail boxes or listings at apartment and
The canvasser's main
rooming houses for Spanish-surnames.
job then was to find out which addresses on the list were occupied by Spanish-speakers and to survey the apartment and
rooming houses to determine in which housing units persons
of Spanish-surname resided. He was not to investigate the
Spanish-surname listings already identified through the other
This was to ,avoid giving the survey any connotation
sources.
of an illegal alien investigation, which is fairly frequent
in some areas, and to avoid as much as possible making a
The canvass, therefore,
double imposition on the respondents.
was similar to the address-telephone directory search in tbat
it was.primarily to eliminate blanks (non-Spanish-surnames
in this case); the canvasser in practice not only knocked on

doors but also checked names om mail boxes, especially in
the apartment houses.' The resulting sampling frame For
some tracts, although non-response addresses still were kept
on. was trimmed down considerably and hence listed a majority
of Spanish-surname residents.

The canvassing procedure was not carried out ir all
It was not carried out ir the
the census tracts sampled.
first census tract, because its need was not recognizEd at
that time, and with one exception it was` not done in the census tracts from which only a few respondents were recuired.
The canvassing was done in six census tracts. It was done
in one census tract in the Southwest section of Washington
from which only a few respondents were required but which
had a large number of apartment houses (this canvas included
verification of possible respondents). As was to be the case
in another census tract and in part of another one, ro valid
sampling elements were located in this canvas. Not finding
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the e\pected re,pondents shakes one

faith soewhat in the

Tenability of the Census Unreal's data at least Cot' census
tracts reporting a I ow proportion of aliens (a l though it
must be remembered that this data was collected in 197() and
the survey was carried out in the summer of 1972, leaving
time for many changes in a highly mobile population.)
Sample Randomilation
After the sampling, frame of a census tract had been

constructed, an estimate (described above) was made as to
In six tracts
the number of blanks expected in the tract.
an attempt was made to decrease the number of blanks by-canThe final sampling frame for these tracts were the
These lists
resulting elists after canvassing had been done.

vassing.

were numbered and a random number table was used to select
the addressees to be interviewed.,

The Interview Encounter
The data gathering procedure was that of an interview
survey. Pilot studies and a copy of the interview schedule
are found in Appendices A and B. The typical interview
setting is described below.
Making Contact

Three interviewers were used for the surveyo although
the principal investigator conducted 70 of.the 82 interviews.
All the interviewers were bilingual and able to carry out the
interview in Spanish although their native language uls English.

Since housing units were used to identify potential

respondents, the interviews were held in the respondelt's
house or in front of the house except in two cases. (ro account for the two exceptions: After telephoning the respondent, by prearrangement the interview was held at a )lundro-

mat; in the other case, the interviewmas secured ove the
-

?;
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All eligible re-

telephone at the respondent's insistence).

spondents at an addresswere interviewed.
The interviewer usually attempted to make contact by
going to the respondent's address.' Usually the interviewer
could identify the person who answered the door as a Spanishspeaker and he would explain his presence in Spanish. In
other cases the study would be explained in English. If no
eligible respondent was located; the interviewer used the
opportunity of the response to verify. the Tresence of Spanish-

speakers on the block or the'schedule of someone believed to
be an eligible respondent. Of course, tact and discretion were
used in such inquiries.

In any case, the interviewer was very

careful to explain the purpose of the study and to gain sup.

port or at least the understanding of anyone with whim he
happened to come into contact.

This was essential since the

interviewer returned to, some blocks many times over the course

of the interviewing period (about two and a half months) and
was recognized by the residents.
When there was no response at the address after three
or four attempts and neighbors were not helpful in providing
information, there was another possibility,

For many of the

addresses a telephone listing was available (using the telephone company's address-telephone book).

The interviewer

would then try tomake contact by telephone. In locked apart merit houses contact by telephone was usually the only way to
approach the respondent.

When there was no response and no

telephone liSting was available, the address was classified
If there was any indication
as a "non-response" address.
(e.g., from neighbors or a Spanish first name on a listing)

that a valid subject resided at the address, the interviewer
would ,persist as long as- he interviewed in the area.

If at all possible, the interviewer attempted to hold
the interview upon making t'he first contact. Many times wives
would indicate an appropriate time and sometimes provide the
telephone number so that appointments-could be made. Often
it was difficult to identify a refusal since in some cases
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the respondent or his wife would indicate an appropraate
time and upon arriving at the appointment the interviewer
would not find the respondent at home.

Having made contact, the first task of the interviewer
was to explain the study. This was especially vital when
asking for the interview. I( the interviewer had even the
remotest belief that the respondent was a valid subject, he
would state the purpose of tl,e study quite frankly and ask
for the respondent's coopePattion. Later in the interview,
he would identify whether or not the subject met the criteria
of the target Population: male, holder of a permanent resi-

dent visa, from a Spanish-speaking Latin American country and
formally educated in the native country. The reason for not
distinguishing valid from invalid respondents upon making
first contact was to avoid any semblance of a search for il--legal aliens.

'

Securing the Data in the 'Interview

Once the respondent agreed to hold the interview, the
interviewer was usually invited into the residence. The interview procedure was an adaptation,of the-bile Pomlrey 11 describes in his book about the Kinsey report and also suggestions from Parten. 12 The respondent was assured of the confidentiality of his responses and that his answers would contribute to a scientific study. that could possibly benefit his
Community (trouble was taken not to overstate this last point
1

'Wardell B. Pomeroy, Dr. Kinsey dnd the Institute for
Sex Research (New York: Harper and Row Publishers, 1972 T717101-118.
12

Mildred Parten, Surveys, Polls, and Samples: Practikcal Procedures (New York: Cooper Square Publishers, Inc.,
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1966

PI). 345-360.

,
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0

in order to moid'raising any false expeetations).13 Th6
purpo\ e of the study was restated at this time in some eases.
T\ he respondent was given an opportunity to ask questions

about the study before beginning, as Pomeroy suggests. 1r1 The
\
first question
centered around country of origin and length
i

of time in the United States since they seemed to flow
naturally\ from the conversation. As the information was prointerviever-would write on the inter0,ew E.chedule

vided, th

___....-,,.

would reveal
(see facsi ile in Appendix). The interviewer
.
information about himself at the beginning, explainirg how
._

.

__hp had learned Spanish and the Latin, American countries he
had-visited,

letting the

The interviewer also established rapport-by
espondent digrets'and following up on truly

interesting aspects of-fti-Fs---s4t-matio,n or personality. Since the

immigrants' s oriel are often very interesting and,te ob:,tacles they,have overcome often admirable, there was no probtem in appeai\ig to be a genuinely attentive#1istener. Re-

cording could be done rapidly on the interview schedule since
\

only a few words were sufficient to capture 9e information.
These aspects 1 the interview were designed to establish
15
`rapport and castthe interview into conversation-like form.
.

.

l

3
The interviews lasted from one ball hour to one hour.

13 Parten

suggests stepping back from ihe Aoor'after
ringing the door bell so that the occupants' can see the interviewer through the\ window and also to avoid appearing -Id° aggressive (p. 348)., The interviewer was dressed neatly but
casually in sport clothes of the typical student in order to
look .like a .student and avoid a salesman's ;or bill collector's
image..
1

1

Pomeroy, op. cit., p, 115;

,DParten points out that the interviewer's "selling"
of himWelf is often more impoaant than "welling the purpose"
and megorizing questions helps "to simulate a conversational
mannerp

(p. 360).
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In concluding the inter view,,

respondent was again

Jhanked and siVssured of the confidcntiality or hisjiaorIn several cases the interviewer was queStioned
i

illation.

himself by' the ,respondent, iisually in reference of a com-

In addition, the interviewer l'eadil3
sought to recommend community services in res1onse tc a
specific problem that came out in the interview.

munity service.

In general the respondents replied readily to cuesL
They appeared sincere in their participation in
tions.
the interview. Many actually enjoyed talking to a Ncrth
American about their experiences. The accuracy of the re-

sonses to the questions are commented upon' in Chapter Four
where the results for each characteristic are presented.
Representativeness of the Sample
to the Population

Because of the random selection within tracts (see
above), it is feat that those tracts selected are fairly
accurately described by the data for the tract, although
the `data ias not analyzed by tract. The respondents of the
different tracts were pooled into one group and their data
2
was consilered to be representative of thp tracts'as a geo-''
graphic unit and, by extension, to sim'lar demographic areas.
The stratification design was a f rther attempt to
increase the probability that the pooled' ata of the .
n tracts where
sample represented the survey population.
the number'Of interviews obtained differs greatly from
the.number projected from census data, it can. only be as-

sumed that this difference reflects either the lack of accuracy in the procedure for determining the number or expected interviews, which is likely since this was bcted on
comparable but not equivalent data, or a weakness in the sam.

.

pling method. In five tracts the number of interviews matches
the desired number within a spread of two interviews (see

;
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Table :3.7i).
ly

In two tracts the number of interNiews grat-

exceeds' the number expected according 'to census data.

In four tracts thq number, of expected interviews greayly .
exceeds the number obtained. Other factors which could pos-

sibly bias the results are. the non-responses and refilsaYs.
These:dactors are discussed in the following sect ions.
Non-Resyonses

71.5 above displays the sample size, the number of interviews obtainedv number of interviews desired,
refusals, and non-responses. Refusals represent those who
.

explicitly declined to be interviewed and others who made
themselves inaccessible in one way or another to the interviewer although they never openly declined the interview.
Non-response ind,icates the number of sampling units who were

never-contacted. Although thentem'iewers-were persistent
and called at the non-response addresses at di.fferent times
of the day, somq.mes they were unable to make contact.
When telephone numbers were availablle, non-r9sponse addresj
ses were called: At first glance the number Or non-response
seems to be high. But if these numbers Are adjusted to take
into account the fact that the sample w'a's riddled with

blanks, the numbers decrease considerably. Tf it is assumed
that the proportion of blanks for the non - response is the
same as it is for the total number of listings, the percenage of non-response drops from j4.8 to 4.7./
The effects of the non-response on the findings is difficult.to asses-. It is the investigator's limpressin, in
the majority of cases, t' at non-responses Occurred in apartcooperation
cases,
from apartment managers varied considerablV. In
.the investigator was allowed to look through the register'but

ment houses with tight security. The type

not'allowed to enter the building beyond the desk. Other

times he waA alloWed to all the subject by house phone. Tn
some cases, the desk clerk would go through thexegister and

82.
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Tie lattel
pick out the names of potential Spanish-speakers.
is considered less desirable. Some apartment buildirgs had

no desk clerk and the doors were a.fways locked. Usually
through patience and perseverance he interviewer wa!,- able

I

to enter at Some time during the day, often on Sunday mornThis prohibited the interviewer from,varying the time

ings.

and also usually squelched attempts to contact the subject
I

during the evening hours which proved "to be the most profit.L

able interviewing time period.

The problem of the apartment

houses was especially acute in the luxury or near-luxury type
buildings.
The conclusion then is that the effect of this
bias would tendID be in favor of the lower/ income housing
areas and against the higher income areas.
Refusals

More can be said about those prospective respondents
who either explicitly refusie& or indirectly refused by a-

voiding the interviewer after initial contact was made with
someone ait the address.

The tabulation on refusals uas made

by keeping these tw "categories separate, making it clear hou
many refused explicitly and how many seemed to do so indirect-

From those who refused indirectly, itis believed th6t
a minority were potential respondents who would have coop ly._

erated' if the time Of the interviewer's contact had been

different or if some truly pressing matter were not inter.

fering.

For others, it is difficult to determine if those

-who refused outright were illegal aliens or if they ,simply

were very suspicious, _In-two-cases of refusals, the interviewer did find out that the' potential,subjeCt had a drinking

Although this would not pave bOthered the inter-

problem.

viewer, in one case thelsubject was/found in such a state
that no interview was possible and/it was learned that it is
a rare occ asion when the subject could be found coherent.
1

Theireason that some subjects refused indirectly ha:,
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IMMIM.,

that they were returning to their country' or (as the`' wiAes
reported) were in their ,country at the time.

Sometin'es

it

was for, a vacation and ona or two were leaving per ;anent
In two 'gases the wives i3eported that their husbands

returned to their countrN for a short time.
Ia several' cases, the interviewer learned 13:Y talkiTg

to, spouses or members of the community that the subject was

a valid respondent and probably would have been willing to
participate in the study. In two- such instances,' the inte,

views were lost ;because the subject held more than ore job
and was Only hoMe at times which were not convenient oo the

\

//

subject for the interview, such as very late at night or on \
Sunday;mo'rnings.
In two casesl'the subjects were cordial

but because of some idiosyncrasy did not want to participate,
even aftei' they had revealed a lot of information of the kind
desired by the interviewer.
Obviously, in all cases, it could be that the :-iubjeet

was illegal or in other ways not an appropriate respondent.
One can understand the desirelof the illegal alien to dissimulate and attempt to give the impression that other pendt

ing eircupstances intervene between the interviewer and the
respondent. Clearly, iffsome cases, this is what has happened.

Nevertheless, it is also likely that:legitimate im-

migrants, and thereby valid sampling elements, did refuse to
be interviewed on other grounds.
Pp

There are several likely reasons for refusals by respoadentts.
Most obvious a,r4 limits on time and the imposition
on the responC-J1t.

grants fearful of Unexpected inquiries
cou d be reacting in accordance with habits or precautions
Im

-6e1r-lollag in the7heme country or projecting inner fea-s'..

caused by ill'cit activity in the United States; or perhaps
they are siMply q7!-picious by nature.
Immigrants holding
two or .afore jobs or doing odd jobs when the oppqrtuni y
arise4 would simply prize their time and would net want to
b

accosted by a stranger.

The fragile borderline between a
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refusal and an interview is illustrated most clearly in a
few cases which yielded interviews after a month of pursuit.

This probably would have happened in other cases but the time
period for the interviewing stage of the stud= had come to
an end.

In sum, there were 8.0 per cent refusals of the total

sample, with 2.7 per cent of the total being outright refuSals and 5.3 per cent being broken appointments which were
taken to be indir;ect refusals. The effects of refusals on
the study can be better assessed than the effects of non-re-

--

sponse since relatives and neighbors of the`subjectswere
often contacted., It is probable that a slight bias against
those who are the hardest working has occurred. Alsc those
with severe drinking problems are probably under-represented.
Similarly, those ,d_th some pressing problem in their country

or at least with fairly close ties to their country are probably under-represented., If the flat refusals are distinguished
from the indirect refusals and if these are considered to be
illegal aliens, the refusal rate for the entire sample drops
from 8.0 per cent to 5.3 per cent (or 47 sampling elements).
Conclusion Related to Representativeness
From the foregoing discussion it would appear that the
following groups were under-represented by the sample data
those living in luxury-type apartments, "those with severe

personal problets (manifested by drinking), those who are
visiting or about to return to their country, and those who
are_so involved in their work that they have little time for
anything else.

Their opposites, therefore, will be pro-

portionately over-represented.

Another way to assess degree of representativeness is
to compare the number of interview§ comprising the,salple
with the proportion of Spanish-speakers expected in each
census tract.

This is done in Table 3.4.

It can be peen

that those in low density tracts pre under-represente3 and

L.__
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TABLE 3.4
COMPARISON OF SAMPLE AND CENSUS DATA IN THREE CATEGORIES
OF DENSITY AND RENT
/

Percent :of

Densitya

Spanish Speakersb

High
Medium
Low

50.0
35.0
14.8

Total

Percent of
Total Aliens

Percent Cf
Total Samplqc

46.3
34.9

63.4
35.4

18.2

.

1.2

)t

9.

Renta

High
4edLum
Low

38.4
35.6
25.8

Total

.

99.8%

31.4
34.5
33.5

20.8
36.5
42.7

99.4%

99.0%

aSee Table 3.1

bBased on number of Spanish language speakers (adult
males) in the thirty-six tracts 'having aliens.

cBased on results of survey of immigrants in elven
tracts. Immigrants and aliens are not synonymots;
aliens include immigrants.

A

that those in high rent tracts arc under-repry,;ented. Look-

ing directly at those census tracts from which the bulk of
the sample was extracted, it can be observed that the original intention of producing a sample unbiased in terms of
.

only representing what is known as the "Spanish-speaLiug
community" was thwarted. Ninety-one per cent of the obtained interviews come from tracts in the "Spanish-speaking
community!' or tangential ones. The sample data over-reposents. then. high and medium density tracts, and it is
biased against immigrants in high rent tracts and in favor'
A
of those in medium and low rent tracts.

s
F,
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CHAPTER IV
CERTA IN ClIARACI'ER ISTICS OF MALE SPNISH-SPEAKING
IMMIGRANT WORKERS IN Till: DisTR I CT OF COLUMBIA

In the .literature reviewed it was determined there was

virtually no research or writings dealing specifically with
this group of immigrants. 'Studies of Mexican immigrants, the
native Spanish American population, Cubans and Puerto Ricans
have been carried out. There are also-studies of "Brain
Drain" immigration which include highly educated Latin Americans and Latin American students. But there appear§--U6-be
no research or even a description of the Spanish-speaking
immigrants ,encompassing all levels of education not simply

the highly educated, and excluding refugees and citizens.
A major ebje.ctive of this study and the aim ef this
chapter is to present a ,statistical description of-certain
These statischaracteristics of this group of immigrants.

tics will be compard'whenever possible to other populations
in the District of Columbia.. Further, since the education
of the immigrants is of primary concern -in this study, the
characteristics often will be analyzed in relationship to
In the following section the results
educational, attainment.
of the data analysis are presented. In the second section
these results will be discussed.
Findings

Each characteristic for which there are findings will
be examined individually but at the outset an over-all view

of the statitics will provide a profile of.the sample. In
Table 4.1yit can be observed that there, were at least 76
cases for which there is data for each variable and a total
of 82 cases at the most. Missing data accounts for the
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TABLE 4.1
--MffANiSTANDARD DEVIATION AND MEDIAN FOR EIGHTEEN VARIABLES,
FROM SAMPLE DATA

# of
Casesa Mean

Variable

Standard
Range
Deviation Median Low High
.

Educational attainmentb
Occupational Statusc
Father's occupation
First home 'occupation
Last home occupation
'First U.S. occupation
Present U.S. occupation
Salary-weekly (1970 dollars)
Last home salary
First U.S. salary

82

8.6

,

4.3

8.5

0

18

23.1
23.0
v35.8

6

84
92

7

93

1,1.1

5

9_2

18.7

6

92

9

981
256

.

80
81
81
82
82

-33.4
2.8.6

38.6
17.0

23.4

22.8
19.9
20.2
15.1
16.6

5

.

76

78
76

Present ,salary

Unemployment in monthsd
Home country

,

-

U.S.

Order of birth among_males-Age
Years working
Time in the U.S.
Community integration indexe
English proticiencyf
Number of dependents

80
81
81
82
81
82
82
82
76

89
92

140

2.56
2.0
-----27:1

37.0
20.8
5.2
1.8
2.3
3.3

151
32
75

46
86
.

46

126, ______5.3-_

2.75
1.6
1.4

11.4
12.1
4.1,

0.7
1.1
1.7

1.2
1.3
1.8
34.0
:17.3
3.9
1.8
1.8
2.5

-660

1
1

.

9
9

1

7

19

74
57
26

4
1
1

1
0

3
4

8

aThe total sample is 82 subjects. Departures from this base N
are due to missing data.
bHighest grade completed.
cMeasured on Duncan's Scale;' see text,

p.85.

dLongest duration of unemployment in each country.
,eA three point index based on organization membership and identification of community leaders; see text, p.113.

fSee text for measurement procedure, p. 108.
-

89

78
a

1
in comparing the means with
variations in the sample size.
the medians, it can be noted that in seventeen variables
(all except community integration) the mean is larger than

This indicates a positive skewing in practically all of the variable distributions. The distance between
the median and the upper limit of the range provides an idea
of the degree of skewing. The measures of oonomic,isuccess,

the median.

occupational status and especially income, seem to have the
most skewed distributions judging by the 'differences between
the mean, median, and upper limit of the range.
The significance of-the.relationshps among the variables, which are assumed to be measured On an interval or
dichotomous scale, were determined by the product-moment
correlational technique. Table 4.2 is a correlation matrix
for seventeen of the twenty-one possible variables intercorrelated. Of the four variables omitted, home country unemployment and order of birth have no significant correlation
coefficients. Number of dependents_.,A-s-significantly-co-rreTa-----

Present hourly earnings
ted only with age (r = .22, P< .05).
correlate almost perfectly with weekly salary (r = .97) and

correlates with other variables to the same degree as.does
weekly salary.

It is believed that its analysis contributes
9

nothing to the study and therefore was omitted.
The sample size for the correlational matrix is eightyone. Except for one of the eighty-two cases, it was possible
1There are several reasons why there is missing data
for some respondents: inability of the respondent to remember, interruption of the interview, and omission of E question
by the interviewer. Weekly salaries have missing date because
some respondents gave hourly salaries. These were later converted to weekly salaries by assuming a forty-hour wcrk
week, which is one of the procedures used to estimatE
sing data (see below in the text he're this is menticned).
9

Last home salary had been included in the runring of
the correlational matrix. Later these salaries were found
to be erroneously calculated and were calculated aneu using
the correct procedure. This variable, in its new form, therefore; is reduced to a mean, median and standard dyirietion
but has not been correlated with,the other variables.

"
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CORRELATIONAL MATRIX FOR SEVENTEEN VARIABLES

to make reasonable estimates of the missing data. Regression
analysis,equations and extrapolating from related data were
the basic techniques underlying the estimates.. Only tour
variables had less than eighty cases.

The variables having the most significant correlations
are educational attainment and English prOficiency, each significantly correlated with eleven of the other variables.
Age and all of the occupational status variables have significant coefficients with eight or nine of the other variables.

First U.S. salary and the community integrationindex

have the least number of significant relationships with one
significant coefficient apiece.

Th_ variables on thesettables,will be examined in detail and individually in the remainder of this chapter: Five.
Qt -her .characteristics which have not been included in these

tables because they are measured on a nominal scale will
also be examined. They are country of origin, problems of
immigrants, motive to migrate, intentions for the future,
and coldr.

Educational Attainment

In order for the respondent to be accepted as a valid

member of the population under study, he must have comNeted
All the respondents
his formal education in his home country.
sampled were either clearly educated in their country or re.

ceived their formal education, in this country and subsequent- ,

ly did not qualify.

Educational attainment is measured by the number of
grades completed.

For this sample the range is from zero to

eighteen grades completed.

It is believed that the responses

were relatively accurate. There is the possibility of exaggeration but this would-be a small error since at no time
were there obvious illogical incongruences, such as coUld be

determined by cross-references withother personal data.

81
4

The immigrants in the sample aged from two cases
with no education to three with g aduate professional degrecs. The mean and its median are almost equal at 8.6 an
8.5 respectively. The mode is at six and the range is fro'
,

zero to eighteen years 'of, schooling.

The midpoint of the immigrant's educational distribution is from three to five grades lower than the midpoints
of other D. C. population distrlibutions (see the medians in
'Table 4.3).

Half of the immigrants have an eighth grade

education or less in contrast to 23 per cent of the total
D. C. male population twenty years or older.

Simil4ray-, a

larger proportion of immigrants lacks ajKekre'year education than any of the D. C. populatiOns. 'When .considering
the percentages with a secondary education or its eqtivalent,
over half (57.2 per cent) the total ;D: C. 16le popuatioa

has completed twelve or more years DT-school.compare0 to a
uarter (25.7 per cent).of the sample.

Of the black male

population 45.4 per cent have twelve or more year\ol education (see Table 4.3).
Those finishing sixteeh or more years of education
comprise 8.6 per cent of the immigrants, significantly
different (Z

2.59, P< .0l) from the 20 per cent of the

total male D. C. population and the almos,t 30 per cent of

the male Spanish language population.

There-ar'e-7.1 per

cent of the black popUlation of males twenty years or older
in the District with a college degree (see Table 4.3), a
proportion not significantly different from the sample
proportion Of 8.G per cent
The imMig
A

(7, =

At's educational attainment is correlated.)

with marry -of the other variables measured (see Table 4.2).
$

li'issignificantly correlated with all the occupational
status variables (even father's) .but not with the measure.of
unemployment by the most months not monked_between jobs. The
immigrant's educational attainment is significantly related
to his present earnings but not to his first U.S. earninks.
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8.5

.

11.5b

"'3.3.0b

4,383
99.9
144,9 -85

225,9('8 - )100.1

12.3b

2,314
16.9

24,604

835
3.'5

.5,049

99.9

-5-2.8

23.2
10,5
19.1

:339

24.4

7.4

.2.1

13.2

5.6'

4.4

3.3

bMales',1 18 years and ()vex. Table 197.
the District is '14.5.

of the Census PopulaaMales, 20 years and oldet, calculated'from Tableq48. Bureau
tion Census: 1970, Detailed Characteristics, District of Columbia..
Theffiedian education for whites in
bid. ;

Median

100.2

82

Grand, total

;

q.7
12.3

.

1,018
461
'

'9.8
3.6
5.,276

,

14,279

94

144
192
244
580

326
1,069
1,489

7.4

7.7
13.5
28.5

7 .3

18.6
28.5
54,5

10,772
26,968
41,286
79,026

10,609
11,171
19,575
41,355

32.4

73,134

27,749

3.7

i.9

2-8,078
17,3,07

22.0

\

44-.6

-10-0,829
'',1,2.4

5.7
14.1
24.8

/

12,952
31;756
56,121

-

5.8
13,003
6.0
13,445
25,497 .11.3
51,945 23.1

Spanish Languagea
D. C. Populationa ' Blacka
Number Per cent Number Per cent' Number Per Cent

12.4

18

.

4:
3

11"

23

3

7

15.9
8.5
3.7
28.1

22.0
12.2
50.1

15

Per cent

Total higher education

13-15',
16'
.17 O T more

Total secondary
(or equivalent)

12

10-11

9
:

5-6
7-8
13

18
10
41,

Less than S

.

l'3

Total elementary
(or equivalent)

Number

Grades Completed

*Sample

\

TABLE 4.3
-EDUCATIONAL DISTRIBUTION AND"MEDIAN OF SAMPLE AND'TOTAL BLACK AM SPANISH
LANGUAGE POPULATION IN THE DISTRICT
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The variables measuring whether or not the immigrant has
American friends and can speak English are signilficartly

correlated with education but the community integration index is not.
Educational attainment is related to wotk experience in years but, not to the immigrant's age or lis
length or time in the United States.' The -relcitionships or
educational' attainment to the economic variableS and to 1.,rig

lish proficiency will be analyzed in the next chapter.

Nun-Formal Education in Home Country
and in the United States
\.. Non-formal educaeion is distinguished frOm formal education in, this study.

Nori-formal education includes train-.

ing or educational progra s which would)not be a part of the,

age-gradedhierarchy of e ementarys 'econdary and higher
/education.
Included-ill 6e non-formal education category
for the sample are English ihstluclion at Prite institutiOns, special on-the -job training for whiCh the subject

a1 i

1

?

was. -not paid, uncertified correspondence school courses,
/0.
....-

nht courses or day programs 't comthercial schools or
miliftary courses.

AP

In thj U.S.1\sbme immigraht.S. had particii

..

patedJ.n manpower training programs.

In coding the non-iormal education variable,lno attempt was made to differ ntiate according to duration of
the program, type and qu lity.' The non-formal education

,

'variable was coded "yes" or "no" according to respOnse of
the respondent.

Thus, wt en related to othor variables, this

variable reflects merely the presence4on absence oflAuch
training.' This avoids t b many problems of.tirying to ecluafe

the different types, duration, and qualitiesr npn-torinal[
education.
,

,

.

The immigrants in the sample have participated in nohrormal educational progr ris to'a greater extent in the/U.

nited S,tates than in the'r
1 own countries.

.

/

Table 4.4 provides
i

-

/

1.
;

i

/
I
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TABLE

IMMIGRANTSHAVING ENROLLED

NON-FORMAL EDUCATIONAL NOGRAMSa

Having Non-Formal Educat on
Place

No

Yes

No

26 (31.7%)
33 (40.2%)

5S
48

Total

t

.

Home Country
U. S.

(1.294)

1 (1.2:10

(67.1%)
(58.5%)

82 '..1000)

82 ;1000)

Difference between proportions with non-formaleducation
'in the home country and the United. States of thoAe re-sponding: -Z=-1.12,
N=81,
P>.05
/

aSee text-for definition of non!-formal education.-[

1

(

t.

p

I
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the percentages'.' In their home countries, 52 per-cent or
the sample had had -some kind or. training, while in the

United States the figure` is 10 per cent.
is not :iigniricant, however (Z

-I.121

The dirrerence
P>.05).

For the .District of Columbia the Cepsus Bureau tabu-

lates the number of persons having vocational training. For
the adult pale population in the District the per-centage-i:5
33.2.° This is at-exactly comparable to what is considered

non-formal education for,this study since non - formal education- includes courses that are non - vocational and does
not include vocational education provided in the ordinary
age-graded hierarchy of the formal systeM..
But the Census
Bureau statistics do -offer a rough comparison.
N

The correlation coefficients indicate with which
other variables non - format education is associated. Non,

formal education in the home country is significantly correlated only with U.S. non-formal education (see Table
4.2).
U.S. non-formal education is related negatively to
age and work experience in years, but positively to educa-

tion0 attainmert, home training, having American friends,
the community integration index and English proficiency.
.Occupational Status Characteristics

Respondents were queriedAabout their first and last
o6cupationS' in their home country, their First and present
\

,

ocCupations in the United States, and their father's occu\
patron.
In doing the statistical analysis, the occupations
were 'coded according to Duncan's socioeconomic index of
3

Bureau of the Census, Census of Population, 1570:
Detailed Characteristics, District of Columbia, Table 149.

-
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occupations.

4

For cross-tabulating purposes, the data was

also coded according to the twelve broad occupational group.

ings used by the Census Bureau.

As with other questions relying on the respondent's

memory, there was some vagueness in naming the Lias-tocc-u
patIon. Part of the problem with thisAuestion could _have
also been the dilemma of what actually constitutes work in
an agrarian and materially sparse environment.

Manyre-

spondents worked on family farms while they were going to
school.

Often their first job after school was still agri-

cultural work for which they got little or no remuneration.
This problem was minimized by defining first job as the
first full -time job (after schooling is completed) for which
the respondent was paid a 'wage or salary.

Another problem was, the categorization of the immi-

grant's home occupations according to Duncan's scare which
was originally composed for the American occupational structure.
A milkman in Guatemala in the rural area is probably
closer to being a milk farmer than his American counterpart.
The Guatemalan milkman who was interviewed milked the cows
in addition to making deliveries.

The interviewer always

asked for a description of the work to avoid such errors in
categOrization and job definition.

There were fewer opportunities for errorAn recording
occupations in the United States. The first occupation was
the first job that the immigrant named fon which ha was paid
in the United States.

There was no time stipulation, which
may be a weakness of this study. This characteristic, then,
measures the immigrant's ability to obtain employment without
4

Appefidix B in Albert J. Reiss, Jr. et al. Occupations and Social Status (New York: The Free Press of Glencoe, Inc., 1961), pp. 263-275.
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tpo much benefit from the time - consuming, effort of cultivating a positiori through contacts and general knowledge
I
of the city.

Ln recording present occupation only two cases war=---ant-a--7bri.e-f-exptanon. In both of these cases, the

"present occupation" represents the last occupation. One
immigrant was currently enrolled in a training program.He had left his job only'a few weeks before. Another immi,7
grant had been injured very severely a year before the interview. He was receiving compensation as a cripple. It is
believed that by using the last occupation in theses two cases
no distortion will appear in the results.

The immigrant's occupational status as measured by the
me9n is significantly lower in the United States than in
his home country for both his first and last occupations
(see Table 4.5). The mean for his last home occupation is
about 39, (a score representing a status of such occupations

as bookbinders, bill collectors, policemen, inspector in
industry and managers in somee,retail trades)% The present
occupation mean is 23 (reflecting occupations With the same
st
s as operatives of some transportation equipment,
'4ailbrs, bakers, auto mechanics and attendants).

The im=
migrant's last home occupation is not significantly different from the U.S. 5 mean occupational status of 40 and
standard deviation of 25 (Z = -0.50). However, the immigrant's present occupation is significantly different from
the U.S: mean occupational status (Z
13<.01).
The sample contains almost the full range oC status
scores for the occupations; 1 to 96 is the entire range
compared to 5 to '92 fpr the sample (see Table 4.1).
Immi-

5Christopher Jencks, et al., Inequality (New York:
Basic Books, Inc.,'1972), p. 178.
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I

16.6
22.8
19.9
20.2
15.1
81
82

81.

82
80

OF
CASES
II

:11
.57
.44
.71

1.00
2.26
1.67

2.2'3

1.84
2.56
1.35

2.20.

2.98
-1.92

-3.35
-2.70
-6.91
2.02

LATED MEANSb. Z-RATIO

CORRE-

STANDARD
ERROR:
DIFFERENCE

.05

.01
.01

S

SIGNIFICANCE

bThe standard error of a mean difference in correlated data was used. See J.P.
Guilford, Fundamental Statistics in Psychology And Education, p. 177.

aIndex scores are based on Duncan's scale, see text.

28.6
38.6
17.0

33..4

23.4

Present
Father's
First HOme
Last Home
First U.S.

.

STANDARD
DEVIATION

OCCUPATIONAL STATUSa MEAN

STANDARD
CORRELATION ERROR
WITH PRESENT OF THE
MEAN
OCCUPATION

'

TABLE 4.5
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN OCCUPATIONAL MEANS: PRESENT OCCUPATION COMPARED TO OTHER OCCUPATIONS

P
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grants at the lower end of the status continuum .rked as
1p and confarm laborers in their country and kitchen
struction laborers inthe United Stateg. At the other end
of the continuum are, government administrators and members
of the liberal professions., For; -all the occupational dis=

tributionsof the immigrants the median is several points
lower than, the mean which indicates that there is a positive'
skewing and that the bulk of the immigrants hover.near'the

lower en&of.the continuum.
Percentage distributions of the immigrants in Census
Bureau occupational' categories allow a detailed observation
of changes in the occupational structure of -the immigrants
In Table 4.6 the combined occupational
as-they -mlgrate,
'categories are listed in, the order of their approximate
status. The immigrant's father's occupational distribution
.

includes-more than one*fifth in the professional-managerial
category and another. one fifth in the farm category (includes

At the time of the immigrant's
farmers and farm laborers).
first occupation, both categories drop to 12 per cent (ten
The blue collar category absorbs almost all the
cases).
16ss of the categories rising from 36 per cent of the
father's occupation to 61 per cent of the first occupation.
The sales - clerical categoryinereases by five per cent. IP
the last home occupation the immigrants are represented in

the profeSsional-managerial category to the same extent as
their fathers and only one immigrant remains in the farm
category (a farmer with a busines\pn the side).
\

In the transition from iastrii6me occupation to first
U.S. occupation, the most noticeable Changes are the decreas in the professional-managerial category and.the incre,,; in the service category (Table 44). AlMost a quarter
of the immigrants were in the professional - managerial category before migration while only one-twentieth remained in
th s category immediately after' migration. The service

category increased from five per cent (four `cases) to 57

r--

cn
tO

1"

,

12.3

24.7
27.4
36.0

4.9
8.5
37.2

First home jobc

Last home jobc

Latin American immigrantsd

All immi,grantse

First U.S. jobc

Present U.S. jobc

D.C. Spanish.Language speakersf

.

'

18.7

8.7

18.6

34.0

48.8
25.1

57.3

35.4

8.0

42.1

9.6

2.5

8.3.

4.9

51.0

D

-56:8"

.

.

0

0

.3

4.4

.7.

1.'2

(3,496)

(82)

'0100.0
99,9

(82)

(153,122)

(9,776)

C81)

10 0. 1

,1001 .1

100.0

a

100:0

(81)

12.3

4.9

60.5

99.9,

100.1% (80)

21.3%

13.7%

36.2%
/

TUPALli)

FARM

SERVICE

BLUE
COLLAR:

12.6

12.4

9.9.

5.1%

SALES &
CLERICAL

.

,

,

.

-

1,

eImmigrants from.all countries, males and females, admitted in fiscal 1971, naming occupations , Ibid., Table 10A.
Norkirii-Tlales, calculated Trom Bureau of the Census, Population Census, 1970,, Detailed
Characteristics: District of Columbia, Table 179.

Report, 1971, Table, 8.

'e
aSee text for explanation.
bThe number of cases (N) are in parentheses. Sample N's vary due to missing data.
cSample distribution contains males only.
dMale and female immigrants admitted in fiscal 1971, who named occupations, from all
Central and South American countries (including non-Spanish speaking countries,'not including
Mexico-or Carribean countries). Calculated from Immigration and Naturq.lization Service, Annual

23.8%

Father's jobc

PROFESSIONAL,
TECHNICAL &'
MANAGERIAL

TABLE 4.6
DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE IN. COMBINED BROAD OCCUPATIONAL CATEGORIESa, RELATED DATA, IN PERCENTAGES
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per cent (47 cases). For the immigrant's present occupation,
the service category is no longer the largest although it
&till includes- one third of the sample. 'The-blue collar

group increased froni35 per cent at first- U.S. occupation to
49 per cent, still less than the 57 per cent of sample in
this category before migration. Nevertheless, the blue collar category and the service category together comprise 84
per cent of the sample at the time of present occupation.
The farm category disappeared in'the transition from how,
country to 'the United States and the'professional-managerial
category fell from 25 per cent to. almost nine per cent'of the

sample, at the time of present occupation.

The distribution of last-tome occupations akIrofiled

le distiby the broader groupings more closely resembles
but...ion of Central and South American immigrants than the dis
tributions of all immigrants or the Spanish language population in the District of Columbia (Table 4.6). The similarity
of the-sample and Latin American immigrants' occupational
a
distributions parallel each other closely (see Table 4.7
An examination of the distributions,
however-, shows that the similarities break down in the narThe sample's present
rower occupational classifications.
occupational distribution and the distribution for the
for the ,,chi-square).

Spahish language population of the District have few similarities, The Spanish language population is more strongly
repreSented in the professional-managerial category than is
the sample (37.2 per cent versus 8.5 per cent, see Table
The proportion of the saMpIe'members in the blue col4.6)-.
lar and service occupations is almost twice the proportion
for the D. C. Spanish language population as a whole (see
Table 4.6).

The correlation coefficient

among the variables of

the immigrant's oetupational status in Table 4.2 are significant for all variables at the Al confidence level. They
correlation coefficient between first and last home occuyation is .69 and between first and present U.S. occupation
.

L
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TABLE 4.7
OCCUPATIONAL CATEGORIES BY SAMPLE AND. CENTRAL AND 7SOUTH
AMERICAN IMMIGRANTS (CASES AND PER CENTS)

Last Home
Occupation

Professional and
Managerial
Sales and
Clerical

Sample

Central and South!
American Immigrantsa

20 (24.7%)

2679

(12.4)

1232 (12.0

46 (56.8)

4986 (51.0)

( 6.1)

875 -( 9.0)

19

'Blue Collar

Service and Farmb

5

Total

(.27.4 %)

81(100.0%)

Chi-square=1.48d

9772(100.0%)c
P>.05

df = 3
t1.4

aSource: See Table 4.6

bCombined category to avoid small N-in cells.
cDiffers from N = 9776 because of rounding errors..
dExpected frequencies were derived from the proportion
,of the population immigrants in the four categories rather
than the usual procedure. This is the application of the
chi-square for testing the Ilgoodness of fit" of the'data to
a specified distribution.
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Neither these 'two coefficients nor any of t1u coris .71.
relption coefficients of the occupationa'.1 status variables
Fathers-4 ocare' W.gnifidantly different from each other:

cup tion is signifiCantly correlated :with the immigrant's
ho e occupations, but not with his U.S. occupations.
Earn ings B efore and After Immigration

'

Ammigrants. tiere asked how much money they earned in

.

their countries during a week and a year at the time of,
their first and last home occupations;

The answrs con-

cerning first home earnings were very vague r simply 'uncerning
Their rerecollected, and were, therefore., .,not 'analyzed.
sponses to questions abopt their last weekly earnings appeared to be more reliable.

L/1 ,--

A question on yearly income was

used as a cross-check, but this too was usually not-reliable.
The immigrant sijnply multiplied the weekly or bi=weekly
earnings to arrive at the annual. For earnings in the United States, the immigrants-were--as-kedhow much -they-earned
at their job. Some were paid by the hour, others weekly.
The interviewer attemptedto arrive at a weekly total in,
eluding paitt-time jobs.

Weekly and hourly earnings were

then calculated. When both alternatives are used incorrelatiohal analysts, their correlatiOns with Other variables are almost identical (the. correlation of weekly and

hourly earnings is .97). Consequently, it was deeided to
use the weekly earnings as the basis for comparison. This
procedure circumvented. problems arising when the immigrant

had two jobs, counted on overtimel.or depended on tips.
In order to make the earnihgs'Aata comparable across
national boundaries and time periods, all the data were set
equivalent to the 1963 dollar. This was then reconverted

at the appropriate rate when compared to other data, for
example, the 1970 Census data. The consumer price index'
was used to account for different rates of inflation.
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Foreign-national currencies were not simply converted. to

This Auld distort
their actual vaque'since the standards of living differ
dollars at.the offic&al.exchange rate.
7

.

among cpuntries.

Instead ratios were 'used based on the

A

')purchasing power of national currencies in. the Latin Ameri,

This "market basket" technique was used by

can market.

.

Braithwaite

6

to develop purchasing power, equivalents for the

Latin American currencies and the United S'ates dollar. The
official._ exchange rate undervalues currencir. of all but

two Latin American countries.

For example, using official
exchange., rates, Argentina's per capita Gross DoMestic
Product (GDP) in 1960 ivas US $561, while its Purchasing
,pol;rer was equivalent to US 51045.
.

Bolivia, one of the

countries with an over-valued exchange rate in terms orpurchasing power .(by only one dollar, however), has a per
capita GDP of US 5102 using the official exchange rate and

US 5101 using Braithwaites purchasing power'index- This
procedure Was also used by Myers in his study of 'aliem students from Peril.

7

(See Appendix C 'for a detaileddiscussion
of the conversion procedures used in this study.)
Findings for the immigrant's earnings show that his
earnings have increased from last home earnings to present
earnings in the United States. The mean for the immigrant's

present earnings is 5140 a week, significantly greater than
his last home earnings 8 or his first U.S% earnings, 9 both
abOut S90 a week. (see Table 4.1). Median earnings at the
6

Stanley N. Braithwaite,'"Real Income Levels in Latin
America," The Review of Income and Wealth, (XIV, No. 2, June
1968), pp. 113-182.
7

Robert Myers, Education and.Emigration
David McKay to., 1972), pp. 288-291.
8
9

t =

2.61, df = 150, P< .01.

t =

5.16, df = 152, P<.01.

New York:

t

166

.

I

*
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A.

three Lime periods also show steady improvement.

Before

migrati,ng,to the United M'ates, half-of the immigrants of
the scrimp 1'e were earning $46 a week or less.

At thetime or

their first job in the ,United States, hatf of the immigrants
were darning -$86 or less and by the time of their present
job their median weekly `earnings had increased to 4-7 times

their last home saaary, to 8126 (see Table 4.1).

The estr-

mate,d, mode' rose from 541 per week for their last home

&m-,

ings to $97 per week for their present earnings.
,'''Although the

upper limit of the range decreased from

8981 per week at the time of the last home earnings to 5660
at the time of their present-earnings (in constant'dollars),
a greater percentage of immigrants moved into higher rather
than into lower income brackets. Table 4.8 presents the
earnings distributions for the sample and for populations of
the District of COlumbia, on a yearly basis (assuming year -

round work at same weekly rate).

In the 515,000 or more a

year bracket, the number of immigrants decreases from 5
(6.5 per cent)for last hom earnings to 1 case (1.3 per cent)
for present earnings (se Table 4.8). Almost three quarters
(73.7 per cent) of the immigrants were in the.S3,999 a year

or below income brackets before migrating while at the time
of pnesent earnings only one twentieth (5.2 per cent) of the
immigrants earned so little (see Table. 4.8).

There is less dispersion in the U.S. earnings distri-

butions for the immigrants than!in their home earnings disThe range of,weekly earnings for the last home
tribution.
t S1000 while for thedpresent occupation the range is about $600 (see Table 4.1). The
occupation spans alm(

standard deviation of incomes drops by half from S151, to
$75 and the .coefficient of variation (the ratio or the
standard deviation to the mean) from 1.70 to' .53 (see Table
4.9).

Wheh comparing the findings of the sample with other
populations in the District of Columbia, the immigrants ,2
a

1

=

.

-

,

$2,367

$2,367,

7'6

54,475

$4,475

10.0.0%-78

2.6
1.3
.'0,0

-52.6

11.5

'0.0

2.6
3.9.
0-.0
6.5
--7-70.9%

:47.9

26.9

37.2

0.0%

(2)

7.9
5.3

40.8%
32.9

(1)

Earningsb Earnings°

'

First u.p.

Sample

4.

4

III

10.§.

12..0

10.8

8.7

1/.0

11.0%

(4)

$6,528

$7;41139

.

Total D. C.
Populationc

13.7
11.6
10.6
100.0%.
100.0
76
172,94
$6,,.711
$6,528

.

0.0
5.2
14.5
17.1
25.0
13.2
14.5
9.2
1.3

(3)

Present
Earningsb

$6,7-93

$6,258
,

8.5
2.6
,100.1%

15.2

11.1%
11.5
10.4
13.3
14:8
12.7

(5)

Negroc

99.994O

12.6

$7,771

3:4Z0
$,530'

.

12A,

9.9
8.2
11.7

9.

12.4%9
13.2
,9.4

(5)

'4'

S.

of%

c1969 doliars
dbampie'mediams for y_earlj income a re based on the project of wee kly earning" medians,
assuming that the. sample will work year-round at the same rate of earnings. These are actually
. over-estimates For th'e true valve.

(1)34970 dollars

/

',

..1

Persons of
Spanish Languagec

District of Columbiaa

TABLE 4.8
C. MALE EXPE IENCED CIVILIAN LABOR FORCE, -.BY ANNUAL EARNINGS i.

4Percentages calculate&by the investigator, working rdales,.3.6 years and over. Source:
"Bureau Ofthe Census, Census'of Population, 1970: Detailed Characteristics, District of
Columbia,('PC(1)40), Table 175.
Includes employed and,exp.erienced unemployed.

round workrs

'Median, fear-:,

Mediand

N =

4,000-4,999
5,000-5,999
6,000-6;999
7,000-7,999
8,000-9,999
10A.00-14,999
15,d0 or more
Total

2,000-3,99

$1-1;999 or lbs's

Annual
Income

,DISTRIBCITIONS.OF SAMPLEAND D.

I

159

'181
157
228
119

89
92
140

1.70
.34
.53
.65

32
7S

118

Yarietron

aeffi,cient

$1S1

Standard
Deviation

'''.53-660

46-296

$9- 98;1,-

Range

Lof

76b

7,8 b

76b

4,244

142,92-4

77,W

37,068,000
223,690

Cases

to 1970 dollars by the in:v.cstigator

aThe weekly mean earnings are not exactly comparable. Earnings frOm sample data refer
to last week at motk and may include earnings from more than one salary but does not include
other types of income. The D.C. data weekly earnings is derived from annual income And includes persons who do not, work year-round while UPS. males refers onlyko year-round workers.
Thus, the D.C.. data probably underestimates the mean earnings in n-comparison to the sample
and U.S. population (assuming that income from sources other than*occupation approaches zero).
bTotal number of cases in the-'sample varies due to missing data in some categories.
,Christopher Jencks, et al. Inequality (.Y.-;-: Basic Books, 1973),Ip, 213, 'from Census
Bureau statistics,'"Iricome in 1968,"' mare, year-round workers. 196 dollars were converted

S.

Ealings

Weekly
Mean

.

4

dCalculated by dividing men annual incomes by 2 and a usting-tb 1970 dollars from
-CD 1969 dollars. Males with incomes, 18 years and over. Source. Bureau oflthe Census, Census
of the Population: 1970, Detailed Characteristics, District of Columbia (PC(1)-'1)10), Table
107:

:-,

,Sample Data
Last home earnings
First U.S earnings
Present U.S. earnings
Census Data
U.S. malesc
malesd
Total D.
White D. C. malesd
Black D. C. malesd
Spanish language populatioil
in, D. C. malesd

)

,

TABLE 4.9
WEEKLY EARNINGS OF IMMIGRANTS AT THREE TIME PERIODS, WEEKLY INCOMES pv U.S. AND D.C.
POPULATIONS IN 1970 DOLLARSa

O
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resem6le the black population more than the total population or the Spanish language population. Table 1.9 Allows

.

the differences between the means to be tested statistically
although the means are not exactly comparable. The means
for the pOpulations of the District'are for all males with
incomes including those who are not working; they should be
considered lower than the'means for the wori:ing males only.
In addition, the sample means are derived by multiplying the

weekly earnings thUs assuming y'66rround_w_orkl....which is not
The sample means'should be conaccurate for all.cases.
\,e^N.sidered over-estimations of the true means. The differences
between the means show that the white (t . 10.16, df = 76,
13<.01) and the Spanish language populations (t = 2.19, df
. 75, P<.05)

have mean ear

gs significantly greater

than that ofthe sample. Si e the population means are
underestimated, the differences between more comparable data
wdbld be even greater. The mean salary for the sample is
significantly greater (t = 2.42, df = 751 P< .05) than he
mean salary for the black population but the validity o,:f
indings in 'view
this finding is less certain than the othe
of the underestimation of the population mea s.."

The frequency distributions in percentages of annual
incomes for the sample and the working male populations in
the District of Columbia allow certain comparisons to be
When compared to populations of the District of Colummade.
bia, the percentage of ,immigrants earning more than S10,000
a year is allost equal to that of the black male workers in
.f
the District and is half the proportion of the total population and the Spanish language male workers (see Table 4.8).

For the sample, 10.5 per cent are earning 510,000 or more,
which is not significantly different from the 11.1 per cent
of the blacks but is significantly different from the 22.2
,

.

per cent of the total D. C. population (7. = 2.43, P<.05)
and the 25.4 per cent of the Spanish language population
(Z = 2.98, P<8.01).

'

;

.1.10

An examination of the other-end or the incomo distMbution reveals that immigrants have a lower proportion earning under S41000 a year, the approximate poverty level cutoff point for families of four, than other groups of males'
in the District. Only 5.2 per cent of the immigrants earn
less than $4,000 while 22 per cent of total working males,
-------2-2-..6percent of working blacks,, and 25.6 per cent of the

working Spanish language males earn that little (see Table
4.8).

The immigrants have a greater proportion in the middle range income, between S41000 'and $10,000, than the
other D. C. groups. Eighty-four per cent of theiSample are

rall working
in this range while compared to 56 per cent oC
males, 66 per cent of black working males. and close to one
half of the working Spanish language males. Although the

median earnings of all workers in all the groups being dis-

cussed vary by only about spo, a more realistic comparison
of the medians for only the year-round workers shows that
the immigrant's median is not significantly different from
the median income for year-round total male and black workers
edian earnings.
(Z = -.45 and Z = -1.71, respectively).
of the sample and the male year-round Spanish language work.

ers.are significantly different (Z

P< .01).

Demographic Characteristic
Age

The typical immigrant in the sample is thirty-seven
(37) years old as indicated, by the mean (see Table 4.1). The
oldest immigrant in the sample is 74 and the youngest 19
years old. Eighty-two per cent of the sample is'betveen
twenty -.five and fifty years of age. The sample median of 34
years of age is very close to the median age of 33.8 for
working males 16 years and over in the Spanish language pop!II

ulation and is not significantly 'different from the median
age, 36.7', of the total population in the District of Colum-

100

5ia (Z 3 -1.71, P> .05).

The median age for the samrlc

and working males in the black population are 54 and 25.1
years of age respectively, which ace significantly dirterent
(Z = 5.44, 1'4..01),10

Number of Dependents

The immigrants in the survey were asked how many
persons, relative or otherwise, were economically dependent upon them either in the U.S.. or abroad.

'Because of the

tax law excluding exemptions for dependents abroad this item
is not equivalent to Internal Revenue's definition of dependence.
The number of dependents for fire sample range from

zero to eight, with 3.3 as the mean and 2.5 as the median
(see Table 4.1). Table 4.10 presents the distribution.
Seventy-seven (94 pet cent) immigrants claimed to haze one
or more dependents. Ten (12,2 per cent) immigrants claimed
only one dependent.

In order to make data more comparable
to the Census Bureau data for the. District of Columbia it
must lie assumed that those indicating one dependent are re-

ferring to a wife:- Table 4.11 combines the zero and one
co

dependent category into the "none" categories for the sample
and compares the sample distribution to that of the white,.

black and Spanish language populations in the District in

terms of umber of children. The sample distributior more
closely resembles the distribution of the black District
;pdpulation than the other. populations.

The number of dependents for the immigrant correlates-

Significantly with age but is not significantly associated
with any other variable as detet4mined by the correlation
coefficients.
1 °The

population medians were c-lculated from Bureau
of the Census, Census of Population: 1970, Detailed Characteristics, District of Columbia. Table 164.
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TABLE 4.10
NUMBER OF DEPENDENTS OF IMMIGRANTS IN SAMPLE

Number
of Cases

-Number of
Dependents

Per Cent
of Cases

5

-13

6.2
12.3
27.2
12.3
16.0
16.0

6

5

6..2

7

1
2

1.2
2.5

81

99,9

0

5

1

10
22
10

2

3

.4

Total

Note: "Dependent" refers ,to any pei-son economically dependent
upon the respondent either in the United States or abroad.
TheTerson does not have to be a rerative.

V
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TABLE 4.11
CHILDREN OF SAMPLE AND D. C. POPULATIONS, FAMILIES WITH MALE
HEADS, IN PERCENTAGES.

Popillations."
Number of
Children

Total

Black

White

Spanish
Language

Sampie
\

None
One
Two
Three
Four or
more
Total

26
21
22

43

22

'20

2.1

21

23--

14

10

15

40
24
16
10

17

7

20

9

=100

101

10:1

- 99

c
d

1.8

27
12

100

Calculated from Bureau of the Census, Population Census, 1970, Detailed Characteristics: District of ColumaSource:

bia, Table-, 156.

AO
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Length or Time in the United States

One immigrant sampled had been in the United States
for 26 years. Six others have been here for more than ten
The mean for the sample is 5.23 years but the median
years.
is less, 3.9 years (see Table 4.1.), and the mode is even
lower, 3 years.

Ninety-one .per cent of the sample arrived

This cmpares

in the United States during the last decade.

to 83 per cent of the total alien populationaccording to
11
the Census Bureau. In the test of the difference:Id-proportions, the sample proportion is not significantly different from the proportion of the total immigrants arriving
here during the last decade (Z = 1.93, P>.05).
Years in the-Labor Force
./'

The range of work experience - in Years for the sample

is from four to fifty-seven years (see Table 4.1). The
median is 17.3 years. Eighty-eight per cent of, the cases
fall within the range of zero to thirty-seven years of work.
Work
Years in the labor force correlate with age at' .95.
experience in years and education have a significant coefficient of -.30 while age and educational attainment have a
non-significant coefficient of -.16 (see Table 4.2). Other
than correlating significantly and negatively with English
proficiency, time in the U.S. is not significantly-related
In later chapters, when variables
to the other variables.
are partialled,out of principal relationships, work experience in years, age and time are among those selected to be
partialled.

Order of Birth
Data was Collected on .the immigrant's order of .birth
410

11Ibid., Table 144.
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among his male siblingk:.

as

Table 4.12 shows the frequency

distribution for,this data. Almost 87 per cent of the
sample were within the first three male children born in
largest number of immigrants4 thirtyhis family.,
three cases (40 per cent), are only children or first born.
The iMmigrant's order of birth among male siblings is not
significantly correlated with any of the other variables
measured.
Color

Interviewers observed and classified the respondent

by his skin color and physical characteristics in three
categories: brown, white and black. The classification
-orteria were as follows: (1) respondents who could, pass

for white North Americans by their physical traits in the
judgment of-'0...interviewer were classified as' "white,"
(2) respondents who could pass for black Nertly5Americans by

their physical t.'aits were qassified as "black," and (3)
respOndents who lid not fit the "whitell'-or-2111.ack" cate-

gories and had sme or all the feattires of the "Meg-tizo---,
i.e., straight,hair, dark eyes and brown skin, were clas-

Almost sixty per cent of the sample was
brown (or mestizOl. thirty70e_per cent white and the res.ified as "broWn."

mainder were black (see 760e..4.13). The mean education,
for these groups do not diff0, 4gnificantly from one
another.' Similarly their mean earnings are not signifi
cantly different degpite their spread (see Table 4.1Z for
mean education and mean earnings).

.The CensUs nreau categorizes foreign born persons
by country and white versus non-white. The sample is significantly different from the D. C. Latin American foreignborn by color when the brown and-white groups in the sample.
are combined (see Table 4.14).. The-sample is 90 percent
White while the foreign-born population is 80 per cent.
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TABLE 4.12

e

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE BY ORDER OF BIRTH
AMONG MALE SIBLINGS

Order of Birth
Among Male
Siblings
Orphan

Only o First
Secon
Third
FourthFifth
Sixth
Seventh
N/6 data

Total

*

Cases

1

33
26
12
6
2

Per Cent

1.2
40.2
31.7
14.6
7.3
2.4

0'

0

1
1

1.2
1.2

82

99.8

*Four sample members are only children.

11'7
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TABLE 4.13
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE, MEAN EDUCATION, MEAN WEEKLY
SALARY, BY COLOR

Color

Cases

Black
8
Brown
46
White .24
Total ..78a

Per cent
10.3

59.0
30.8
100.1 ',

Education
Mean
S. D.
8:5
8.3
8.9
.

Weekly Salary
(1970 Dollars)
Cases Mean

2.5

8

4.3

43

3.9

21
72b

S.

94
47
117

125
137

147

aMissini,sdati_accounts for departure from base N = 82.

'bIncludes only oases for which there are salary data.
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TABLE 4:14
RACIAL COMPOSITION OF SAMPLE AND LATIN AMERICAN FOREIGN BORN
IN THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA (CASES AND PER CENTS).

Latin/AMerican Foreign Borna

Race

Sample

Whiteb

70

(89.7%)

4506 (80.0%)

8

(.10.3 %)

1128 (20.0%)

(100.00)

5634 (100.0%)

Non-White
.

Total

78

Chi-square = 44.63c

P<.05

df =

1

aIncludes males and females of all ages. Brazil is
excluded; Mexico, Cuba and the Dominican Republic are included.
Source: Bureau of the Census, Census of. the Population: 1970, Detailed Characteristics, District of Columbia,
Table 141.
bIncludes mestizo or bxown.
c,Expected frequencies were derived from the prportions-*
of the foreign born population in the two categories rather,than
the usual procedure, This is the application of the chi-sOare
for testing the "goodnesS of fit" of the data to a specifi*1
distribution.'

4

_

1,19
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Country of Origin

El Salvador is. the country of origin which pedominates in the sample. Twenty-eight of the total eighty -two
immigpants,are'from El Salvador (see Table 4.15). Guatemala
is the country of origin for. the next highest number of impi
migrants although this number is 'less than Lalf for El Salvador (13 compared to 28).

The thiid largest group (8

cases) of immigrants is from the'Dominican Republic. Toge.thei:these three countries account for, sixty per cent of
the sample.

The three countries contributing the majority

of immigrants do not have significant differences in their
mean education.

Immigrants from El Salvador have a mean

education of 8.3 (S.D.

3.81 N = 28); from Gilatemala17.2

(S.D. = 3.1, N = 13.),--4 rd )ominican Republic, 9.6 (S.D.

3.9, N = 8).

Further analysis wi lin the sample was not

conducted due to the small numbers involved.'
The sample immigrants were compared. to immigrants *re.

porting in the D. C. Alien Addr,ess Report in 1972. The 2-

tests in Table 4.16 indicate that the sample and the immigrants with permanent resident status (the sanie status

the sample immigrants) are significantly different in the
number of immigrants froni South America, Central America
and Mexico but not from the Spanish - speaking West Indies.

The over-all chi-square is significant.'

Cultural Integration CharacteristicR
English Language Proficiency

9

.English proficiency was evaluated on a two-part test.

The first part of the test consisted of a series of oral
questions commonly asked of foreigners.

The questions varied

in grammatical structure from the simple kesent tense to
the Rastl,past perfect and future tenses.. Identical questions
were asked in all interviews except if the interview was being held in English (see Appendix.B, Question .tt'33)..Respon-

120

o

82

0

.

100.2

0.0

68.

-20

31

198

1

1

256

133
251
67

1.2
1.2
3.7
0.0

4..9

15.9
2.4

34..2

6.1
.

110
1104

225
272
292
314
63
225
136

V.-

'

t

99.9

6.9.
1,1

7.9
4.8
5.1
0.6

11.0
2.2

10.2'

,

3.8.
3.6
4.6
8.8 1
213
8.9
7.9
9.5

Number
of Cases' Per Cent

Report,' 1972

9.8
6.1

1.2
0.0
3.7

5
1
1

.

'

1.2

4.9
3.7

4

28
13
2.

5

3
8

1
4
3

Per Cent

.
.

4962

189

10.,4

487

0

392
173
454
110
246
196
171

281

64,9

1 1

316
254
474

of Cases'

Numb'er

100.1

2,1
a:8

5.1
9.6
7.4
2.0
13.1
5.7
7.9
3.5
9.1
2.2
5.0
4.0
3.4
0.0

.Per Cent

1970 Census, Foreign
Born in the District
of Columbiac

4t-

..

C

1

.V`
...

..

,

cIncludes mates sand femaJcs of'all ages.U.
S. Bureau of .the.Census, Census ctr,the P pulation, Detailed.Chilracteristics,- District df Olumbia:
1970 (PC(1)D10), Table 141. .'

r

in.l'

aIncludes males and females of all aged.
, Y
1\) .'
bimmigration and Naturalization Service 1972 Addfmss.Re ort Cards
Received By State of
R sidencc, Nationality, and Status,
-14
of -.,Col4iVia.,
unpuE----T----db.
lisle
to le..

Total

Guatemala
Honddras
Mexico
Nicaragua
Panama
Paraguay
Peru
Uruguay
,Venezuela

El Salvador,

Argentina
Bolivia
Chile
Colombia
Costa Rica
Cuba
Dominican Republic
Ecuador

Sample
Number
of Cases

in D.C. Aliep Address

Perffianent Residentsa

TABLE 4.15
COUNTRY OF oRrCiN OF SAMPLE COMPARED TO OTHER
SOURCES OF IMMIGRANT DATA (IN PERCENTAGES)

110

r-

c

TABLE, 4.16

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN BY SAMPLE AND PERMANENT RESIDENTS IN THE
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA ADDRESS REPORT OF 1972-(CASES ANt PER.
CENTS)

Geographical Origin

Sample

.

.

Spanish American..
Immiarantsa'

a.

Cuba and Dominican.
'Republic

11

Central America
and Mexico

(13.4%)

515

(18.0%)

v53 (64.6)

1,226

(42.9)

3.00**

18 (22.0)

1,12.0

0.9.1)

"2..48".

%,

South America
'.

Total

82

(00.0)'

Chi-square = 16.11b
P4.01
df =
**Significant at the -01 confidence level

.

2

aIncludes male and female permanent residents of all ages.
Only Spanish-speaking countries were included. %Source:
Immigr?.tion and Naturalization Service, 1972. Address Report Cards Received by State of Residence', Nationality,, and Statu7District of CoLumbia)
unpublished table.
,

bExpect'ed frequenCies were Asrived from the "propt,rtions
of the permanent residents in the three categories rather thari
the usual procedure. This iS the application of the chi-square
for testing the goodness of fit of the data to a specified
distribution.

rI x.22
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dents unable to respond to the first simplest questions.

were given a "one" rating.- Respondents answering these
first questions in,intelligible (not necessarily grairmatical-

.1y correct English)- earned a "two" ratfng (one word sentences were not coinited).,

Respondents'answering all the ques-

4 tions and demonstrating their ability to use the appropriate

tenses were given a "three" or "four" 'rating depending on
A

how well they lid on- the second part of the test:, the liter,0.1

acy test.

the interviewer went beyond the questions listed
4

in Appendix B when necessary in order to make .an accurate
evaluation of,the respondent's English Wills. If the
interview was -.held in English, the first part of the test

was skipped.
The, second paft of the test consisted of reading a

paragraph-in English followed by. questions on simple com-

The paragraph is from a fOurth grade reading
text buithe content deals with a topic whibh is approPriate
prehension.

for-adult immigrants (see Appendix Bl'Questfon't,434). The.-

readingtestwas used to further refine the rating "of{ the
respondent.

The reading test served as the criterion for

a "four" rating.
Although ,the Word "Test" has been used in referring

tothe evaluation of English language proficiency, it was
not presented to the respondents as such.. The questions were
selected because they were natural to the situationand when,
ever-possible the interview .was held in English, which readily
lent -itsel'f tan evaluation of oral English. The reading
passage was only introduced into the interview if the re,

spondent'showed a facility'in oral EngliSh.
A

(.0n the four ,point scale, thirty-five per cent (2(
Almost
cases) achieved a rating of one (see-Table 4.17).

twenty per cent (15 cases) achieved a rating' of "two"

While forty-six (38 cases) Were given a rating of "three"
or "four." Only sixteen per cent (13 cages) could speak
and read at the level of the fourth rating.' The mean for

4
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TABLE 4.17
ENGLISH PROFICIENCY RATINGS OF SAMPLE IN NUMBER OF
CASES AND PER CENTS
0

o

English-

Number
of

Pro,ficioncy:'

Rating

'Cases

1

29
15
23
13

2
i:

3
4

'

Total

4

82

Per Cent'

.

_

35.4
18.3
30.5
15.9

100.0

ti

4

6

a

d
f-"
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the sample on this four point scale is a rating of 2.3 and
the median is 1.8 (see Table 4.1).

The English proficiency variable correlates significantly yith the eb1lowing eleven variables: time in the
U.S., negatively with age, father's occupation, educational

attainment, non,fdrmal education in the U.S., first home occupation last biome occupation, first U.S. occupation,'
present U.S. occuRation American friendS,-and negatively
withtwotk.experience in Sears (see Table 4.2). The relationships of English proficiency and the measures of economic success, educational attainment, age and time in the U.S.
will be, taken up in more detail in Chapter Five.
Ciommunity-Integi-ation and Mirth American Friends

Although they were not a composite indexl these two

variables were d signed to measure the degree of integration
into.the District-community and into the North American
culture.

The community integration index indicates involve-

ment in the Latin American community while the "North
American friends" Variable indicates assimilation into the
'society of the United StateS. Resliondents were asked if they
had North American, friends- outside of work. The responses
The community integration
was determined by whether or not. the immigrants knew who the
community leaders were and by whether or not they were
members of any organization. They were then given a rating
were recorded as "yes" or "no."

of 1 for two "no" answers, 2 for one "yes"and one "no"
answer to either quesildn and 3 for two "yes" answers.
Fifty-sik Of the respondents said that they had American friends (see Table 4.18). Thirty-two per cent said that
they either had heard of community leaders or were members
of an organization. Fifteen per cent said that they had

heard of the community leaders and were members of an organi4
The correlation coefficient between these tuo varization.
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TABLE 4.18
IKMIGRANTSHAVING AMER=ICAN FRIENDS AND THEIR COMMUNITY IN-

--JEGRATION INDEX

NUMBER OF
CASESa

PERCENT

56
z2

71.8
28.2

American friendsb
Yes
No

To al

78

Community integrationc
index
25
41
12

1
2

3

Total

78.

32.1
52.6
15.4

100.1

,

aNumber of Lases
pas,es do not total 82, the sample total,
.because df missing data
,

i

bSee text fr explanatiOn of item.
cSee text for explanation of item.

\
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ables is not significant and they each seem to

t)

associ-

ated with only one common variable, U.S. training (see Table
4.2)., The North.American friends variable correlates signifi'cantly with educational, attainment (.316, significant at the
.01,1evel) with. U.S. training, (.66), with present U.S. pc,

cupation, (.249) and with English proficiency -(.3331 significant at-the .01 level).

The community integration index is

significantly correlated only with U.S: training (at the
.

.01 :level.'

Subjective Characteristics

Motives for Migration
The immigrants surveyed were asked what Motivated them
to come to the.United States. Over half the sample (4.5 cases

or 55 per cent) responded that they-were economically motivated (see Table 4.19).

The typical response in this cate-

gory was the desire to have a better job or to earn more
money.

s

Sometimes the emphasis was placed on home country

conditions and other times on the premise that the United
States offered greater opportunities.

The next largest

group consists of those immigrants who wished to learn English, numbering 14 immigrants or 17 per cent of the sample
(see Table 4.19).

The-third-largest group gave political
reasons far, their migration.
The mean earnings and mean education were calculated
for-each group.

The mean education for immigrants motivated

by the desire to learn English are not significantly di-fferentv(see Table 4.19 for the means).

,

There was a signifi-

cant difference, however, between the mean education for
those motivated by economic reasons and those by political
reasons (t = 3.22, df = 51, P< .01). Although the mean week ly, salary is S106.50 (S.D. = 13.4) for the educationally

motivated compared to S128 (S.D. .50.1) for the economically motivated, the- difference isnotsignificantl, Hence, the
politically motivated have a higher mean educatiOn

than the
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TABLE 4.19
NUMBER OF CASES AND MEAN EDUCATION OF IMMIGRATION MOTIVES

Per
Cent

Number
of'Casev

54.8
17.1
6.1

45
Economic reasons
14
Learn English
5
..
Reunion with family
3
Personal reasons
Educational opportUnity 4°
&
Political reasons 1_
1
Medical reasons
.

No re"ason,giyen

Total

3./

<

1.2

2.4

2

82

4.9
9.8

-7-Education

Mean
7.3
8.7
9'.:8

13.0
9.(8

11.9
6.0
14.0'

S.

3.8
3.6
2.9
3e7
2.6
2.7
0

.7

.

G
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economically mativated. but their mean salarfis -not signifiCantly greater.
Intentions of 'immigrants to Remain

The immigrants were questioned about their plans for
remaining" in the United States.

Of, those who respondedl

75 per cent indicated that they would remain, 16 peT cent
planned on leaving, and eight per cent were undecided (see
T ic4.20). This percentage profile can becompared to
profiles of related.data. Myers studied foreign students
in the United States and tabulated their intentions accord-

ing to their visa classifications from a census of foreign
students from alf countries conducted by the Institute of
International Education and from his own survey of foreign
Peruvian students. Table 4.20, comparing the sample % %ith

Myers4, subjects, indicates that the members of the sample

closely resemble the distribution for student immigrants
from all countries; there are differences of at the most
only five percentage points between them for any one cate.-

gory (chi-square . 2.95, df = 2, P> .05).

The Peruvian

students with immigrant visas (the same kind held by the
sample in this study)-have a distribution which is very
different from both the sample and the immigrant students
fVomkall countries.

In order to ascertain whether or not educational attainment is associated with the intentions of the immigrants, the analysis of variance technique was applied. The
resulting F was not significant. The educational means for
those who intend to remain is 8.3 (standard deviation
3.3) and those intending to leave is 10.5 (standa-rd"deviThese means were not statistically different
on a t-test either. The undecided category's mean education
and standard deviation are only decimal points different
ation = 5.5).

from the same statistics for those remaining. Educational
attainment by these tests is not demonstrated to be associated/-with the immigran-f.'s.intentions.

12.9
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TABLE 4.20.

INTENTIONS OF IJvIMIGRANTS IN SAMPLE COMPARED WITH IMMIGRANT
(PERCENTAGES, MALES ONLY)
ENT3
ST

Intentions

Sample Immigrants

Student Immigrantsa

Peruvian Student-Immigrantsb

75.3%
16.4

73.2%
21.7
4.7

25.0%
44.1
30.9

Remain in the
U.S.

Ldave

Undecided

8.2

-

Total

99.9

99.6

N =

73C

4614

100.0
68

aSource: Robert Myers, Education and Manpower (N.Y.:
to is a recalculation of
David McKay, 1972), p. 121. This
Myer's calculations of the 1964.c sus. by the Institute of
International Education (IIE) .
p. 264. 1964 Surveyl.

cDoes not include non-responses.

r
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Problems as Immigrants

The immigrants in the sample were asked what their
grbatest problem as an immigrant was in the United StItes.
Table 4.21 presents the results. The language barrier was
-

the greatest problem of the majority of the immigrant:. The
next largestse,ategorycomprises immigrants who felt ,teat
they had no problems worth mentioning. :Immigrants in the
category with the highest mean education perceived "job
dissatisfaction" as their greatest problem. The mean for
this category is 11.3 compared to 8.1 years of education
for the "English" category (see 'Table 4.21)% This is a
signific, t difference at the .01 leVel on the t-test (t
4.01, df = 47).

Disussion
The findings willbe discussed in three sections. In
the first section the characteristics of educational attainment, occupational structure and incoine will be dealt
Their interrelationships are taken up in,.
with briefly.
In the second section,
detail in the folloWing chapters,.
the relationship of certaim-characteristics of the immi.

grants to their educational attainment will be discussed.
in the third section, certain characteristics'of the sample
and related populations will be compared.
Educational Attainment; Occupational Stafus, and
Income of Male Spanish-Speaking Immigrants

The educational attainment of the immigrants is very
0
Low when compared 'to ti:S. standards. - The mean is four
grades below the District average. The high school dropout rate is about one and one half times the rate for the
blacks in the District, the population with lowest mean
education in the cehsus.

However, the educational, status
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TABLE 4.21
NUMBER OF CASES AND MEAN EDUCATION IN PROBLEM CATEGORIES OF
THE SAMPLE

Problem

Number
of Cases

Per
Cent

42

51
10

8.1
7.3,

7

9

11,3'

S

.6

8.0

2 4

8.0
9.7

1

-

Educatitm
Mean
S. D.

9

English
Housing
Job Dissatisfaction
Personal
Unfamiliarity with
Community
None
.

.

'

8

.

Total

3
,

4'

17

21

82

101

3.6
3.5
4

1

3

4 6

N

of the immigrants shirts dramatically i r one substitutes
Latin American standards in Place or the educational'
standards of the United States. Wo examine, a person pith
eight years or schooling; close 05 the' sample.mean) in1';1
Salvador is better educated than 96 per cent of the lin'lation six years or more of age, in 1960 (the last yea!,
12 Iri'the U.S., he is at the
for which there are figures).
In short, in his own countrylthe immi23rd percentile.

=

grant is advantaged but in the United States,- if one judges
by the U.S. standards, he is among the,most.,educationally
disadvantaged.

In migrating to the United States, the immigrarts
suffered a loss in occupational status: While their home
occupational status was equivalent to the mean status of

U.S. workers, their U.S. status was significantly loher
than the U.S. mean status. However, the loss does net appear too great qualitativly, except perhaps at the rro,

In many,cases, there are
fessional and managerial level.
changes from one kind of blue collar wor*to another. There
may be a change in that the job requires less manual skill
change
but it will still be physical labor.' The greatest
,

is for those entering service occupations. In these jobs
there are demands for social skills in place of manual
skills.

For many of, the immigrants, this could be a wel-

come change; for otherAl it is a misuse of needed skills.
The 1dItte changes in the occupational distribution
occurred because the sample members in the highest and

lowest status occupations tended to coaLesce in the blue
collar ansl service occupations upon migrating to the United
States.

Over half of the immigrants enter .service occu-

1 2Estimated from Statistical Abstract of Latin Ameri-

ca, 1964, Table 10; and America -en Cifras, 1970; S
Cultural, Cuadro 501-04.-
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fly the time of the

paticns in their first U.S. jobs.

present occupation a thivd_are still in this categor3 and
almost a half are in the blue collar occupations.

lipar-

entl the immigrants tended to move into the,blue collar
.,

.

occupations because they were more like their previousIt appears that those who cannot move
home occupations.
up from bus boy or dish washer to Waiter or cook's as-

sistanewould be drawn toward the more higher paying jobs
in the blue collar sector for which they have had some
related experience.

It is interesting to note that the majority of the
male Spanish language population and) of the sample members
,
do noihaire service occupations. This contradicts a
\

stereotype'of the Spanish-speaking immigrant, although
there is a tendency to pass through a "bus-boy rite of
15
during the first
passage" into the U.S. world of work
U.S. occupation.

The change of societal context from Latin Americq to
thesUnited States does not appear to make any differente
in the correlation between first job and last' job in either.
country.

Although the means and the frequency distributions

indicate a general upward Shift, the correlation coefficients
indicate the remarkable stability.in the relationship bett'een

the first and last or present occupation.

The coefficieni,s
.

for first and last home occupation and for first and present
U.S. occupation are almost identical (r,. .69 and r . .71,
respectively).
There are two possible. interpretations: One ca

con-

.

ceive of the immigrant as making a fresh beginning in.the
/

15 s*

Migration implies a.disassociation'trom the familiar
world and a transition into a new world; initiation (ere- ,
monies do not only'ritualize the transition but also they
prepare and socialize. J. A. Jackson, "Migration - Ecitorialt .:
Introduction,".Mi ration (New York:'Cambridge Univerf-itry,
_y.
Press, 1969), p.

.

1:34
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United States and" note that the errews or First Job in ,
the U.S. has the same influence-on his present job as his

rist job had on his last job in his home country. 'The act
of migration does not free the immigrants as a group from
.therconstraints on their oCcupatiohal mobility. These cona
straints appear to operate similarly in the home country
as well as in the. United States. Thus', there is movement
through the occupational ranks of the immigrants but there

is no more leeway in the United,States,t6 change.relative

position. in the occapationalstructure than there .was in
the home country in the time period studied. There is
evidencel.however, that talent and skill play a bigger role
for immigrants in the U.S. since father's occupation is not
correlated with. U.S. occupations.

The finding can also be interpreted as supporting
evide ce for a thesissuggesteA by Ginzberg who noted that
there is a tendency in the individual's edilcational and
occup tional history to'channel the individual in a pre:

dete mind direction. For the typical person, this occu.

pati nal determination is irre'versibk9; once set into,
moti n little can be done by the individhal to reverse its
14 The findings of this studY contribute an Edinert ia.
dit °hal premises, namely that the impact of occupational'

history tends to be constant for immigrants as a group even
A different national settings if orie conceives of
careers as beginning again upon migrating.
Thesover-all effect of hdrhe7country career beginnings
apparently has the same impact on the immigraa's present
VN.

U.S. occupation as the U.S. worker's career begenings has
The correlation coefficient for
on his present occupation.
first home to present U.S. occupation for the sample is
14Eli Ginzberg,, The Develo ment of Human Resources
pp. 53-5z.
(New York:- McGraw-IlilI7BTOk Company, 1
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.57 and for career beginnings (first job) to present ocu15
Thus, the'immigrauts
pation for the U.S. population .54.
underi4o changes in reladve status to the same extent as
do AmericaAs if the immigrant's first home job. is taken

as the reference point.

.

The correlation of the .immigranC's first home cob

t'o

present U.S. occupation was higher than to his last home
job, contrary to-what was expected. findings of Blau and
Dtincan and Featherman as well as the hypothesis of Gin4

berg suggest that each subsequent job further st eers the individual along his occupational cours'e and that consequently the last .job should have a stronger relatibnsip wi'th
the present job than any one of his previous jobs. For the
immigrants, this hypothesis is substantiated if the last
The order of the correlations
home occupation i...: discounted.
with present job by size (largest first) is first

Ir.

,

.job,

first hoMe job and.last home job. This violates the'oeder
of the time sequence in .which these jobs were held by the
immigrants.

A possible interpretation fon the lack of Correspondence,between the ttmporal order of occupations and their
order by magnitude of, correlation is that in, the act of
migration the immigrants relegate themselves to jobs of
lower status 'upon arrival., This would automatically,

'

MillIce

their occupational status more like their first job, Since
it' is also of lower status than their last home job., This

status loss is offset by the increase in earnings; the immigrants have swapped occupational status for increased
earnings.
15

Peter M. Blau and Otis D. Duncan, Tlie American Occupational Structure (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1g7/777
p. 403.
0

I
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The.Kelationship o Educational Attainment and
Certain Characteristics of Spanish-Speaking
immigrants

The, focus of. this study is on the ech4cation of the
'immigrant and its internelationships with the other vari-

A complete chapter is .devoted to the relationships
of education to-the measurements of economic success and
,'English proficiency=evaluation. This section will offer

able: -.

possible interpretations for the relationships between
education and the other characteristics. .The discussion
'will be divided into three parts:

Demographic and quantitative characteristics -- color,
order 6f ,birth, number of dependents, .and temporal
va'rlables.
;, .--"

Qultura0 integration characteristics -- non-formal edu-

e

'cation in. the U.S., community integration, and North
American; friends-.

3. Subjective characteristics -- major.p'roblems, motives

to immigrate and intentions.
O

Demographic and Quantitative CharacteristiCs
/

'

The possibility that preferential treatment due t ?

order of birth or color could have affected the immigrOt's
educational attainment has not `'been borne out by the lta.
It is often assumed that the less edUcated have mOreichildren.

This assumption was not supported by the

dataiy. of this

,

study either. Theeffects of country of, origin are,t4not
/
clear because of\ te uneven distribution of immigrant a-

mong the'various\countries.

!

,

Of the .thre\temporal variables measuring 1ge, work
experience and. time 4f the United States, only, work pxperi.

,

ence is significantly\correlated to educational,' attainment
are ,Significantlylintercoralthough the three variables
\A\
related.,

It had bean expected that age and education would
I
`f
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have had an inverse relationship since th6re usually is a
'steady climb in the mean educational attainment in a population from year to year. The younger member; of the population would tend to have more education than the older. Tt
is not 'readily apparent, then,,, why work experience, almost

perfek7ly related' with age (r = .95, eee Table 4.2), is
0

4-

significantly and inversely correlate& with education while
age is.not.
It is. reasonable to expect that work experiencle would,

have a stronger relationship With education than age be-

cause immigrants at the same agebut differing in education would also differ in work experience.One cannot work
full-time and also complete as many school years as s eone
of the Same'age whois not working and is only attending
school.

Secondly; it should be observed that work expert- -.

ence is not related significantly to the occupational variableg while both age and time in the United States are. This
observation at first seems to add to the confusion. But it
also leads to the hypothesis that the earlier arriving immigrants tended,t6 be of a higher 8ocioeconomic status than
the more recent arrivals. As their higher status implies,
they are better educated than the more recent arrivals at
a given age. This is likely because there has been an exansion of the Latin. American middle class and of Latin
.

American immigration to the U.S. simultaneously.

Whether or not the-eanier arrivals have a higher
educational attainment than the more recent arrivals at the
same age can be tested mathematically by taking the firstorder coi'relation between educational attainment and time
in the United States while partialling out age. The zeroorder coefficient for educational attainment and time in
the United States is .203, not significant at the .05 level.
When the effects of age are partialled out the first-order
coefficient is .364, significant at the .01 level (N = 81).

Hence, there is mathematical support for the explanation

las

c)

that the earlier arrivals have attained a higher level of
education than the more recent arrivals at the same age.
The technique alsO uncovers a significant relatiOnship
Petween education and aget Adjusting for the effects of
(P<
time in the U.S. the first-order correlation is
.01) compar'ed to the zero-order coefficient,of -.16 (P>
.05).

Hence, education and age do relate in the antici,-

pated'and normal way.
'

/

Cultural Integration Charatteristics
Many immigrants obtain English-instruction in the
United-States through ccmmunity sponsored (and sometimes

.

gOvernments4pported) educational programs.. This wofird.
lead one to assume that .there exists a valid relationship

.

between non- formal education in the U.S. and English pro-

ficiency, North American friends and community integration.
Even though educational attainment is antecedent to 1...S.
nor -fornial education and they both have significant corre-,

lations with English proficienty, it nevertheless carnot be
assumed that _educational attainment is related to English

proficiency by way of U.S. non-formal education and that
formal education does not have an independent influence on
English proficiency.,

In fact, It is probably just the op-

-

posite. U.S. non-formal education is significantly correlated with English proficiency because of the common variAlble'l educational attainment, exerting influence on both
of them.

This- -can be tested mathematically by partialling

out the effects of education on .the significant zero order
correlation between U.S. non-formal.ediication and English
proficiency.

When this is done, the first-order coefficient

becomes non-significant Xr12.3 = .12, Ni

>.05.).

Furthermore, asthe2partialling technique indicates.,'U.S.
non-formal education adds nothing to the magnitude of the
correlation if it is included in the regression equatiOn

with educational attainment to explain the dependent vari-

A."
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able..English proficiency. That is, the mulliple correlation among educational attainment, non-formal education and

English proficiency is not significantly greater than the
zero-order correlAion between educational attainment and
English (.67 vs. .66).
,In parallel fashion, -applying the partial correlation

technique, it can be shown that-the relationship between

U.S. non-formaleducation and North American friends loses
its' significance if English prdficiency is held constant.
Thus it is by virtue of its relationship witiCEnglish pro-

ficiency, found to be spurious, that U.S.Aon-formal education is related to. North American friend".

In sum, it is most likely that U.S. non-formal education is only significantly and truly related tb the community integration index. It is disappointing to find that
U.S. non-formal education does not provide an independent
influence on speaking English and having American friends.

It is also disheartening to find,that U,S: educational
programs, some of which are`-training programs specifically

designed to upgrade the occupations of the Spanish-speaking
population, do not result in higher salaries or occupational
status for the immigrants.

The finding thatnon-Cormal education is significant
i
lated to the community integration index, and It is
belated
most likely that this is the only variable with which, it is
truly relatedsl, becomes more telling when it is-recogn3\zed

community integration is significantly correlated\rly
with non-formal education. Many of the educational programs
are specifically directed at the Spanish-speaking community.
it is.understandable that-those immigrants knowing the
th

leaders would be more likely to enter,. these

/' programs

Those who had not heard of th.e community leaders

before entering the programs would certainly have heard
their names prior to leaving the program.
The proportion (71 per cent) of immigrants indicating

140.
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Wat.they,have North American friends is surprising in
light of the proportion (54 per: cent) uho were evaluated as

having a poor command of English and 'the proportion (II per

1' who named the English language bar'rier.-As their greatcent)
est problem.

-

It is likely that many of the "friends" are

actually acquaintances and some are probably community

wort rand religious worker.
Subjective Characteristics
Although the English language was -cited as the great-

est problem and the second largest group said they had no
problems, adequate housing and job dissatisfaction were the
next two most common problems named. The mean education
of those naming job disgatisfdotion as their greatest problem is significantly greater than those naming the language
This can be explained
barrier" (see abOve for statistics).
by the obvious tendency of the better educated to know Enge

lish better and have higher expectations in the job market.

It is worth mentioning that the politically motivated
also have a higher mean education than the economically motivated. It is very probable that the group of immigrants who
are dissatisfied with their jobs are also the ones who came
to the United States for political reasons. It was expected
that this same group might coincide with those desiring to
return to their country instead of staying in the United
..Itates.

This cannot be shown, however, by the. means test

since the mean education. for the group desiring to return

is not significantly higher than the group intending to
remain (see above ,for statistics). If the political situation which motivated their migration still exists, this
In summary,
would explain the lack of return migration.
immigrants with higher education are dissatisfied with
,

their-jobs and were politically motivated to migrate. They
intend to remain, however, perhaps because the political
situation for many is still untenable.
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'The majority of immigrants said they came to the U.nited States for ,economic reasons. This seems to be an
accurate/a:-sessment of differing economic opportuni4ies on
their part since they earn on the average $50 more a week

An Alter-

in the U.S. than they did in their countries.
:,

natiye explanation might reTer to a self-fulfilling
prophecy hypothesis as the crucial factor in the immigrant''s
higher incomes. The immigrants have heard that one is able
to earn more in the U.S. and they believe* it. They are
.

therefore more likely td have-highernotivation.ln. their
jobs in the U.S. than they did in their home countries.
Comparison of Sample Members
to Other Populations

A comparison of the sample with other populations is
undertaken for two r=easons.' First, such,a comparison makes
the sample data more meaningful by placing it in a demo-

The sample can be evaluated as relatively high or low in a characteristic. The diVergence of

graphic perspective.

the sample from non-immigrant and non-Spanish-speaking population helps in the development of an over-all picture of
Divergencies between the sample immigrants
the immigrants.
ane other Spanish - speaking or immigrant populations call
for explanations as to why these differences or similarities
Some' of
should occur. This leads to-the second reason.
thqse explanations will probably rest on sample bias. Thus,

-ate comparison will further define the limitations and
(

strengths of the data in applying its generalizations. to
other populations,

It is possible to compare the sample data'with anal-

ogo&immigrant populations on three characteristics. The
three characteristics are occupational distribution of last
home occupation,.intentionsland country of origin. The
sample has an occupational distribution (last home occupation) not significantly different from. Latin American iM-
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migrants arriving in the United states in 1971. The two
groups differ in that the sample includes only males in the
District of Columbia while the Latin American immigrant
popnlation includes males and females slestined for all
points in the United States. At the level at which the
comparison was made (see above for statistics), i.e.., comO

bined broad groupings of the Census Bureau's least detailed
occupational classification scheme, thd sample seems to well
represent the occupational distribution of the larger population of immigrants.
This is an encouraging finding since
the major part of the study concerns itself with the occupational status,,income and education of immigrants, variables which were found to be significantly interrelated.

The second comparable characteristic is the iMmigrant's intentions in regard to remaining. The sample
members' intentions were not significantly different from
.

student immigrants' intentions, hence the two samples are
similarly distributed on this variable. However, the sample
and Peruvian immigrant students were found not-lo be similarly distributed, probably because the Peruvian students

did not intend to immigrate when they applied for their immigrant visas. Myers explains that it was, easy to obtain
immigrant visas before 1965 (the sample was drawn in'the.
U.S. in 1966 and most had arrived prior to 1965). Students
would be able to secure employment more easily with immigrant visas than with student visas and They would not be
required to have been accepted by a university before coming
to the States. 16
The third characteristic is the country-of origin.
The Sample immigrants were found lo be significantly different in country of origin from permanent residents re16

Meyers, op. cit., p. 254.

I
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porting in the annual address report for 1972 in. the District (see above for statistics). "Permanent resident" is
also the legal status. of the sample; consequently, the two
groups differ only in that the alien address inc1tures women
and'rhildren of all ages. The sample has a larger proportion of e'entral American and Mexican immigrants and fewer
South American immigrants. There are three possible ex-

planations. It could be that Central Americans and Mexicans
have a prepensity for national or ethnic solidarity and,
thus, have chosen to settle in the.more concentrated areas
of Spanish-speaking people living in the District. The
sample was drawn primarily, from these areas.
Or it cbuld
he that Central American people, especially the people from
,E1 Salvador who.are represented in the sample much mere

I

Nthanxpected by their proportion' in the annual address
report or the D. C. Census, have more open personalities.
This "Openness" would make them more accessible to interviewing.'

.,

A third possible explanation is that there are more
immigrants in the District from Central America than the
,other sources have accounted for. Nevertheless, the Vampre
probably does underrepresent immigrants froM South America':--1
and bverrepresents those .f,rom Central America.

r

This finding
will.undercut the cone
ions of the study only if country
of Origin is related-to the variables under focus. The
finding (4 a non - significant differepcebetween occupapional

distributions would seem to indicate that country of origin
is' not related to occupational. distribution.
The sample immigrants were compared to the foreign
born population'on twi.
cacteristics. The foreign horn
include naturalized citizens and a iehs.
Theproportion
of sample immigrants arriving in the last decade,was found
not to be significantly different from the proportion of
foreign born aliens from all countries. The sample immigrants are significantly different in color than the foreign
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--born T,rom_Spanish-peaking countries in the District.
"Color" here refers to-white (including mestizo or brown.).

and non-white.

The bias in the C. ounAy of origin-, Cayoring

the immigrants from El Salvador, most likely reflects itself in this difference in color. Salvadorians are pre..

dominantly "white."

In the comparisons of the sample with the D. C. populations, it was found that,the sample resembles the black
population more than the Spanish language population on
the characteristics of dependent children., income, and
.education.

In general, the Spanish language population is

more similar to the white or total population than to the
sample and the sample is more Similar to the black population. There are several reasons why this is likely to
result.

The Spanish language population is composed of

Cuban.refugees, Puerto Ricans, diplomats, international
vlsa holders and natural and .naturalized citizens in addition
to immigrants. The sub - populations other than immigrants
.

Kaye advantages inherent in their population membership
that immigrants do not have.

The Cuban refugees tend to be
of the middle and upper classes and receive special treatment
by the U.S. government. Diplomats and international visa
holders are the elite of their countries and have high,

paying jobs. Natural (e.g., Puerto Ricans) or naturalized
citizens have the advantage i3f being eligible to work for

the government, the District's biggest industry, while im,migrants are barred from government employment. It is
estimated that Spanish7speaking immigrants represent.a lit-

tle over one quarter of the Spanish languge population.
Thus, the characteristics of the immigrants do not characterize the Spanish-language population.
While some of the sub-populationslof. the Spanish

language population would lean toward-having large proportions in the upper middle and upper class, the immigrants
in the sample are mostly worrking and lower middle class.
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IlenCb, it is logical that the sample would resemble the

black population since they are.in comparatively equal pa-

siions in the U.S. socioeconomic stratification.
A result of the resemblance or the sample and black
population. is that in the District the majority of immi-

grants and blacks live in the inner city and reflect those
characteristics associated with the urban ghetto.

The

whites and the Spanish-speaking population, generall3 of
higher socioeconomic standings, would reside in the more
affluent sections of the city.

The sample also is more similar to the black population than the Spanish language population in the number
of children. The sample immigrants have more children than
the Spanish language population in general. A plausible
explanation for this could be that the Spanish language
population in general includes citizens and naturalizea
foreign born.

They have been in the United States longer

,b and have assimilated the cultural values to a greater degf-ee'
than the immigr,ants.

Tpe Spanish language population in

general would more likely have values more closely related
to the U.S. culture, which discourages large families. In
Latin American countries, large families, are admired and

this is reflected in the family size of the immigrants.

Summaa
The results in this chpater were interpretedin
three sections: the characteristics of educational attainment, occupation and income, the relationships between
certain characteristics of Spanish-speaking immigrants and
educational attainment, and the comparison of the characteristics between the sample and related populatiOng. The
results reveal that the immigrants aee educationally disadvantaged in comparison with even the most deprived population in the District but that from the perspective of their
home ,countries they are educationally advantaged. The im-
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migrants-,are employed primarily in blue collar occupations.
In the U.S. they also have a large proportion in the,serv:
ice occupations which was negligible in their; own countries.

The less of socioeconomic status upon immigration issig
nificant but p%bably-does not represent unsettling dislo.cations, except for the high-school graduate, since it
.

usually involves a Move within the blue collar category
on from the blue collai-- to the service category. The erects of career beginningS were found to he stable across
The "irreversibility" of.occuternational boundaries.
pat onal ,determination canbe distorted by the prospects
1

of monetary compensation,
\

The arkumont was made that, the eddcational attainment,
and oc,cuittional status of the earlier-arriving i adgrants
were highe.{% relative to age than those of the more recent
Aridence was presented that ,,the immigrant's eduevidence
aerivAl
cational attcqnment 'exerts an independent-influence on his
English proficiency and his acquaintancd4with North Ameri-

cans and that the r;elationshp.between non-formal education
There was evidence es,-and th'ese variables is spurious .
tabli.shing that tpe0J.S. non-formal education'of the immit.

grant and his knowledge of community organizations and,
leaders are associated, by virtue of the community leader's'

activities in connectiOn with many of the educational
programS for the Spanish-\speaking community.
\

The results support the proposition that' immigrants
citing job dissatisfaction as their greatest pPoblem tend,

1

to have a higher level of eAationa attainment than those
Similarly, immigrants citing
citing. English profiCiency.
political reasons as their motiVe to immigrate tend to have

more education than those naming 'economic reasons. Immigrants do not differ'in educational attainment, however,
according to their intentions to remain or leave the U.S.
The immigrant's expectations of earning more in the L.S.
are confirma in that they earn ansadditional S50 a eek.

.
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In,the comparison of the sample impiigrants with re.

lated populations on certain characteristics, the sample
compared well on some characteristics uith other immigrant

pcpulations but resembled the black pbpulation more than
the Spanish language population.

The characteristics of

last home occupation and intentions in regard to remaining
in the U.S. are not significantly different from other immigrant population's. The distribution of countries of
origin is different, however.
The sample,immgrants have

a greater proportion of whites than the Spanish language
foreign born and have arrived in the last decade to the

.

same extent as foreign'born aliens oin the District of
Columbia,

The comparison of occupational distributions

bolsters. the validity of interpretations regarding the.,
findings Tor education_ and economic `success.

Although il)e sample is a sub - population of the

Spanish language population,the differences between these
two groups are greater, than between the sample and the
black popui.ati \on in the District.

same

The sample shows the

ocioRconomiccomposition as the black population

while the Spanish' language population, as a whole is Very
similar tocthe white 'District population.

t.
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CHAPTER V

,

EDUCATION. AND ECONOISC SUCCESS
-

The second objective of the study .is to determine
the ex -tent to which edueatien is an indicator of economic

success for the immigrants. .Education is measured by the
number of grades completed. Economic success is reflected
by the immigr'ant's occupational status based on I)uncan's
--

,

socioeconomic index of occ-Upations and weekly. earnings.

Each of these components of economic success will be
analyzed separately with educational attainment. The
,

fundamental question of this section is: Does:the education obtained in-a foreign Country help an immigrant in
getting, a job arid earning a living in the United States?

The procedure here will be to first examinethe zeroorder correlations among the variables involved. Then the
'analysis will be refined by isolating the effects of ex.
traneous and int'ermediate variables that may influence
the zero-order "correlations. The data will also be'
,

_

examined for curvilinear relationships and for the specific educational subgroup which- hils the most influence'on the

association of education with occupational status and week-.
,1Y earnings.

Also, in this section, the relationships between
educational attainment and last home' occupation and between
educational attainment and English proficiency will be

examined since these two factors were found in other
studies to be important for economic success..
Findings

Educational Attainment and
Present Occupational Status
It is hypothesized that the cor.elation coefficient
137

I

v

c;) 1
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for educatiimal attainment and present occupational i-tatus
is significant at the ':05 lempi of confidence.

.Tablc 5

1

is dmatrix of the correlation,6oefficients for educational

attainment and the four variables of`eccupationl status.
The correlation between educational attainment and present
1

U.S, loccupation is, .50 which is significhnt at the .01
N.,

.

lever of confidence (N =81).

The null hypothesis of no

significant correlation can be rejected..°All the correla!,

tion,coefficients for educational attainment and the measures of occupational status are signif4.can .at the :01

level of confidencepO = 81, see Table 5.1).

.

An effort was made 'to fusrthei examine the relation,"

ship between educational attainment and occupational staitus.

Four new 'variables were created by assigning sample.

members to the folloWirtg educational levels, grades 1-5,

a

For each of the four levekt the
members were classified As zero if they did not belong and
6-111 l2-15 and 16-18.

one if they lid:belong.

This procLure produced ."dummy"-

variables which can be correlated by the'product-moment*
method with other variables, .seep. `!'able 5,2.

All

(0' the

,

ndummy" variables are sigraficantly correlated at the .05
'level of `confidence with the occupational status variable,.
,

tThere are no significant differences among the magnitudes

of the coefficients ngnoring diection since the reIatiye
Thus, the signifistrength is the aspect (if importance).
cant correlation between eduatlzn and occupational status
remains even when the educational variable is decomposed
into four, dummy variables.
.f

.

The comparatively large (although not significantly
larger) correlation coefficient between occupational status ,and the group with 16,18 years of schobling vis-a-vis
the other groups suggests the_ possibility that the relationTable
ship may not be best described by a linear model.
.

,

5.3 contpins the results of the test for non-linearity of
the relationship between' educational attainment andipresent

I.

occupational status.

An analysis of variance (column one

tf,.: 150

V.

.

1

.62
.53
.35
.50
.28*
.30
.20
:

2

.69
.48
.57
.39
-.10
.23

1.00

2
-

.3

.44
.44
.30
.02
.18

1.00

3
.

'

8

1.00

.01 -level when carried out to the

6

.1-6

-.40

4

.00

..46

'

1.00

1.00

.59
'7041

.7

1.:00

6.

.54
,.14
.36

5*

.71

1.00

4

*Significant-at the :05,level rathdr than the
third-decimal plqce.

r =.-.22. at the enlevel of probability
r =,,28 at_t e. .01 level of probability.

Levels of,significance

7.Work experience(years)
8.Time in the U.S.

6- .Present U.S. salary'

S.Pesent U.S. occupation

1.Education
2.First hoMe occupation
3.Last,home occupation
4.First U.S. occupation.

1

TABLE, 5.17
CORRELATIONS AMONG EDUCATION 'AND; ECONOMIC VARIABTESa

(47

GJ

6

...

.

..

.27
.01

1.00
-.13
-2

1.00
.59

5

.34

.

1.00
;.41

4

1:00

4

for by estimates based on regression
equations and calculations frowrelated sample data). One case is
omitted because it lacked last home occupation.

.22 at the .05 level
.28 4-t the .01 level
81 (Missing data is accounted

q

-.34
-.25
-.10

-:.48

3

aGrades one through five, ze'to grades were converted to one.

r =
r =
N =

'

,...-1.00

-.56.

2

----":3

1.00
-:16
- -,22
-.13

'Levels of significance.

-

6.PreSent U.S. salary

4!Education, 16..:.18---'-5.1)-rekeat-0;;S: ntilpa-tion

1.Education, 1-5a ,
2.Education, 6-11
3.Education, 12-15

.

GaRRELATIONAL MATRIX OF EDUCATIONAL LEVELS AS DUTY VARIAaLES,.00CUPATIO4ALSTATUS, AND SALARY

TABLE 5',2

t

.

o

.

*E2

.55
.44
.57

2.92**
4.97**

(2)

4.57"/

(1)

ANOVA Fa

(E2-2) (N-k)
(1-E')(k-2)

cNot significant.4

H. Blalock, Social Statistics,

bFk-2,N-k
13-.

4.56**

.'95c

2.61"

(4)

.08
.46

.44

Non- Linearity Fb Unbiased E2,

There are eighteen categories of education (one for

.31
.08

%25'

r2
(3)

412).

Degrees of freedom, 16,63 (The formula is taken from

aDegrees of freedom, 17, 6 3.
each grade, zero is coded as one)

**Significant at the .01 level of confidence.

Education and present'earnings

tion

Education and present occupatiOn
Education and last ,home occupa.-

Variables

TABLE 5.3
TESTS FOR NON - LINEAR ASSOCIATIONS BETWEEN EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT AND ECONOMIC VARIABLES

r.
112

of Table 5.3) was performed on educational attainment and
present occupational status. Since the F value of 4.57
was significant the correlation ratio, Eta, (also denoted
as "E"), was.computed (the square of Eta is given in column
An F test was then done to determine if the additionro is significant
al amount of variance explained by Eo
two).

(column 4).

Finally the unbiased Eta

o

(column 5) was cal=

.culated to estimate the actual degree of correlation.

The unbiased Eta is .66 compared to the correlation
coefficient of .50 for educational attainment and present
occupational status. The test for non-linearity was significant at the .01 level of confidence, indicating that
.66 (the unbiased Eta) is a better estimate of the association between the two variables under study than .50 (the
correlation coefficient).

Another approach in the.analysis of the relationship
between educational attainment and present occupational
status is to consider the effects of other variables on the
correlation.

Table 5.4 presents the results of partial-.

ling o..i intervening temporal variables from the correla-

tion. The zero-order coefficient for educational attainment and pr4sent occupational status is .50; when uork ex\

._perience in years and time in the United States are par-

tiaired out separately, the coefficient becomes .56 and .17
respectively (coefficients_are.rounded.off in the text, see
These first-order coefficients are-significant
at the .01 level. When the effects of work experience and

"Table 5.4).

time in the U.S. are removed simultaneously, the secondQrder coefficient becomes .47, still significant at the
.01 level.

,

Substituting age for work experience makes no

appreciable difference in the results.
The partialling technique was also applied to a-sess
the effects of likely mediating intervening variables: the
immigrant's first U.S. occupation, first and last home occupational status and father's occupational status. The
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.504**

.281*

PUO, Ed

PS,Ed

First-order

PS,EdFHO

PS,Ed.LHO

PS,EdTi
PS,EdPUO
.144
.053

.296*
.294*
.257
.026

PS,EdWEX
PS,Ed.Ag

.412**

.229

PUO,EdFUO

PUO,Ed.FHO

PUO,EdDad

Key:

PS
WUx Ti

-Ed

Education
Present salary
Work experience (years)
Time in the U.S.
Ag - Age

FHO
FUO

LIlO

PUO

.

.057

.249
.259

.224

- PrOsent U.S. occupation
- Last, home occupation
- First home occupation
First U.S. occupation

.PS,Ed.PUO,LHO

PS,EdAg,Ti

PS,EdtWEx,Ti

PUO,EdLkO,FHO

.49**
.398**

PUO,EdAg,Ti
PUO,EdLHO,Dad

.4'71**

PUO,Ed.Ti
PUO,Ed.LHO
.351**
.515**

.472**

PUO,EdWEx,Ti

r12.34

.559**
.55**

1

Second-order
Correlation
Coefficient
Variables

PUO,EdWEx
PUO,EdAg

Variables

.Correlation
Coefficient'

*Significant at the .05 level of probability.
**Significant at the .01 level of probability.

"12

Varianes

Zero-order
Correlation.
Coefficient

PARTIAL CORRELATIONS OF EDUCATION AND ECONOMIC VARIABLES

TABLE 5.4

144

First-order coefficient for educational attainment inld
present occupationakstatus is still significant at the

.01 level when the immigrant's last home or father's occupational level is .partialled out but it ceases to be
significant when the-immigrant's first home occupational

status is the partialled variable (s-ee Table 5.4): Pemoving .the effects of last home-occupation and father's
occupation simultaneously yields.a second-order partial
the
correlation df'.40 (significant at 'the .01 level).

same proceduWor first and last home occupatibn results

,
in a coefficiPrit of .22 (not significant) for educational

attainment and present occupational status.

Of the five variables partiallel out of the original
relationship only-one by itself,.-first home occupational
status, caused the relationship to lose significance by
.

being "held'constant."
Educational Attainment and Weekly Earnings
In this study, economic success is defined as the
immigrant's occupational status and. earnings (salary or
wage). ,It,was hypothesized that the educational attainment
and the presentwpekly earnings of the immigrant in the
United States would correlate significantly. The zeroorder'coeffiCient for these two variables is .28 which is
significant at the _05 -confidence level (see- Table 5.1)
and hence the null hypothesis of "no significant correlation

The correlation coefficient was-cal-culated for the immigant's first U.S. earnings (but not
last home earnings) and educational.attainm-ent and it was
can be rejected.

found not to be significant (see Table 4.2).
The immigrant's present salary was analyzed in the
same way as his present occupational status. 'Using dummy
variables for fpur levels of educational attainment, the
correlation between educational attainment and present
earnings is significant only for the L6 -18 educational
-
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level (at the .01

level of signi('icance, see Table 5.2).

Takingtho cue From this finding, that the relationship
may be best described by a non=linear model, an le-test was
Table 5.3 presents the test for non-linear as9
sociations showing that Eta- is significantly differcnt
applied.

-

9

from r

and therefore the relationship is most, likely

curvilinear.

The unbiased E i8 .68, compared to the cor-

relation Coefficient of .28.

The partial correlation technique indiciites which
variables intervene in the relationship between educaHolding fixed the following
tional attainment, and earnings.
variables. results in non-significant first-order correlations:
time in the U.S., first home occupational status,

last home

occupation, and present Occupational status (see Table 5.4),.
Eliminating the effects of work experience hardly changes

the zero-Order correlation. Present and_first home o cupational status' effects are so great on the educationearnings correlation that by holding them constant/one at
a time the first-order coefficients are practically zero.
,Work ,experience in years and time in the United S/ates

not significantly correlated with earnings

are -

(seejable 5.1).

Substituting age for work experience makes no appreciable
difference 'in the results.

Educational Attainment and Home Occupations
It was hypothesized that the immigrant1s educational
attainment ,and his lagt, home occupational status would 'be
significantly correlated. Tliis hypothesis was established

because the review of the literature found evidence that
the immigrant's former occupation in his-natiVe country
could be a significant indicator of his Occupation Ill) the
It is also important to demonstrate
-receiving country.
that educational attainment is significantly related to the
immigrant's home occupation if educational attainment is to
he used later in the study as a measure of utilization of
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immigrant manpower.

The correlation coefficient or educational attainment
to first and toJast home occupational status are .62 and
.55 respectively, which are significant at the .01 level
The null hypothesis or no significant
(see Table 5.1).
correlation must be rejected in both instances.

The assumption that the immigrant's first and last`,
home occupations are significant indicators of preser t 0Ccupation can be tested by positing a null hypothesis of no
significant correlation at. the .05 level.

.

The coefficien\t,

for the relationship of present occupation with first and
last home jobs are .57,and .44 respectively, which a're.
significant at the .01 level of confidence. Thus, the null
hypothesis can-1Se rejected.

The 'coefficient (.57) for the

home' occupation andiresent oCcupatio'n
immigrant
e
is,not signifiVintly larger than the /coefficient (.41) for

1g8.-t home ocenpa-Lrion.and present occupation

(t

1:78, P>

.05, df = 78).

Educational Attainment and English-Proficiency
As with the immigrant's last home occupation, Fnglish
proficiency was atsb cited in the literature as an important factor of economic integration in the host country.
significantly
is-d8itilied that English prOficienc-y

,

correlated with present occupation' and present salary. If
educational attainment is a significant predictor, of Eng.

lish proficiency,then it would aid in explaining how education influences the economic success of irwigrants. Hence,
it was hypothesized that educational attainment and Fnglish
proricienCymould have a signifiCant correlation coefficient
at the .05 level of confidence. The coefficient is .66,
significant beyond the .01 level (see Table 5.5 ) and,
therefore, the null hypothesis of no significant correlatibn
...

.

is rejectecl.
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.34

-.22

.66
.46
.19
.30

1.00

,

.50
.28
.20
-.16.
.30

1.00

2

-:.05

.13

1.00
.16
.06

.,

4

.2,1

.59
.40

1.00

3

/

-.01

.56

1.00'

5

1.00
-.32

6

r =

Cal.:

100

7

.22 at the .05 level
r = .28 at the .01 level
N = 81 (Missing data is accounted for by regression estimates and
culated from related sample data)

Levels of Significance

1.English
2,Education
3:Present U.S. occupation
4.Present U.S. salary
5.Time
6.Age
7.U.S. training

1

CORRELATIONAL MATRIX OF ENGLISH PROFICIENCY AND OTHER SELECTED VARIABLES

TABLE 5-.5

,

14E3

that there is a significant correlation for Eliglish proficiency with present occupation and
with present salary are also tested in Table 5.5.. The'.
coefficients for these relatiotmitips are .46 and .19 re-

The assumption

spectively. The null typothesis of no correlation for
English proficiency and present occupation can be rejected
at the .01 level while the null' hypothesis must be accepted

for the relationship between English proficiency and present
salary.

The correlation between educational attainment and
English proficiency was analyzed with respect to thd efIt is.reasonable
fects of possible intervening variables.
to assume that the time that the immigrant has spent in
the United States and his age will affect his English=
speaking ability. When these variabres are partialied out
individually, the coefficient for educational attainment
and English proficiency cbanges'trom .66 to .65 for both

When.bothjntervening variables
are partialied out simultaneously the coefficient drops
from .66 to .59. The original zero -order coefficient is
not improved upon by partiallipg out these' posSible intervariables'(see Table

:6).

vening: variables.

It is interesting to note that the zero - odder coefficient for English-proficiency and time in the U.S. is
,

.30 and increases to .52 when age is par tialled out (see
Table'5.6): Nevertheless, the correlation between educational attainment and English proficiency is the highest

zero-order coefficient in the table and remains_bdghet_
than the other potentially important predictors of English
proficiency, i.e., age and time in the U.S., even when ,the
latter are calculated at the second-order level.
English proficiency and the variable representing
non-formal education in the United States are significantly
correlated at the .01 level.

The results of fi=rst - order,

.
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V

.296**
-.22*
.84**

Ehg,Ti
Eng,Age
Eng,UNE

Eni,EdAge
Eng,EdTi
Eng,EdUNE
Eng,TiAge
Eng,AgeTi
Eng,UNEEd

O

. 198.

.

.

.655**
.646**
622**
516**
-.49**

Corrdlation
Coefficient
Variables
r12,5

First -order

Key: Ed - EducatioHal attainment
Eng - English proficiency
- Time in the U.S.
Ti
UNE - U.S. non-formal education

*Significant at the .05 evei of probability.
**Significant at the .01 level of probability.

.664**

r12 'p

Engy Ed

Correlation
Coefficient
Variables

Zero .'-order

Eng,EdAge,Ti

:e

Second-order
Correlation
Coefficient
Variables

:586**

r12.34

TABLE 5,6
PARTIAL CORRELATIONS FOR ENGLISH PROFICIENCY, EDUCATION AND SELECTED VARIABLES

4

,

.,,
150
.

I

correlations,involving these variables help in the under .
,standing of whether or not the zero-order correlatior is due
to the significant relationship between non - formal U.S. edh=cation and educational attainment. the simple correlation
betwebri, English proficiency and U.S. training is .54, significani, at the .01 level. When the effects of educational
attainmevt are partialled out, the ,first -order coefficient

is .20, not significant at the .65 level(see Tabld 5.6).
Thus it appears that the relatioriship between English
proficiency Ind non-formal education in the U.S. is a re_

sult of the effects of educational attainment.
1

.

-

.

.

The cori-elAions of English proficiency 'to educawere
ticin, length of time in the United States, and a
,

significant. Testing for, significant differences between
the means of \these variables in each of the four English

proficiency ratings pinpoints the source of the correlation.
In Table 5.7 the mean education for each rating is pre- -_
sented. Except for ratings "one" and "two," all the means
are significantly different: Mean time in the United
-

States is significantly different for the sample members
with'ratings of "one" and "three," arid "one" and "four
.

/

Similarly, only the sample membe,rs with
.ratings of "one" and
"three" are signifiCantly different
4
(see Table 5.8).

in age

.(see Table 5.9).

Discussion

The findings supPort the research hypotheses which
undergird the thesis that educational atlainment in home
country influences the immigrant's U.S. economic success.The
inrect relationships between education and the measures of
ecopomic.snccess-were analyzed to learn More about their

Also the indirect relationships were explored by
testing the effects of-education and intermediate variables
on each other. The interpretations of the findings gencrated from the analysis of the direct and indirect relationnature.

_

.
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TABLE 5.7

\

MEANI,,, EDUCATION ACCORDING TO ENGLISH PROFICIENCY RATING

English Profi --

ciency'Rating
1
2

.3'
1.P

4

.

Mean
Education

Standard
Devjation

5.8
6.8
10.6
13.2

3.3
2.2.
3.3
2.6

.

,Number

of Cases/
29.

15
25
13

t-Testa Results for the Difference.between the Means:
Ratings

df

t_

1 and 2
1 and 3
1 and 4

42

-1.03

Not Significant

.52

40
38
26

-6.98

.01

-3.86-

36 ,

-2.40

.01
.01
.05

2 and' 3

2 and 4
3 and 4

-16.80

Confidence' Level'

.or

aThe difference- 'between -the- variance tests for the

variances of education by ratings were not significant in
any case.

ft
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4

1

TABLE 5).8

,

MEAN TIME IN THE UNITED STATES ACORDING'Tb ENGLISH
PROFICIENCY RATINGS

a

English ,Profi-

Mean Time

ciency Rating

in U. S.

_Standard
Deviation

Number
of Cases

,

3,6
5.3
6.4
6.6

1
2

3

..

.

4

.

1.9
3.0
5.3
3.7

29
15
25

,

1

t-Test-Results for the Difference between the Mean-s-:
Ratings

df,

1 and
.

.42

1 and 3 a

27

1 and 4b
1 and 3

12

38

t

confidence ,Level

-1.45

Not Sigriificant

-2.66
-1.46

.05
.05'

Not Significant

1

aThe t-test for vans with significantfly different
variances was applied ,since the, difference- between -the-

variance test was significant, P-,28
= 743, P<%01.
24
bSee note a, F12,28 = $.97, P<,01.
4t3

(
L.
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A

TABLE -5,9

MEAN AGE ACCORDING TG ENGLISH PROFICIENCY RATINGS

English Profi2
ciency Rating

Age

Standard
Deviation
9.7
6.5

3

40.1
35.5
34:4

4

'35.6

12.2

1
2

-

Number
of Cases

29
15
25
13

z
°

t-Test Results for the Difference between the Means:
Ratings

df

1 and 2
1 and 3
1 and 4

42
52

40

Confidehce Level

t

\,\

-1.77
-2.07
-1.39

Not Significant
.05

Not Significaht

4

E.1
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ships lead to a more comprehensive understanding of "X he

nature ofthe relatibri between eduCation and economic
success' of immigrants.

1

The .Direct Relationship,

Th,e significant correlation between education and

occupational status is 6irilyven along the distribution
while the correlation between education and earnings is
probably the result of a few extreme cases near the upper
Among the correlations of the
,limit of the distribution.
4

,

I

dummy variables only the 16-18 educationa 1_ level exhibits
1

a significant correlation W:ith earnings., Hence, the over-r

all significant conrelaiion.between educ'ation and earnings
for the entire sample nSing
wing continuous interval variables
1

t

for eft-cation is probably a result of tjle strong associ-

This probably

ation at the uPpe.r end of the distribution.

holds true. for the non-linear model as well since the usej
of the dummy variables Cancels out tiie distortions of

linearity among the four levels of ed cation as measured:
It is more difficUlt to charact Irize the nature ob
theedutation-occupatioh correlation. The correlations

1

between education as duMmy variables and present occupa2
tion are all significarq and there are o significant dif,

1

ferences between the co4fficients, if tle direction of the
relationship is ignored; The non-linear model for the red
,

lationship/explains 19 per cent more of t\ie variation in
in

occupatio al status thanythe linear model:\
\

,

.

...

The effects of the tem oral variable of time ill the
P
=- G.S. and, work experience Iin years on the eavcation-ec)nomic
..

success relationship are important to consider becaus. they
potentially interrelate w'th the dependent Aid indepeident
variables.

Their effects\ could easily cause distortions

in the analysis of the di'ect relationship.

'hese L'a..1-

abes have a--...
natural association with the immigrant's educational attainment and t,fle measures of econom .c succoss.
'

66
1
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In most popula ions there is a gradual increase in mean
age cohort to the next, Also it is
-education from o

expected that worexperience will reflect increased*
ability in the worker in terms of skills and work orientation in general. Time in the U.S. should also reflect
increased occupational status and earnings as the immigrant
becomes accustomed to the language and the way of life in
the receiving country.

The findings do not support these

assumptions across the board.

Eliminating the effects of work experience causes
the correlation coefficient between education and occupation to increase slightly. Work experience, then, does not
represent increased ability for the sample as a whole but
rather reflects its negative correlation with education and
its almost zero correlation with occupation. It does not
appear that work experience is an occupational advantage
for the immigrants. Age affects the education`- occupation
relationship in the same way that work experience does.
Partialling out time in the United States was exiiected
to raise the coefficients between education and the economic
success variables. The opposite occurred, but not to a significant degree. This finding raises questions about the nssumpticin that immigrant's time in the U.S. helps him secure a

better job or higher salary. Age and education correlate with
time in the U.S. which means that the earlier immigrants
were better educated for their age than the more recent arTherefore, the effects of time
in the U.S. on the correlation between education and the
economic success variables are more o - result of the
rivals (see Chapter IV).

relationship etween time in the U.S. and age and education
rather than any validation of the previous assumption about
the advantages of time. This can be established mathematically by partialling out the effects of education and age from
The coefficient drops from
the time-occupation correlation.
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a significant .40 to a second-order correlation of .23,
The Acro-order coefnot significant at the ,05 level.
ficient between earnings:and time in the U.S. is not significant.

Indirect Relationship
There is evidence that, the influence of education
on the immigrants present earnings is mediated by bis

present and former occupations and that the immigrant's
first occupation can account for all of the influence of
education on his present earnings and occupation. The
partialling technique reveals that education has no impact
on the immigrant's present salary independent of his ocConsidering the sequence of the occupations, it
cupations.
appears that the immigrant's first occupation is the primary
link between educational attainment and his present occuThis is believed to be the case because
pation in the U.S.
the first home occupation is the only occupational variable

which, by itself, eliminates the significant correlation
between education and present occupation.
In short, education has no independent influence on
either the immigrant's present occupation or earnings when
also considering the effects of his first home occupation.
His first home occupation is the primary vehicle for trans.

mitting the influence of educational attainment to the
measures of economic success.
English` proficiency plays a part also in deter;mining

the immigrant's occupational status.

It is not signifi-

cantly correlated with earnings, however.

Apparently there

are some immigrants in fairly high status jobs who speak
English well but are not compensated to a greater extent
than other immigrants who speak English less well and are
in lower status jobs.

English proficiency does not have any influence on
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occupation independent of educational attainment. The
partialling technique indicates that when education.is

held constant, the significant correlation between English
and occupation disappears. Although English is naturally

an important factorin economic success it does not have
any effect independent of the educational attainment of
the immigrant.

An analysis of the English proficiency ratings shows
that there is no significant difference in the mean education of ratings "one" and "two," but there are signifiHence, the
cant differences between the other ratings.
strong correlation between education and English proficiency
is continuous starting from rating "two" through rating.
The correlations of English proficiency to time in
"four."
the U.S. and_to age are not as uniform throughout the disThere are no significant differences in the mean
tribution.
time in the U.S. among ratings "two," "three" and , "four,"
.

averaging from five to seven years in the United States.
However, immigrants with an English proficiency rating of
"one"-have a mean time in the U.S. of 3.6 years, signifiTherefore, the correlation between English proficiency and time
in the U.S. is attributed to the spread between rating "one"
cantly different from ratings ."three" and "four."

'

and ratings "three" and "four." In regard to the correlation
between English proficiency and age, the significant dif-,
fei'ence in mean age between ratings "one" and "three" ap-

pear to be the source of their association.

and age re moreimportant factors
Time in the
in determining English proficiency than the treatment of
the zero-order correlations and the means seem to indicate.
This is because time in the U.S. and age are significantly
correlated at .56 and, unless,one variable is held constant
in the analysis, their individual impact is diminished by
the effects of the other.

The partial correlation, taking
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age as the constant variable'i Shows that time' in the U.S.
explains statistically 25 per cent of the variation in
In paralrel fashion, age' explains
English proficiency.
the same amount of variation in English proficiency when

time in the U.S. is the variable held constants.
Contrastive Findings

In a study of the economic integration of immigrants,
in. British industry,, Patterson concluded that the
grant's technical skill is probably the mast important'fac-

tor. If the technical' skill is reflected in the immigrant's
previous occupations and level of education it is possible

to support this thesis . with the findings of this study. Edu.cational attainment and occupational status also indicate'
Whgt Patterson did not
levels of socioeconomic integration.
.

uncover but was found. in this study is that the immigrant's

first home occupation is as influential as his last occupation in contributing to his economic success and that it
4

comple ely,mediates the. effects of his education.,

/

f.,

English proficiency was also found to be important

in/patterson's study. The finding in this study substanti:
tes that hypothesis but also reveals that English proficiency does not overcompensate for the lack of those qualitiEASt

associated with educational attainment.
4k4

The correlation between education and preSent occupatr
tion and earnings can be compared for the sample*and the *.
Jencks et al. report that
population of the United States.

the education-occupation correlation is .G1 and the education-income correlation is .33 for native white non-farm
males.'

For the sample these coefficients are .50 and .28,

'Christopher Jencks, et al.,
Basic Books, 1972), p. 322.

Equality (New York:
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respectively. The differences between the sample and the
9
Immigrants
population correlations are not significant.

educated in their ,home countries display the same education-economic success correlations relative to each other

as do the members of the ALS. population relative to their
But this clods not imply that the immigrant's
own group.
education places him at the same point in the .occupational

status distribution as the native worker, whichAis tFe
topic of the next'chapter.

Cs.

2

_

The two confidence limits for sample's educationoccupation correlation are .32 to .65 and for the education-salary correlation are .07 to .47 at the .95 level
of probability.
.
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CHAPTER VI

IMMIGRANT MANPOWER UTILIZATION
It is usually assumed that immigrant manpower is not
utilized,to its fullest extent.

There are so many obsta-

cles that hobble immigrants that this assumption,is usual,

ly taken at face value.

Immigrants, in order to use their

abilities to the fullest, must overcome the language bhrrier, make social adjustments, become accustomed to chinges

i climate, adapt.their skills, contend with employer bias,
etc. It is logical to expect vderutiFization.
Underutilization of manpower can be defined in terms
of the worker's occupational expeniefice, his education and

his incidence of unemployment.

If the skills required for

a man's present job are less complicated than those of his
previous job or if his authority and responsibility are
diMinished, he is underemployed.

Similarly,, if a worker's

education is significantly higher than the average educa-

tional attainment foethat Occupation, he is being underutilized. And even more obviously, if an able-bodied-mian
who wants to work is not-employed, he is considered unemployed and, therefore, underutilized manpower.This latter condition was net found to be a problem
of the immigrants in the sample. None were unemployed at
the time of the survey.

Also the question used to as-

certain this problem actually measures the longest duration
of uneMployment and nothing more. This turned out to
average two months. Unemployment was not mentioned ai a
problem by the immigrants.

They gave the investigator

the impression that they are job hustlers willing-to undertake any kind of employment rather than remain idle.-rherefore, this aspect .,of underutilizatio_n_will_not beAeatt withfurther.
8
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Findings

Occupational Onderutilization
To ascertain whether or not immigrants are underutilized in terms of their previous occupational status,
the research design calls for testing the hypothesis that
the immigrant's present occupational status (in the United
States) is significantly different from. hiS last home occupational status,

The previous finding in Chapter V that _

last home occupation correlated signifidantly with present
occupation does not necessarily negate the hypothesis since
the correlation technique relies on relative distance
rather than absolute. That is, if native and' U.S. occu-

pational distributions are very different bufnevertLeless
immigrants retain their relative positions, a significant
correlation would be obtained.

In order to determine if this correlation reflects
,equivalent occupational status or relative oc,cupatioral
status the meets for the two occupational distribution.-;

were compared.

Table 4.5 presents the difference of the

means test for correlated data. The means for last home
occupational status and present occupational status are
38.6 and 23.4 respectively.

The difference between these

means is significant which suggests that the distributions
are not equivalent. Further, a chi- square test of unequal
distribution was found significant (see Table 6.1) also
providing. evidence that the occupational distribUtions,gre
not the same.

Thus, the null. hypothesis, whiai';;tates

that the immigrant's native 'and U.S. occupalions are not

significantly different, is rejected.

Although the immigrant's last home occupational

'

status and present occupational status are significantly
correlated, the means of the distributions are significantly different as are the two distributions when tested
by means of the chi-square statistic. The direction of
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TABLE 6.1
NATIVE AND PRESENT U.S. OCCUPATIONS OF THE SAMPLE

-Native
Occupation

Occupational
Category

Present
.Occupation

Rrofessionals and
Managers

2'0

7

Sales and Clerical

11

7

Blue Collara

41

30

Service andLaborers

9

Totals

81

-4.60**

37.

81

df = 3
P<.01
Chi-square = 51.65
*Significant at the .05 confidence level
**Sighificant_ at the .01 confidence level
Note: The number of cases in thepresent Occupatioal
categories were used as expected frequencies in calculating
the chi square and Z values. ,This is the "goodness of fit
application of the chi-quate.
0:4

,

a

Operatives and craftsmen
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this ch?inge in occupational status appears to_be downward
since the mean for present occupational status is signifi-

r'

cantly lower than last home occupational status. Also an
_examination of the Z values for each row in Table 6.1,
whth categorized the immigrants in combined occupational
ou ings, reveals that a large number of immigrants moved
into, the service and laborer. occupations and out of the
professional-managerial and o eratives-crafts occupations.
The Z value for the sales and clerical occupations is not
significant which indicates that there were no important
changes in these occupations.

Educational Underutilization
The hypothesis to test the assertation that 4mthigrants'

__are-underutilized in regard to their educational attainment
',holds that immigrants and non-immigrants in the,Same occu-

pational categories will pave significaliditterences-in
their education. The D. C.opopulation statistics are.
actually. estimates calculated by assuming that the popula-i
tion in each educational category used by the Census Bureau
are evenly distributed among the grades_conIained in the
category, This was done for three populations in
District of Columbia, the total population, the black, and
the Spanish language population (see Table- 6..2).

The tests for significant differences were carried
out only on the total population (see Table 6.3). The
chi-square was calculated by squaring the Z values ani ad,

ding them.

The chi-square is significant at the -.01 Level

aL_confidence. The Z value is significantly different for
four of the six occupational categories but in each in-

stance the mean for the D. C. Population is higher than
Although the null hypothese-; can
he sample.
the mean fol
be rejectedel.-r these four categories, the direction of
difference is opposite to what was expected. Therefore,

.

1

_

Operatives,
Transport

Non-transport

.Operatives,

__

1

:

'

9.3'

13799

9:3

15025
,_

9.4
28082

14435

138

10.2
656

,13621
9.3
23661

.9.1

8.3

9.6
197

6981

8.3

4

72

"28

8.0

4.2

3.

5.0

12.lf

9.3

24

1.0.6

7

`11.0

31

13.0

4

10.8

'

Sample

9.3
7939

/

guageb

bCalculated from Table 179. Detailed.Charadteristics District of Columbia, 1970. Means
are estimates derived by assuming thatNthe number in an'edudatkonal category are evenly
distributed 'among the grades in that category.

aThese occupational categories'are omitted because of the lack of cases in the sam° ples: Sales, Farmers, .Farm jiaborers, and Private Household Workers.

Service, Except Private

4 Laborers

1.1

.

10.4
428

9.4
18132

9.5
23360

__.

13.1

.

49

11.5
20408

11.9
27257

Clerical

--, Craftsman

15.4
.332

Number of-Cas-eg
11.9
5388

15.5
967

13.8
15335

14.2\

Managers

-15--.-4--1--

11813

Mean

panis

33420

Professional

.

D.C. PopulatIonb',Blackb

TABLE 6.2
---.=,,...,COMpARTN OF SAMPLE AND D. C. POPULATIONS BY OCCUPATIONAL CATEGORIESa, MEAN AND NUMBER,
OF CASES FOR MALES

.1

.P

0
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1
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TABLE 6.3
'MEAN EPTCATION OF SAMPLE TOTAL D, C. POPULATION IN,SIX
OCCUPATIONAL CATEGORIES

Mean
Education

OccupatonalCategory,

Standard-,

Deviation

Number

Arofessionals and

..

MinagerS.
.Sample
Population

11.7-

5.S5
3.25

7

14.9-

48,755

11.0
11.9

27,257

-2.59**

.,

Clerical Workers
'Sample
Pqpulation
Craftsmen
Sample
Population

.

10.0
9.48

Operatives, transport and
transpor
6.4
Sample
9.32
-Population

7

24

22,360

7

965

Laborers
-4.2
SaMple
Population. 8.3

14,435

Service Wotkers
Sample
Population

28082

8.0

9

28

.

\

2.1g
3.14

-.76

3.66
3.74

.68

2.77
3.60

-2.15*

2.17
3.74

:3.29**

3.50
2,90

-2.55*

df =
P<.01
Chi-S,civate = 30.16
*Significant at the .0S -confidence. level
**Significant at the .01 ConfidenCe level

Note: D. C. population statistics are treated as true,
For sources, see
population means and standard, deviations.
.2.
Table
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the assertO on that immigrants arc educationally undeiutilized is not upheld by the statistical test, which

actually indicates the opposite.
An ,unexpected aspect' of the previous test is
3
some of the imMigrabts' educational means are very similar
in the different occupational categories. In Table 6.2
.

,

,the immigrants is twele
none of the educational means for
4
high school
years, the number generally required for
diploma in the United States.

The white colTar occupa-

tional categories, professional- managerial and clerical,
have means of 11..7 and 11.0 respectively; craftsmen, who
I

pare blue collar ',workers* average slightly dower at 10.0:
This observation 'prompted -the investigator to test dif-

ferences inthe distribution of the immigrants themselves
in terms of their occupational and educational levels.1
P

,

It was\expectedthat high sch;ulgraduates- would
tend to be in the white collar jobs and non -high school.

graduates would' in the blue collar jobs if education
at this level were a factor in their occupational distribution.

Table ,6.4 shows a non-significant difference, in

the, groups.

Thus, Aon-high sch6O1 graduates are just as
,

--

1

This is the technique employed in Johnston's study
of the underutilization of Polish immigrants in Australia.
R. Johnston,. "The Occupational Distribution and the Level \
of Education of'Polish-Immigrants in Western Australia,,"
International Immigration; Vol. 3 (1965), 217-222,
(Tia

-Generally in Latin America, six "years cf secondary
education is required for graduation. In some countries
the "bachillerat-6" is not conferred until successful' completion of examinations. In thls study, successful completion of the secondary lev4l is considered equivalent
to high school.
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TABLE 6.4
CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR THE SAMPLE By OCCUPAT7ON IN THE UNITED
STATES AND EDUCATION
L

Edutation Level
Secondary
Graduates

Non-Secondary
Graduates

White Collar
Blue'\Collar

7.5a
52.5

(3.6)

14.0

14.5 (17.4)

67;4

21.0

81.0

6.5

(10.4)
(49.6)

Total

N

Total

60.0

Chi- square = 3.78, df = 1, P>.05

aIncludes Yates' correction.
b

Expected frequencies are in parentheses.

ti
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\

1

\
1
,

*

likely\to be in white. collar jobs as the high schOol
gradugtes.

,

1
,

Although this fin'clingI coald be valid it still ma

not be 'pertinent if a slmilar state of affairs-exists vith
1

the-population data.

InITable 6.5, the hypothesis is

tested that there/is a significantly higher propol'tion of
immigrants with high school education in blue collar job
.

1

\

1

than nor- immigrants.

The Z value is .01 level: of; prob-

?
ta( ken to
The DI C. population-proportions are
the popu ation 4proportions for the sample under Itudyl

ability, .1

1

thus, the apprOpriate test fo-r difference between the

proportiOns/is a single-sample test.
These tests provide evidence that immigrants having
completed' secondary_education or more are not working in
1

white collar jobs in greater proportions than those with
less than secondary education.

The proportion iof

grants with secondary education or more in white c61Iar
jobs is significantly lower than the corresponding proportion Of the non-immigrant

opulation.

Discussion
The findings are generally clear in testing the
premise that Spanish-speaking immigrants are occupational:,lylunderutilized while they are not clear as to whether or
no

Spanish-speaking immigrants are educationally

.utilized.

The chi-square test of the occ

der-

ational distri-

bu ions resulted in a significant difference. Similarly,
th re is a significant difference in the men occupational
tus between

t4/6-17;;;:

cpuntry job and the job in the
1

Un'ted States.

Since the means are different, then, the

significant correlation must indicate that relative, to

these different means the immigrants Are at occupational
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TABLE 6.5
COMPARISON OF SANPLE'AND D. C. POPULATION PROPORTIONS OF
HIGH SCHOOL' GRADUATES (OR EQUIVALENT) IN WHITE AND BLUE
.

-

COLLAR 'OCCUPATIONS

,
.

'

High School Graduates
Sample

Population

U
White Collar
Blue Collar

.33

(7)a

67 (14)

.68 (67,.688)
4, .32

(32,569)
3

Total

1.00 (21)

1.00 (100,257)

Difference between proportions ih blue collar
occupations,
Z = 3.44, P<.01
aNumber of cases are in parentheses.
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statuses in the* U.S. which are equivalent in rank to their
Furthermore, the U.S. mean
statuses iii the ,home country.

occupational status is significantly lower than the home
country'solean occupational status pointing out the slippage-in overall occupational status.
In short, the immigrants are in occupations generally below the status of their occupations in their home
countries. Much of-this-is accounted for by the movement
of a significant number of immigrants into the service and

labor occupations andout of the other categories except
sales and clerical.

Part of it must also be attributed

to an overall slippage in status throughout the occupation-

al status distribution- although the relatiVe statusank
tends to remain the same from home country occupation to
U.S. occupation.

The tests of educational underutilization reproduce
the findings of Fogel concerning the Mexican-Americans in
the Southwest and Johnston concerning Polish immigrants in

Australia (see Chapter II). Fogel found that MexicanAmericans are overachievers in terms of their educational
attainment vis -a -vis the "Anglo" population. The Spanishspeaking immigrants in the District of Columbia have mean
o
educations significantly below the population means in four
out of six occupational categories. Johnston demonstrated
the' the.Polish immigrants are only underutilized if they
have secondary education but not elementary Or university.
Spanish-speaking immigrants having completed a secondary

education or more are also underutilized.In additi6n,
Spanish-',speaking immigrants,have significantly fewer of
4

their ranks in the white collar occupations (and conversely more in the blue/collar occupations) than the D. C.
population, even when years of schooling are taken into
account.

Itis not easy to reconcile these apparently contradictory findings.

On the one hand, the Spanish-speaking

182
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immigrants are overachievers and, on the other hanl, there

seems to be fewer of their numbers in the white colla occupations than one would expect. A closer"look at the mean
educational attainments (see Table 6.2) of the immigrants
in the occupational categories offers some suggestions for

Three of the significant mean
differences are in blue collar and, for the most, part,
semi-skilled occupational categories. Employment requiref./
ments for these occupations would most likely not be directdealing with this dilemma.

.

ed at limiting hiring to graduates of the secondary,educatioh level as would white collar employment practices.

3

The District of Columbia workers in these categories are
below the mean education for their population.

So there

is the general tendency in these blue/colla occupations.
to draw from the lowest educational ranks of the pool of
available manpower; these ranks in the immigrant manpower
pools are much lower than they are for non-immigrant manpower.

The other Rean_educational attainment of the sample
which is significantly loWer than the population is in the
professional-mahagerial category.

This is surprising,

until it is realized that musicians are considered proIn the sample there were a singer andta drumfessionals.
.

,

tiler with less than secondary education.

for two out of the four professionals.

They accounted

Managers, also in,

eluded in the combined occupational category, do not
necessarily require educational prerequisites for their
3

A 1967 survey o. the San Francisco Bay area showei
that a high school education was the minimum requirement
for 24 per cent of the employers of the semi-skilled while
this educational requirement was set by 68 per cent.of, the
employers of clerical workers. R. Collins, "Functional
and Conflict Theories of Educational Stratification," in
Education: Structure and SocietE,
ed. Y B. R. Cosin
(Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1971-11 Table 1, p. 176.
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positions.

1n the case of the sample, they were the most

skilled at their trade and gained a position-pf .);uper-

vision probably because of a combination of being expert
and being very responsible.' Their skill is of a type
that can be picked up on the job. For example, in one

case, an immigrant began as a bus boy and progressively
moved up to wine steward, waiter, bartender, headwaiter,
and, finally, manager.

There is also the question of levels of educational
opportunity which are different in' the Latin American

countries and the United States.

This difference disturbs
the usual expectations one has for the relationship between

ability and educational attainment.

The, availability of

schools with the full run of grades would be the primary
determiner of educational attainment for individuals in different countries when abilities and motivations are equal.
Since the typical immigyant has not finished secondary,

school, in the educational frame of reference of the United
States, he is a dropout and a failure.

But since the immi-

grant graduated from elementary school, in the frame of
reference of many Latin American countries, he is a success.
-This difference in educational opportunity is reflected in

a hypothetical comparison of individuals with equal abilities from different countries.

Although their abilities and -

motivations may be equivalent, they have different educational attainments.

Therefore, if it is true that the im-

migrants are overachievers in terms of their education, although one explanation is pjobably a high achievement motivation, part of the answer is due to differing educational
opportunities in the Latin Americah countries and the
United States.
In summary,' Spanish- speaking immigrants are not work-

ing in occupations in the United States equivalent to their
occupations in their native countries. Although they appear
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to be educational overachievers much of this is 6 reflection of the generally lower level of education in
Latin American countries and in the group of immigriints.
themselves. Actually; there are fewer Spanish-speaking
immigrants in the white collar occupations than is Npected from the population proportions even when educa.

tLon level is taken into account.

There seems to be an
underutilization of graduates of secondary school (or
-its equivalent) who are not being employed in occupations
commensurate with their educational attainment.

0
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOITENDAT-LONS
'Summary

This research project has been directed toward
answering four questions:
What are the characteristics of Spanish-speaking imr
migrants in the District of Columbia and how do they

compare with other populations?
What is the relationship beiween the native educa-

2.

tion of Spanish-speaking immigrants and their U.S,
occupation and income?

Are Spanishspeaking immigrants underqtilized in the
U.S. economy?
What implications 110-the first three probibmS have
d in setting policy for manfor further research
power training progra s which include Spanish-speaking
immigrants among their clients?-

3.

4.

\\

N
\

0

In order to guide the procedurt for considering these

4

\\

,

problem,, three research objectives were delineated. The
first objective was to accumulate data on certain demo-

\graphic and other appropriate characteristics related to
the problem. This data was collected by means of an interview survey, in the District of ,Columbia. The second objective was tIo test statistically the research hypotheses

concerning the relationship of education with the following
variables: present U.S. occupation, present U.S. salary,
The third
last home occupation, and English proficiency.
objective was addressed to the utilization. of Spanish,

speaking immigrant manpower and sought to test the hypotheses that" there is a significant difference in,native

occupation, present U.S. occupation and in the education
of, immigrants and non-immigrants in the same occupational
categories.
fs
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s to follO4W undertakes to arrive at 4:oncluof the Original questions. The first
sions for each o
three ruestions are answered -in the section on concitisions. The second sectice4neates the limitations
Wha

which qualify the interpretation b-flie findings and set
the conclusions, implications and rectmeLidations in' their
proper perspective. The final two `sections deal with the
fourth question. These sections present implications for
fdrther res.earch and recommendations for manpower development policies
N

Conclusions

I

The "Typick"\Spanish-Speaking Immigrant

y way of summarizing the characteristics, a statistical description of the "typical" male Spanish speakitig immigrant of the sample will be outlined based on

measures of central tendencies and frequency distributions.
The 4emposite immigrant is thirty -seven years old from El
Salvador, Guatemala or the DbMinican-Republic and has bee
He is brown
in the United States for abo,ut five years.
(mestizo) and was the second male child-born in his family.
He is married and has about two children of his own.
In his native country he completed eight years of
schOoling before entering .the labor force. His first ,joh
was as an apprentice in the craft trades. His last job
before migrating was as a craftsman, such as a tailor or
carpenter,, like his father before him.

He earned about

S.89 a week on that job.

United Sates the Spanish-speakihg-tilimIrant
as a bus boy. He earned only three dol3rs
his last home occupation. Currently, he is
a week as a kitchen helper or craftsman in the
construction industry. Since he came to the United'States

In the
first worked
more than in
earning 5140

.

1.87

.
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for economic reasonsl*te fact that he is earning fiftyone dollars more at his present occupation than at 'his
last home occupation has been one A the reasons for

0I

deciding to remain and to become a citizen.

I

He seems to have adjusted fairly well to his new
environment. PerhapS part of this is due to the bur:,

geoning Spanish-speaking community nowin the District
1
He speaks halting English. Althoughhe
of Columbia.
is able to communicate sufficiently to count, some native

North Americans among his friends, he says his greatest.
He is a member of an
problem is the language barrier.

organization in the Distrpt and knows who the active
members of the zommunity are.

The comparison of th-Vimmigrant's characteristics
to those of other populations reveals that Spanishspeaking immigrants tend to resemble the black population in the District more than the total Spanish language
population, which in turn tends to resemble the White
population. In making reference to the Spanish language
population, then, it will be important to differentiate
among the sub-populations. This study has identified.one
sub -population; the immigrants, which stands apart from
the over-all Spanish language population on certain telling
e
socioeconothic characteristics.

The Relationship of Education
to Economic Success
In anticipating the conclusions of this research, it
was believed that the immigrant's native education measured
by the highest grade completed would indicate succe1

in

Eleanor Rogg, "The Influence of*a Strong Refugee
Community on the Economic Absorption of its Members:,
International Migration Review, Vol. 5, No. 4 (Winter,
1971), 474-481.
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securing a job and earning a living. The data seems to
Edution obtained in the home, country
bear this out.
varies as doe's occupational status and earning§ in the
United States.

Thus, the relationship between education

/

and economic success, asmeasured by occupation and
..
earnings, is a positivb one and is significant in that
education predicts economic success more than can be eicpected by chance.

IT

This correlation .eems to be of the same magnitude
as the comparable relationship in the U.S. population.
For 1962; it was found that education explained 10 per
cent of the variance in income for a sample of the total
'. U.S. population compared to the 8 per cefit for the same

relationship in the sample of Spanish-speaking immigrants.
For the natipnal sample', education explairig,,36 per ,cent
of the variance in occupational status while in the sample

of immigrants the corresponding figure is25 per cent. The
differences in the correlations are not statistically significant.

2

The length of time that the immigrant has been in
the United States and .his. work experience in years do riot
disturb significantly the relationship between educhtion and

It had been anticipated that if the efeconomic success.
1
fects of time in _the United States were eliminated-, the correlation betwebh education and economic 'success would increase., Actually the opposite occurred, although the amount
Further analysis' revealed that
-of change is not meaningful.
immigrants who yave'been in the United States longer are
eir.age than the others, Which explains
better .educated for
/
Similarly, work e\perithe unexpected infl,uence.Of time.
,

ence does not appear to be an advantage for Spanish- -peakin achieving higher occupational statuses.

ing
2'

The correlations from the national sample are found
in Peter M. Blau and Otis D. Duncan, The.` merican Occupational StrUcture Oew York: John Wiley and Sons, 1967),'p.
40,ata-istopher'aencks, :et al., Inequality (New York:
Basic Books, 1972), p. 322.
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The correlation between education and economic success is rectdca

by.eliminating the effects of the occupational variables since all of the ininuence.of education
works th -lough the immigrant's previous occupations, es-

peciayy his first job. The immigrant's fii'st home occupation removes so much orthe effdcts of education from
both components of economic success (present occupation
and earnings) that educatien loses its significant'relationship with each/of:them.
English proficiency is hot a factor in the immi-/
grant's present occupation beyond its association with
educational attainment. Education explains 44 per cent of
the variance in English proficiency and, in turn, English
proficiency explains 21 per cent of the variance in present
occupy ion.
However,_ statistical procedures indicate that
when th effects of educational att_ainment are partialled
out of

he'relationship of English proficiency to occupa-

tion, the'relationshi,p ceases to be significant.- Thus,

education exerts influence on present occupation and Eng-

,

lish proficiency simultaneously and
the common source of
their relationship.
In regard to the relationship between ,

English proficiency and earnings, not even the simple.correlation is significant.
Further analysis revealed ..even more about the reintiohship between education and economic success' -The.;

nature of this' relationship is dependent upon'hOw these
/
-variables the distributed among' the immigrants..
The rela.

_

tionship pf education to wekly earnings_can probably be
attributed completely to,-the,group of immi6rants with col-

0

,

.

lege educatioCwhodiffr greatly in earnings when compared
to
0

c

rest of the sample.

For .the mo st part, then., t4e

'`relationship between education and earnings depends on the
Aignificant assdciation between being a' college graduate

and weekly earnings sinceweekly earnings-is not
cantly associated with the other leVels Of education: Edu,cation

"explains 19-per ,cent
-

,11IMM11110111

more of the variance. in ocw-A

PD

.
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pation and 36 per cent more of the variancein earnings
when anon - Linea: model is employed.
Ti

summary, the native education of the immigrant

is an indicator of'hiS economic success in the United.'

By knowing the immigrant's educational level, it

States.

is possible to predict his occupational status with 25
per cent greater accuracy than knowing only, the mean occupational status_ and to predict his earnings with 8 per
cent 171-6:'e accuracy' than knowing only the mean earnings. The

nature of the relationship between education' and earnings"

is dependent for the most part on the difference in income
when a few highly educated immigrants are compared to the
In defining the relationship sequentially, thc. influence of the immigrant's education on bojh occupation and
rest.

earnings is transmitted iLdirectly throuch his first occupation in his home couht9y..

.

i

Utilization of Spanish - Speaking.
Immigrant' Manpower
.)

It is usballyassumed that immigrant manpower will
The s me assumption was made for the
be undeputirized.
Spanish - speaking, immigra ts in the District of Columbia.

The expectations were-tlit this group-of immigrants would
be linder4ilized in term of their previous occupations.
was anticipated that the, general

In terms of 'educall.ion,. i

lower-level of education in Latin America as compared to
the United States might iot all-Ow, a stralghtforward\com-

parison of immigrant and non-immigrant workers, espeejally
in the less (skilled occupations.
The results indica e_that immigrants are defini-tely

underemployed in the United States Compared to their

j

Although the immigrant...4 tre
twevious home occupation
ranked in- their,occupati nil status in generally the same
.

order in- the United Stat s as they were in' their native

countries; their occupational status- is typically lower.
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Much of', this loss'is probably the result of immiirants

work4ng in the service occupations in greater numbers than
in their native country.
In regard- to educational underutilizqtion,'the re!

sulks present contragictoty evidence if taken at Tacc
On the one hand,, in four- -of six occupationar.cat-

vc te.

:e,ories the mean

education for

Ahe.iMmigrants is sigrifi-

!/N

/cantly lower'.than for non-immigrants in the District of
Columbia.
I

On the other hand, there are fewer-ipilligrants

in white collar occupations than one %Auld expect frcm
.

-

the proportion of immigrants haVing high schocil education.
Furthermore, therei

"Ire

fewer immigrants in white.colJar"
.

jobs in comparisorik ;ith non-immigrants of comparable -edu- .

/
cational backgrour14
i

1

V,z

Thus., the,immigrants are over.

achievers accordinglto the'first finding and underuti-,
lined according .to the Second.
.

.

.

.

.

.

,These findings can be reconciled

bye considering

that the- immigrant's laver mean education i's a reflec+i. on

-of-Oe general lOWer lereltrof education in the Latin

'

American co entries and that immigra!nts are fOr the most,c,
i

part_ in oc upationa which do, not eMptiasize educational
.

gualifica ions.

Therefore, the, finding,that immigrants-

?:

are overemplOed educationally, in comparison yith none =

.

--,-

.
i

/

imMigr ants is p rimarily-Illusor1

1

/In short,

there

--;--.

.

o

-

is a significan tly greater pro-

porton
i
of immigrants'in therblue collarepccupations than
i

is warranted by their' proportion with a secondary educai-tion-or more in com/ mtion-wIth-ttle non-immigrant District
popuIa:tion.

..

Immigrants

t

are-woriking;inU.5. occupations

1

kenerallylower in Status than their native occuPations
0

.

.

and many' more immigrants are working in the less ski-lled.
.

service ocCupati s,in the-U-i-Si., .thall,in their_
Thus, all immigr nts in the.DistirictAerid to
countries.
,

',.

be underutilized occupionclly and immigrants who have
completed secondary educati n or more are underutilized
educationally.
/
-t

6,
,

N.
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Limitations of Findings
The, conclusions and implications derived fr6M the

findings are only as accurate as the data on which they
are based and the assumptions of the research design. Some
of these limitations are inherent in the procedure of
These were recognized from
Other limitations'are inherent in the er-

measuring, the characteristics.

the beginning.

rors of sampling and serve to channel the generalizations
of thd data to that part of the immigrant population which
is actually represented by the sample.

The limitations which were unavoidable in the pro,

'\cedure are mainly those associated with,the accuracy of
the subjects' responses and the inability to control the
correspondence of the units of measurement.

Thus, meas-

uring education in grades does not control for quality or
type and even occupations with Ahe same title have different functions or degrees of responsibility according to
location.

It is assumed that, the subjects were frank and

itis believed that, except where there is real likelihood
of forgetting, there was not much distortion in the responses.
The statistical analysis of the data was also limited
by certain assumptions and stould*be.considered with these

Categorization of 4ta always involves a certain
arbitrariness which can color the findings. The correlation
methods depend on the' assumptions of linearity, additivity,
audheteroestadicity. In the principalrelatiOnships under
investigation it was found that the assumption of linearity
does not provide the best description of the relationships;
not as much information is lost by relaxing this assumption
for ti.: correlation Of education to occupation as that of
education to earning.

4n mind.

o
Nk.

The findings are also limited by tile composition of
the sample.

There are no survey or census data describing
.
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specifically the population of the study. To gain some
degree of insight into the population, related data as
utilized although it is not exactly comparable. By
making use of this data and utilizing what is known about
the refusals and non-responses, several comments can be
made about the representativeness of-lithe ,sample to the

-- population.
The sample approximates best the areas of moderate
and high concentrations of the Spanish-speaking people.
! This corresponds closely to-what is generally known as
"The Spanish-speaking community" in the District of
.Columbia and tangential areas. Since most of this area
is also characterized by medium and low rent housing, the
sample may underrepresent more affluent immigrants. Using
combined broad occupational categories the sample was not
found to be significantly different from the 1971 SpanishAmerican immigration inflow. Thus, on a variable known
to be highly associative with the principal variables in
this study, the sample apparently is fairly representative.
From what is known about the refusals and non-responses, the sample tends to overrepresent the more successful immigrant with few personal problems. It neglects,
however, the immigrants who are continually occupied in
their work and those who tend to have strong ties with
their native country and plan on returning, neither of
whicfi,d-re,likely to be typical.

Since the limitations of the sample are based on data
not directly applicable to the survey population and the
knowledge about the refusals,and non-response are partial
and non-4ystematicm the degree of variance from the survey
In any event, future studies of
population is not known.
Spanish-speaking immigrant populations are needed to test
the conclusions of this study.
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implications for hlrther Research

The Punction of Education in Society
There are two views which describe how education
functions in society. The position of functionalism is,
that the educational system equips the individual with'
certain skills and talents required fo'r the optimum lunctioning ofcsociety.- The other view, the conflict theory,
_ ..... _

holds that the status groups in society contrive through
their power and_hrestige to limit entry into thei- groups

by controlling certain features of the educational system
and the occupational structure (see abOve, pp. 13 and 26).
The findings of this study seem to support the functional
position in one respect and the conflict theory in another.
The conclusion was drawn that education is an indicator of economic success,for the immigrants arid that
It was
its influence on present occupation is indirect.
a

reported that father's occupation plays no part in the

relationship between education and present U.S. occupation
but that it does in the relationship OT education to last
home occupation. In other words, the effects of the status
group origin of the immigrant plays a part in determining
home occupation but does not seem to he involved in determining the immigrant's U.S. occupation. The relationship of education to occupation for the immigrant in the
United States seems to follow the tenets of functionalism

while the same relationship in his native country can be
at least partially explained by the conflict theory.
Because they have separated themselves from their
native Society and culture, immigrants offer a un.Lque

opportunity to assess the usefulness of the functionalist
and conflict theories. The study of immigrants and their
occupational patterns in the United States allow for some
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assumptions to be made about the effects or the status
groups au occupation: Although the status group or the
hmnigrant could have accounted. for his educational attainment, the effects of the status group1on occupation

would be mitigated by the act of migration and the subIn other words,
sequent change of societal context.
employers are less apt to recognize the social class
membership of a foreigner thgn of a native. Also, the

informal network or social relationhips which could influence employers would prqably be inoperative in tie
Employers are more likely to regard an
United States.
immigrant's educational attainment free of the usual
social connotations and' define education in terms of its

actual qualification for the job rather than as an indication of status.,

For example, the correlation. between education and

present occupation is significantly stronger than the
one between education and his first occupation in the
United States (.50 vs. .35, t = 2.01; P< .05). This may
indicate that' as the immigrants have time to overcome the

obstacles which are amenable to individual adjustment,
they tend to gravitate toward th'e occupations which most

correspond to their skills and talents as reflectedAy
-their educational attainment. If the argument above is
accepted, this process operates independent of the influence of status group membership. Further research wlich
compares immigrants to natives might lead to greater

understanding of the interconnection among the power and
prestige of the status group, employers' subjective interpretations of education as status, and education

an

indicator of talent and skills, all of which plan a part
in determining occupational placement.

I

Another advantage-of studying a culturally different
population such as immigrants is to test the universe lity
of hypotheses generate d in a uni-cultural

example, in the samplepani-sh=gi)eaking immigrants, the
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correlation between education and last home occupation is
not significantly diflerent from the'cOrrelation betueen,
Further, both o1
\ education and present U.S. Occupation.
these correlations are not significantly different from
the correlation of the same relationship in the U.S. popu:lation.

In the same vein, Sicron found that the struc-

tures of occupations; ranked by mean educational. levels,

were not significantly different in forty-five countries.

3

There seems to be a universal principle, operating that
merits *further analysis. This analysis ought to seek to,

establish the significance and magnitude of this relationship in diverse populations.

A siudy by Jones com-

paring occupational achievement in the United States and
Australia has taken a step in this direction.

4

Further-

more, it would lead to greater understanding of the function of education in society if,such things as cultural
differences, differences in the content and quality of

education and types-of economiesere taken into account.
Cross- cultural studies, as suggested above, could

also throw some light on the degree to which educational
attainment predicts relative or absolute occupational position.

In-the sample of Spanish-speaking immigrants,

education is significantly correlated with both native occu-,
pation and occupation in the United States to the same extent but the occupations in the United States are significantly different froM the occupations in the home countries.
,3

Moshe Sicron, Interrelationship Between the Educational Level and Occupational Structure of the Labor Force
(Dissertation Submitted to the Faculty of the Graduate
School of Arts and Sciences, University of Pennsylvania,
1968, [!republished).
4

Lancaster Jones, "Occupational Achievement in
Australia and the United States: A Comparative Path.AnalyVol. 77, No. 3
sis," American Journal of Sociology,
(1971), 527-539.
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Educalional attainment, then, does no,t ascribe the precise

occupational status (nor perhaps even the broad occupotional, category) but it does seem to ascribe the rela.
Live occupational position. Accordingly, attaining a
certain'number or gades''of education is not so mucli an

indicator of,the particular technical skills that the
individual has learned or possesses. Rather it is either
an indication of a capacity which translates into specific
job skills through experience orl, in terms of the con-a

flict theory, a reflection ofthe social status desired
by employers. This type of reasoning leads to the argument, that the occupational status of the individual is

primarily a function of the forces operating in the labor
market and that the educational distribution of the occupational_structure tends to be a function of educational
supply rather than demand (see above pp. 27-29).

Education and the Economic
Absorption of Immigrants
The theoretical orientation of this study was to
apply the model of occupational status attainment as offered by Blau and Duncan (see above, p. 12) to the process
of 'economic absorption of immigrants. Since their model
places the variable of educational attainment in a crucial
position in explaining occupational status, it was also
hypothesized that the education of immigrants received
in their native countries would be important in influencing the occupational attainment and earnings of Spanishspeaking immigrants. The results of this study support
this reasoning.

When some of the other vgriableg in Blau and Duncan's model are included in the analysis, modifications
In determining
in their working model become apparent.
Last home occupation, education mediates the effects of
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father's occupation and is influential in its own right
in a direct path and in an indirect path by means of first
home occupation.

Thus, in the home country, eductrtion

A

plays essentially the same role for immigrants as it does
Jr Blau and Duncats model of the U.S: population,.

In determining present occupation in the United
States

however, education'has no net direct effects

since first home occupation apparently transmits all of
0

the infldence o.-education.

Or, in different terms, edu-

cation is a direct determinant of occupational status.in
the society in which the education was received. It becomes a background Variable,-though, in determining
pational status in the cciantry of immigration.ftlirther
analysis using the path analysis method would identify
in more detail the direct and indirect effects of all the
4-s)

determinants.

This study serves to point out that educa-

tional attainment should certainly be included\as a variable an the analysis and fsuggests its paths of

eter-

mination.

In addition, educational attainment seems to be
linked with many factors which could affect economi

in-

tegration\ Educational attainment is linked to faltiAy

background.as.measured by father's occupation), English
proficiency;\North American friends, work experience, and
non-formal education in the United States.' There were
findings which\linked education to certain motives to
migrate to the pnited States and -Co certain problems as
Grez\ter understanding of the role of educatio
immigrant.
in economic integration could be acquired by explorim; the
attitudinal variaNes tow a greater extent and including
them in the regreSsion equations with the economic variable.
along the lines of the Wisconsin model (see above, p. 21).
This would determine whether or hot there are other indirect effeCts from educatOn that did not show up in. this
study. Also, it would assess the influence of such factors as\
lv
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achieveMent motivation and expectations in'the relation.

ship between education and economic success.
C

The conclusion was drawn that the degree:of economic integration aS indicated by the immigrant's utili-

zation in the labor force isbelow'what r's expected from
the immigrant's previous occupation and from the pro,

portion with a secondary education or its equiva leni4. The
mean time in the U.S. for the immigrants in this study was
At this point the immigrants are underutilized.
five years.
But this study did not explore the possibility that there
is a period.of time during which immigrafits typically are
underutiliZed.

Nor did the study determine directly that

the cause of underutilization was employer bias,,although
this is an assumption. Further research, perhaps using a
longitudinal design or a participant observation approach,
which probes deeply into employment practices,in regard
td immigrants might help to resolve these questions.

The

finding that immigrants did raise their mean occupational
status from first to present U.S. job is some indication
that occupational movement can be expected. What should
be detdrmined is whether immigrants. ever obtain an occu-

pational °status commensurate with their education and,what
factors determine. the rate of occupational movement 'during

this course of time.
Recommendations for Manpower Development Policies
Spanish-speaking immigrants in the D\strict of

:\

Columbia are not utilized,in. the labor force to the fulfest

extent of their capacity, to the detriment of both the Immigrant and the labor force. The immigrants are not being
utilized in terms of their previous occupational experience and are underrepresented in white collar occupations.
This conclusion raises the need for policies directed at
eliminating wastage of immigrant manpower.
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These policies should be designed o facilitatE.
what appears toe the .natural tendency\fer immigrants to
.gr4Ivitate into the occupations which most resemble their '

Thus, there are fewer immigants in the
/4ervice occupations at the time of presentkoccupatior. than
at the time of first U.S. occupations. Tare were
practiCal.ly no immigrants inl the service category in their
own countries. -)Therefore, the policy should have the objective of facilitating this natural shift from service
n4tive ones.

back into the crafts and operatiire occupations:perhaps
by effecting the change within the company for which
the immigrant is currently employed.5

For example, a

bus boy who had been a,truck driver in his country could
be shifted to doing deliveries for the restaurant.
Programs which-implement this objective should
probably be of the job- development type rather than train-

The jobdeveloper would assess the immigrant's skills and convey the information to the employer.
The employer would then be encouraged to make full use
of the skills. It is recognized that the immigrant may
not be wasting time' at tie lesser job.
He is in the.
process ofqaking the necessary adjutments and becoming
familiar with the language and customs. But having been
apprised of the immigrant's skillv the employer could
indicate to the immigrant that, in due course, after a
period of tithe to allow for the cultural adjustment, he
would be moved to a job more compatable with hisskills.
This procedure would heighten the'morale of the immigrant
ing programs.

5

Immigrants entering under the work preference classification of the, immigration law must have guaranteed
jobs before migrating. They may change jobs after arriving, however. The policy suggested here may, be in conflict with work certification program of the Department
of Labor and Immigration and Naturalization Service. Nevertheless, man3r immigrants enter under non-work preference
categories and immigrants are free to change jobs after
arrival in almost all cases.
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and benefit the employer by providing him the opportunity
to secure a steady worker (the immigrant would'be mote

4

likely to stay- with tho company knou;ing that eventually'
'

he would be moved into a more appropriate job).
Certain inferences can be made about the non-fc.rmal

educational programs attended by.immigrants since forty
per cent of the sample had attended these programs. These
programs were generally either governmentysponsored lulltime manpower training or' English instruction, providEd

by religious groups, the adult education branch of tte
D. C. public schools and other socially- oriented prixate
and public groups. Some of these...programs are full time
but the majority were not.

o

These programs seem to be more conducive to the
cultural integration of the immigrant than to economic
strecess.. Some of the characteristics which would promote

cultural integration, i.e., American friends and English
'proficiency, are associated with occupation. Statistical
techniques /however, do not find that non-formal education
inflUen es occupation through these other variables. These
tech ques indicate, in fact, that the relationships of
rio -formal education to the cultural integration variables
are due to its correlation with education. Therefore,

the conclusion here is that these programs tend to capiCalize on the immigrant's previous edUcation and there are
.

few signs- of any direct value.

Part of the explanatiog.for a lack of direct value

is that for many programs immigradts must leave their jobs
or forego extra jobs at night to receive the instruction.
Thus, by receiving instruction, the immigrant breaks his
occupational momentum and may even fall" back at the end
of the protgram.

<7

He may have to start again at,the'sape

level in a different occupation or even,a lower level after
the training program ends.
It could be that these programs
will, pay off in the long run, but they do not show signs
of value at this point:
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The lower educational level of those whO d o not,
attend the non-formal education programs, may indicate a
general alienation from systemartic instruction. An.edu-.
cational or training program which overlooks this prospect will always draw the more educationally-oriented
participants who value education more fo'r its own sakev,
a

This approach tends to minimize the upgrading of the
more work-:oriented or less educated immigrant by not
helping him integrate into industry and adapt his skills.
The solution to this problem necessitates the training
agency to bring the program to where the trainees are
-- the job itself.
-

The best procedure for this would probably be the
job development arrangement mentioned above or an .2m:thejob situation in which a fellow North American workman
would be chosen as the immigrant's "buddy" and be assigned to teach him English and the necessary technical
skills.

The workman and ,he immigrant would e supervised
by someone t-pecially traihed in teachidg English as a
second language, who is bilingual and has some understanding
of the -job.
This person could compose vocab ulary ligtsand direct the workman in his efforts to teach the immigrant English and to re-tool his skills to fit the job.
The assumption is that if the workman is given'the assignment, and maybe even remunerhted for his extra ptforts, the Close relationship between doing the task and
*the English instruction saould provide the ideal learning
situation. Also thb close relatien between the workman
and the immigrant should also facilitate cultural as well
as economic integra tion. The advantages of thislaprocertire

might'result in a significant direct association between
non-formal edudation, occupatIori and the cultural int.1gration variables which is not dependent upon their :ommon correlation with education.

Programs designed especially to teach English as a

.r-
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.,I. second language to immigrants can-be guided hv some 6f
the finding:- or this research.

ficiency.

Although English pro:

is 14icalLy an important factor in deterOning

economic success, the findings of this study, minimize

ks influence since it is completely dependent on the

I

educational level of the immigrants. Xppvently there
areccr&in iimitgtions on,t'he level of proficiency t=
thinable by ome immignants.
These limitations are cg,
educatton,and time in the United Statesl.wiih educatiOn
being. the strongest.

--English instruction14 in/li ht of these limitations,
should have realistic objectives. Thus, as in most cducaprograms, the objectives tor, the immigrants should'

be differentiated wfthout a uniforM definition of success
for all individuals.

It would be an ihjustice to' try to

'predetermine the degree of suc5e4s attainable for each
immigrant', but when some immigrants do not seem to respond
instruction ,as readily as others it could,be

when no other explanation is appropriate, that these
limitation; are operating.
Furthermore, a variety of in*
structicnial, methods should be tested out on immigrants
dif.feritql in these limitations in order to develop ef,

fective methods to ovprcothe the

limitations

It is likely that for the highly pduCated immigrants
-- although they would probably be the most responsive

--

'

formal education instruction may not be necessary.

Ihe

personalmOtivatiewand academic background of thesel imi-.
grants operating in the English languageenvironment,ma5r
be; sufficient without instruction to allow attainment of
considerable proficiency. Also-, courses could he shorter
fdr this group. Those with little edu6tion, past thirty'

/

rive. and in the UniteeStates for less; than rive,yea,-s,

would need more intensive instruction by well-trained
teachers in order to achieve the higher levels of English
prOficiency.
*or
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"APPENDIX A

THE DE 'El,01)M1.',NT 010 THE I NIT;
'A ND TECI IN I Q1110, :

(ir,

I DE

TWO P11,QT STI'D I ES

C

Vriften Questionnaires

The first pilot study tested the validity of using
written questionnaire s.

The questionnaires were distri-

buted to 4 class', of Spanish-speaking adult immigra is who
-obwere studvang English. The investigator noted the
lems the s4dents encountered with the questionnaires.\\rd
informally attempted to evaluate their attitudes toward,

the task.

Twenty-five questionnaires were returned. The

majorityof the ,students filled them out in the investigator's. presence while some students took them home and

returned them in'the following class meetings.
Several difficulties ,`with the written questionnaires

as a method for gathering information for this study were
noted.

Students'mho were illiterate or barely literate

resisted the task and, of course, had trouble filling out

Evenlpme of the students with high schobl
education displayed signs of irritation at having to go
through the questionnaire, which'was.only one page and
required only several-word answers at the most.
tile forms.

II

Another shortcoming of the written questionnaire

was the closed-ended form of the questions. ,Thus, subjects who did not fiethe categories and could not formulate a concise explanation would simply leave the question
unanswered,

limas concluded that written questionnaires mailed
to subjects would result in a biased sample because only
those who were fairly literate would return the forms
correctly completed. And even among'these, the closedended nature of the questionnaire, which was short'and
\
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easy 'to answer in order to insure that at

least some of

the forms would he returned, might force certain answers.
that personal contact plus a .less
Thus, it is be
rigid style of soliciting the data would give a more ac-

curate picture of the sample.
Telephone Interviews

The investigator was searching for a way to interview a large sample but yet still remain within the

\O' practical limitations imposed by the difficulty in locating eligible subjects. A second pilot study was designed
The
to test the receptiveness, of telephone interviews.

Practical advantages are obvious but another Consideration_
was, the psychological advantage which might be gained by

the impersonality of the telephone.

A social service agency provided the names of Spanishspeaking persons seeking employment.

The investigator

eliminated all but thirty who were eligible subjects. One

Friday night, eighteen of the telephone nuMbes of eligible
Of this number, only four subjects
subjects were called.
were contacted directly and interviewed; eight numbers were_
reported out of service; subject had moved, or were wrong
numbers; at three numbers there was no answer; and at three
other numbers the subjects were at that number" but were out
of the house.

been provide
.

It should be noted that these numbers had

within the last six months before the calls

were made, which gives some indication of the-transiency
of the population.
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APPENDIX B
INTERVIEW GUIDE FACSIMILE

Y

1

CODE NUMBER:
Country of Origin:
1.
2.
Time in-the U.S.:
Date of Arrival:
3.
BIOGRAPHICAL DATA:
Date of Birth:
4.
Place of Birth:
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Size' of Family:
Order of Birth Among Male's:

Parents' Nationality:
Occupation of Parents:
SCHOOLING AND EMPLOYMENT:
Primary Schooling:
10.
a.
Prace:
b.
Date Began:
Ages of Attendance:
c.
d.
Diploma:
e.
Grades Repeated:
f.
Type of School
Secontlary Schooling:
11.
a.
Place:
b.
Date Began:
c.
Ages of Attendance:
d.
Diploma:
e.
Grades Repeated:
f.

12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Type of School.:

Further Education:
a.
Place:
b.
Date Began:
Ages of Attendance:
c.
d.
Diploma:
e.
Grades Repeated:
f.
Type of School:
Reason for Leaving School:
Satisfaction with Education:
Special Training Outside of School:
School or Training in the U.S.':
Employment in Country:
First Job:
a.
1.

Place:

2.
5.
4.
5.
6.

Dates and Duration:
Job Title:
Activities and Duties:
Type of Company:

ti

Earnings,:

11 n the original guide, there was ample space to re-

cord the responses.
195
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b.

18.

Last Job Before Leaving Country:
1. Place:
2. Dates and Duration:
3. Job Title:
4. Activities and Duties:
5. Type of Company:
6. Earnings:
c.
Type of Jobs Held Between First and Last:
1. Place:
2. Dates and Duration:
3. Job Title:
4. Activities and Duties:
5. Type of Company:
S. Earnings:
Unemployment:
e.
Job Satisfaction:
Employment in the U.S.:
a.
First Job;
1.. Place:

-

2. Dates and Duration:
3. Job Title:
4. Duties and Activities:
b.

c.
d.
e.

19.
20.
21.
99.

5. Type 'of Company:
6. Earnings:
Presedt Job:
1. Place:

2. Dates and Duration:
3. Job Title:
4. Duties and Activities:
5..Type of Company:
6. Earnings
Types of Job Held Between First and Last:
Unemployment:
Job Satisfaction:

Years Working.:

Special Skills and Abilities:
Now Learned:
Income for Last Yedr in Country:
23.
Income for Last-Year inU.S.:
HOUSEHOLD:
2
24.
Marital Status:
Number of Dependents:
ADJUSTMENT:
26.
Nationality of Friends:
27.
American Friends:
28.
Major-Problems:
29.
Reason for Coming to U.S.:
50.
U.S. Expectations:
-item not asked in the interview because of higily
personal nature of item.

I
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33.

Membership or Attendance or Organizations:
knowledge or Community Leaders and Organizations:
Knglish Kvaluation:
a.
Where are you from?
b: What language do you speak?
.

c.
d.
e.

34.

When did you come to the,. U.S.?

Who did you come with?
How long have you been here?
f.
Will you stay in the U.S. for a long time?
English Literacy (R reads the following passage reproduced on a separate card:

NIGHT WORKERS)
.Even as most of us sleep, there are men and women
at work.
In the glare of lights, in the darkness of

shadows, with night all around them, they go about their
jobs in places as different as fish markets and firehouses,
tugboats and television stations.
Life would not be as
pleasant or as safe without them-, but often their work and
their world are unknown to many people.
Comprehension Questions-:
What happens at night?
What jobs do night workers have?
IMPRESSIONS:
35.
Home Environment:
36.
R's Attitude:
37.
38.

R's Appearance.:

R's Speech:

Theodore Clymer and Gretchen Wulfing, All Sorts of
Things (Boston: Ginn and Company, 1969), p. 15.
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APPENDIX C

CONYERSION'OF LAST HOME COUNTRY
ENRNINGS INTO REAL EARNINGS
The data analysis of this study involves the use
of statistics on the immigrants' earnings in their last
home occupation. A primary consideration of this task
is how the earnings can- be adjusted in order to avoid
distortions created by international differences in price
structure and rates of inflation. It is obvious that
standards of living vary as do costs of living in different places and at different times; to compare a less
developed, region's income with the Ufiited States' without
taking these differences into account would result in a'
spurious comparison. Also, within a diverse region such

as Latin America, the contrasts aiming these countries
would also make income comparisons difficult. The problem, then, is to provIde a means of income comparison

valid across space and time.

The procedure to solve the interspacial-comparison
problem is offered by Braithwaite. Temporal comparison
of money/by adjusting for inflation was accomplished by
using consumer price indices for the United States and
Latin America. Both methods are discussed in detail in
this appendix.
Purchasing Power Ratios

Braithwaite sought to provide an,index which would
allow comparability of national accounting aggregates
among the countries o1 Latin America and other regiors or
countries.
Heused the American dollar as the commor
denominator of this index. The technique involved tl'e
determination of the market basket price of goods sinilarly
available in all the countries of the region. The prices
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of the goods selected were colleiCted during the 1960-1962
period in the capital cities in/Latin America.
Adju:.tments were made according to quality, type of residential
district and seasonal fluctutiOns.
One of the results
Of the study.is a table of Gt4oss Domestic Products (GDP)
using three purchasing power equivalents: these were based
on the price structure wei0t,ed by per, capita consumption

of Latin America,.the United States price structure, and
the geometric mean of the two. 1
To illUstrate how the ratios were formulated and
used to adjust immigrants' salaries, an example will be
provided. Braithwaite found the following per capitE,

GDP in U.S. dollars for El Salvador in 1960 using the
three purchasing power equivalents described below: .1=307
(Latin American weighting procedur01-S257 (United States
weighting procedure), S280 (geometric mean of the first
two).
If the offiCial exchange rate is used, the per
capita GDP would be S228. In order to calculate a conversion ratio taking into account the price structure in
Latin America, the per capita GDP based on the official
exchange rate, S228, is divided by the per capita. GDP
based on the Latin American price ,structure, $307.
The
resulting ratio is .74.

This indicates that 74 cents
(U.S. currency) buys in El Salvador what one dollar buys
in the United States. In other words', and as every tourist
knows, the dollar is worth more in Most Latin American
countries,.

Table A presents the conversion ratios for the three
weighting procedures described above; In this study, since
the relative incomes of the immigrants are the important
1

Stanley Braithwaite, "Real Income Levels in Latin
America," The Review of Income and Wealth, ()UV, No. 2,
June, 1968), p. 129.
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TABLE A
ADJUSTED EXCHANGE RATE RATIOSa FOR 1960

Latin ATerican
Weights°

Argentina
Bolivia
Chile
Colombia
Ecuador-

Paraguay
----Peru

Dominican
RepublicEl Salvador.

Guatemala
Honduras
Mexico
Nicaragua
Panama

.537
1.010
.749

United States
Weights
.778
.756

1.131

Geometric
Mean of the
WeigIts
.616

%618

.614
.541
.532

1.220
.727

.921
.771
.7L1
.627

.702

..612

.839
.743

1.058
.887
1.042
1.016

.945
.8L4

.,654

.595
.823
.844

'

.896

.746
1.06'5

*.931

.933
.668
.938

1.012

aThese7ratios are derived Erom,Braithwaite,'op. cit.,
Table 3, p. 129. The, ratios are considered to be the equivalent to the dollar ifspent-in that country. It is the-adjusted per capita GDP; Measured in U. S. dollars at the
official exchange rate, divided by the per capita GDP measured
by Braithwaite's purchasing power equivalent according to
regional price patterns, see p. 199 of the text.
b" Weights" are based on the average per``' capita

consumption in the region, ibid., pp. 119-123.
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,factor, the

I

fate salaries.

i it American equivalent

is used to calcu-

Braithwaite uses the geometric means For

interregional comparisons in his study, lint he states,

"Since no weighting system gives universal satisfaction,
it is a question of selecting that which satisfies tLe
9

major conceptual and practical requirements...."-

For

this study, the Latin American weighted conversion ratios
were selected.
Myers, 3 who studied Peruvian .students in the United

States, developed a subjective method to determine purchasing power parity and arrived at conclusions similar
to Braithwaite's. He asked the students how much they

would have to earn in Peruvian national money to live in
Peru at an equivalent standard to what $10,000 a year would
allow them to live in the United States.

A conversion
ratio developed in this way turns out to be .75. Myers
compares this to the ratio based on the geometric99ean of

Braithwaite's study foreru, .61, arid concludes thatzsince
his population is comprised of a segment of the upperclass 4.t probably reflects the tastes and preferences of
Americans. Had he compared,his ratio with the ratio deriVed from the' United States Weighted equivalent,

.70, he

would have concluded that his population.was indeed influenced by American price structure and preferences: The
similarity of the findings are so strikingly alike that
ne is forced to accept the intuitive notion that immigra ts who have college education, and perhaps all immigrants,
realiYNde consider different standards of living in a realistic
-3c And that their decision-making is subject to
the rules -of
2

e rational-man model of the economist5-.

Ibid., p. 12

3

Robert Myers, Ed cation and immi ration (New )ork:
David- McKay Company, 1972
pp. 288-291.
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Adjusting for Inflation'
Consumer price indices of Latin American countries
Al
for the years between 1953 and 1970 are collected in the
Statistical Abstract for Latin America, 1971. 4 They
provide the necessary data for adjusting for the inflation
rate of each Latin American country. The index for Latin
. America covered most situations since tie immigrant's last
home salary was the earliest salary tabulated in this

study, earned an average of five years ago.
In the cases
for whiarthe index had no data, the index was extrapolated
from the available data.
Summary of the Procedure for
Adjustment of Earnings
The following steps were taken to arrive at a uniform 1963 dollar equivalent Of earnings in Latin American
countries, adjusting for purchasing power differences:
I.
The weekly earnings were set to the 1963 base in na-

tional money by dividing by the.consumer price index
for that country.
2.

The result was divided by the United States exchange'
rate.

3.

This quotient

divided by Braithwaite's purchasing
'power ratio
idh yields weekly .earnings in 1963 U.S.
dollars adjusted for cost of living and inflation.
/.was

1.

An example illustrates this procedure:,
An immigrant earned 50 solones a week in El Salvador
at the time of leaving hii job in 1968. Adjusting to
the 1963 base in national money entails dividing by
the consumer price index of 1.05 for 1968.,The result
4

S

Kenneth Ruddle and Hanover Mukhtar, Statistical Abstract of,Latin America (Latin America Center, University
of Los Angeles, 1971), Table 26.
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is 47. colonesqn 1963 money.
The exchange rate in 1963 was 2.5.c:colones to one do I lar. Dividing by this rate yields a weekly salary of
19.05 in U.S. dollars.
Brailthwaite's purchasing power ratio is .74 for KJ
S *vador.
Dividing by this .ratio results in a weekly

salary of 25.74'in 1963 U.S. dollars, adjusted for
inflation. and' cost of living.
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